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Summary 

Chapter 1 reviews the synthesis of polyolefin block copolymers, focussing on strategies 

involving catalytic coordination polymerisation to produce end-functionalised 

polyolefins followed by the growth of a second block from the reactive end group using 

living/controlled techniques. The advantages and disadvantages of the various literature 

methods are discussed. 

Chapter 2 discusses the utilisation of the Catalytic Hydride Insertion Polymerisation 

(CHIP) mechanism for the synthesis of low molecular weight polyethylene 

macromonomers by manipulating the relative concentrations of dihydrogen and ethylene 

in the reactions. The application of the mechanism is investigated further with the 

introduction of two non-styrenic comonomers 5-vinyl-2-norbornene and 5-ethylidene-

2-norbornene. Observations made when we studied the effects of comonomer 

concentration and dihydrogen partial pressure on the products are discussed and some 

mechanistic insights for the copolymerisation between ethylene and norbornene 

derivatives in the presence of dihydrogen are proposed.   

Chapter 3 focusses on the investigation of the mechanism for the copolymerisation 

between the PE-i-DIB macromonomer and n-butyl acrylate using a small-scale batch 

process and a larger scale starved feed semi-batch process. Observations are found to be 

consistent with a reversible cross-propagation mechanism between PE-i-DIB and the 

propagating P(n-BA) chain in which the continued availability of monomer is key to the 

lifetime of the process, as demonstrated by the difference in the evolution of molecular 

weight in the batch and semi-batch processes. The semi-batch process also provides 

superior control over the copolymerisation compared to the batch process. 
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Chapter 4 investigates the versatility of the PE-i-DIB macromonomer in 

copolymerisations with several other types of polar monomer. Copolymer products with 

vinyl esters, methacrylates and styrenes are synthesised and the challenges provided by 

the new monomer types are discussed. The products discussed here and in Chapter 3 are 

characterised by NMR, GPC, DLS and DSC and the evidence is found to be consistent 

with the presence of block copolymers. 

Chapter 5 describes the testing of some of the block copolymers synthesised in Chapters 

3 and 4 for their wax crystal modification properties in one type of diesel fuel. The block 

copolymers were tested as neat additives and in formulation with commercial nucleators 

and growth arrestors in the Cold Filter Plugging Point (CFPP) test to assess performance 

and to indicate mode of action. The mode of action was then investigated further by 

observing the effect of the additives on the crystallisation events using DSC. The 

performance in CFPP and the observations in DSC are consistent with the block 

copolymers generally acting as nucleating agents, though some also display single-shot 

activity. There is an observable trend in performance with the varying size of the polar 

block as well as varying the polar block itself.  

Chapter 6 details the experimental procedures used to carry out the work in this thesis. 
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Abbreviations 

2-VP = 2-vinylpyridine 

9-BBN = 9-borabicyclononane 

AIBN = 2,2’-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile)  

AMS = α-methylstyrene 

ATRP = Atom Transfer Radical Polymerisation 

BHT = 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol 

BP = benzoyl peroxide 

CCT = Catalytic Chain Transfer 

CCTA = Catalytic Chain Transfer Agent 

CCTP = Catalytic Chain Transfer Polymerisation 

CDCl3 = Chloroform-d 

CFPP = Cold Filter Plugging Point 

CHIP = Catalytic Hydride Insertion Polymerisation 

COBF = Bis(boron difluorodimethylglyoximate)cobaltate(II) 

COSY = Correlation Spectroscopy 

Cp = Cyclopentadienyl 

Cp* = Pentamethylcyclopentadienyl 

CRP = Controlled Radical Polymerisation 

CTA = Chain Transfer Agent 

d2-TCE = 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 

Ð = Dispersity 

DIBAL-H = Diisobutylaluminium hydride  

DIB = 1,3-diisopropenylbenzene 

DLS = Dynamic Light Scattering 

DOSY = Diffusion-Ordered Spectroscopy 

DP = Degree of Polymerisation 

DSC = Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

ENB = 5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene 

EO = Ethylene oxide 

EVA = Ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer 

FI = Phenoxyimine 
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Flu = Fluorenyl 

FTIR = Fourier Transform Infa-Red Spectroscopy 

GPC = Gel Permeation Chromatography 

HMBC = Heteronuclear Multiple-Bond Correlation 

HMQC = Heteronuclear Multiple-Quantum Correlation 

IF = Indenyl-fluorenyl 

Ind = Indenyl 

k = Boltzmann constant (1.38×10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1) 

LIM = Limonene 

MAO = Methylaluminoxane 

MCPBA = 3-Chloroperbenzoic acid 

MCR = Mid-chain radical 

MMA = Methyl methacrylate 

Mn = Number average molecular weight 

Mp = Peak average molecular weight 

MW = Weight average molecular weight 

n-BA = n-butyl acrylate 

NIPAM = N-isopropylacrylamide 

NMP = Nitroxide Mediated Polymerisation 

NMR = Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 

PBd = Polybutadiene 

PE-Al = Aluminium-terminated polyethylene 

PE = Polyethylene 

PEB = Poly(ethylene-butylene) 

PEG = Polyethylene glycol 

PE-i-AMS = Polyethylene initiated with AMS 

PE-i-DIB = Polyethylene initiated with DIB 

PE-i-LIM = Polyethylene initiated with LIM 

PEO = Poly(ethylene oxide) 

PE-OH = Hydroxy-terminated polyethylene 

PEP = Poly(ethylene-propylene) 

PE-SH = Thiol-terminated polyethylene 

PE-t-PMS Polyethylene terminated with PMS 

PIB = Polyisobutylene 
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PMDETA = N’’-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine 

PMS = para-methylstyrene 

P(n-BA) = Poly(n-butyl acrylate) 

P(MMA) = Poly(methyl methacrylate) 

P(C14MA) = Poly(myristyl methacrylate) 

PO = Polyoctene 

PP = Polypropylene 

PS = Polystyrene 

P(V2EH) = Poly(vinyl-2-ethylhexanoate) 

P(VAc) = Poly(vinyl acetate) 

P(VOH) = Poly(vinyl alcohol) 

RAFT = Reversible Addition-Fragmentation Chain Transfer 

RCM = Reactive comonomer 

ROMP = Ring Opening Metathesis Polymerisation 

ROP = Ring Opening Polymerisation 

SG1 = N-(2-methyl-2-propyl)-N-(1-diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl)-N-oxyl 

STY = Styrene 

TBA = tert-butyl acrylate 

Tc = Crystallisation temperature 

TEMPO = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy 

TFA = Trifluoroacetic acid 

Tg = Glass transition temperature 

THF = Tetrahydrofuran 

Tm = Melting temperature 

TMEDA = N,N,N’,N’’-tetramethylethylidenediamine 

TP = tert-butyl peroxide 

VNB = 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 

VT = Variable temperature 

WAT = Wax appearance temperature  
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Chapter 1: Modification of Polyolefins via Synthesis of 

Polyolefin-Polar Monomer Block Copolymers. 

1.1 Introduction 

Polyolefins are by far the largest volume polymers, making up 50% of plastic production 

worldwide.1 Properties such as chemical stability, flexibility, mechanical strength, 

recyclability, processability and low production cost already mean that they are used in 

a wide range of commercial applications.2, 3, 4 However lack of reactivity, poor adhesion 

and incompatibility with other polymers have thus far limited their use in many 

commercially important areas in favour of materials that are far less environmentally 

friendly and more expensive to produce. The functionalisation of polyolefins, i.e. the 

addition of polar groups, is a synthetic challenge that has been relentlessly pursued in 

recent decades because of the substantial improvement gained in terms of compatibility, 

adhesion and rheological properties that would allow polyolefins to be utilised in many 

more commercial fields, such as blends or composites.4, 5  

In the last two decades the functionalisation of polyolefins has progressed substantially. 

This is because the range of applicable monomers has dramatically widened due to the 

development and utilisation of an increasing range of polymerisation methods. This in 

turn has allowed the synthesis of an almost endless variety of materials and architectures 

whose properties are just as varied. By introducing varying amounts of a range of polar 

functionalities, it has become possible to utilise the original properties of 

unfunctionalised polyolefins in combination with new properties introduced by the polar 

groups, thus broadening the potential applications.  
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Scheme 1.1 - Main synthetic pathways for functionalised polyolefins. 

Four main methods have emerged for the preparation of functional polyolefins (Scheme 

1.1): (i) free radical copolymerisation of olefins (usually ethylene) with polar monomers; 

(ii) direct catalytic copolymerisation of olefins and polar monomers; (iii) modifying pre-

formed polyolefins or; (iv) catalytic olefin polymerisation followed by other 

polymerisation strategies like living ionic polymerisation, ring-opening polymerisation 

(ROP) or controlled radical polymerisation (CRP).2, 4, 6 Direct free radical 

copolymerisation of olefins with polar monomers and modification of pre-formed 

polyolefins (methods i and ii) are currently used in industry, though both suffer from the 

disadvantage of requiring harsh reaction conditions with unwanted side reactions like 

cross-linking or bond cleavage often occurring as a consequence.7 Direct catalytic 

copolymerisation of olefins with polar monomers (iii) has found little use due to the 

uncontrollable reactivity between the transition metal catalysts and the functional groups 

of the monomers.2 The final method (iv) involves the introduction of a reactive 

comonomer, a chain transfer agent or vinyl groups to the metal-catalysed olefin 

polymerisation to yield a reactive polyolefin, whose functional groups can be utilised in 
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the initiation of a second polymerisation mechanism, such as anionic or radical.2, 4 

Although this method often involves extra reaction steps, the benefits of a wider 

compatible monomer range and superior control of the characteristics of the final 

product outweigh the drawbacks and make successive catalytic olefin polymerisation 

and living/controlled polymerisation techniques the most promising current method for 

modified polyolefin synthesis. 

Several reviews reporting functional polyolefin synthesis based on final structure,4 end 

group nature8 or synthetic strategy2, 6 have been published in the last two decades while 

a more recent article provided a wide, updated overview of progress the field.9 In that 

work functionalised polyolefins were divided into four structure-based categories: linear 

randomly functionalised copolymers, branched randomly functionalised copolymers, 

end-functionalised copolymers, block copolymers and graft copolymers. This chapter 

will provide an updated review specifically on the synthesis of polyolefin block 

copolymers and will focus on strategies involving catalytic coordination polymerisation 

to produce end-functionalised reactive polyolefins followed by the growth of a second 

block from the reactive end group via living/controlled techniques. Strategies involving 

living olefin polymerisation and combined ring opening metathesis and controlled 

radical polymerisations are also covered. 

1.2 Approaches for the end-functionalisation of polyolefins 

The synthesis of end-functionalised polyolefins is often the first step in the process for 

preparing copolymers with more complex architectures e.g. block and graft and as such 

is very important in polyolefin synthesis. Polyolefins can be prepared with a terminal 

functional group on one end or on both ends (telechelic polymers), thus allowing the 

synthesis of diblock and triblock copolymers. There are four major synthetic methods 
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for incorporating functional end groups into polyolefins (Scheme 1.2): 1) end-capping 

of catalytic living olefin polymerisation, 2) reaction of pre-formed unsaturated end 

groups, 3) in situ chain transfer reactions through addition of a metallic or non-metallic 

chain transfer agent, or 4) copolymerisation of an olefin with a reactive comonomer 

(reactive polyolefin approach).2, 4, 9, 10, 11   

 

Scheme 1.2 - General synthetic pathways for end-functionalised polyolefins. 

1.2.1. End-functionalisation via catalytic living olefin polymerisation 

Rather like direct catalytic copolymerisation of olefins with polar monomers, end-

capping of living polymerisations suffers from two major disadvantages. Reactions 

involving end groups containing polar functionalities are generally problematic10 and 

there is little practical use as only one chain is produced by each metal centre so the 

process is metal-consuming. On top of this, there is a requirement for specific catalyst 
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systems and reaction conditions.12 These practical complications have limited the 

number of reported examples in academic literature.  

 

Scheme 1.3 - Synthesis of PE functionalised with an acrylate unit via end-capping of living olefin 

polymerisation catalysed by palladium. Functionalisation can be achieved at one or at both chain ends.15 

The introduction of polar end groups to living olefin polymerisation relies on the use of 

either early or, mostly, late transition metal catalysts. Brookhart and co-workers13 

reported the synthesis of end-functionalised polyethylene (PE) through the use of a 

cobalt catalyst containing para-substituted phenyl groups, which were able to introduce 

terminal functional groups in the initiation step having initiated the living olefin 

polymerisation. Palladium-diimine catalysts have more recently been used to prepare PE 

with an acrylate end group using the same strategy i.e. the ethylene polymerisation is 

initiated by the chelated acrylate which enables the incorporation of the end group in the 

initiation stage of the reaction (Scheme 1.3).14, 15 In the same publication,15 the synthesis 

of telechelic PE was also reported by addition of another acrylate unit following the 

ethylene polymerisation. However ligand, catalyst and macromonomers required 

multiple reaction steps in their preparation and macromonomer yields were modest. The 
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need for rigorous air- and moisture-sensitive conditions for the living polymerisation 

step is also a drawback. 

The end-capping of living olefin polymerisations is not restricted to ethylene. 

Syndiotactic polypropylene (PP) end-capped with iodine was achieved by Doi et al 

using a vanadium catalyst at low temperature where the iodine was added at the end of 

the polymerisation.16, 17, 18, 19 Fujita and co-workers20 developed a method for synthesis 

of aluminium- and silyl-end-capped PE and PP using titanium catalysts bearing 

phenoxyimine ligands (Scheme 1.4). Telechelic polymers could also be synthesised 

using this method by insertion of functionalised monomers after the olefin 

polymerisation. These end-groups could then be converted to hydroxyl end-groups post-

polymerisation by treatment with acid. 

 

Scheme 1.4 - Use of titanium catalyst bearing phenoxyimine (FI) ligands to introduce functional groups 

during initiation of polyethylene growth.20 

1.2.2. End-functionalisation via chain transfer 

The use of chain transfer reactions in the end-functionalisation of polyolefins has the 

advantage of being catalyst-efficient i.e. each active species is able to produce multiple 

polymer chains, unlike catalytic living olefin polymerisation (vide supra).12, 21 This 

keeps the end group fidelity high and means that simple manipulation of the chain 

transfer agent/monomer ratio can be used to tune the polymer molecular weight. Chain 
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transfer reactions used in this context can be divided into the use of metallic chain 

transfer agents, non-metallic chain transfer agents and β-hydrogen elimination. The first 

two are discussed in more detail below, but β-hydrogen elimination is a chain transfer 

process common in olefin polymerisations which normally yields low molecular weight 

products containing a terminal vinyl group.9 These vinyl groups can then be chemically 

altered post-polymerisation (vide infra). 

1.2.2.1 Metallic chain transfer agents 

Both catalytic and irreversible chain transfer reactions to metals have been utilised in 

polyolefin synthesis. These strategies are appealing because the behaviour of transition 

metal and metal alkyl catalysts is well-studied and the reactivity of the metal-carbon 

bonds allows the quantitative introduction of a variety of functional groups (vide 

infra).22, 23  

Through optimisation of the conditions that bring about the long-known chain transfer 

reaction that occurs between a growing polymer chain and main group metal-alkyl 

species,24 coordinative chain transfer polymerisation (CCTP) was developed.25, 26 The 

process normally involves a transition metal catalyst and a main group metal alkyl 

compound that acts as the chain transfer agent and allows the highly controlled synthesis 

of entirely metal-end-capped polyolefins whilst adding the aforementioned catalytic 

quality to the system. Zinck and co-workers27 reviewed the use of a variety of transition 

metal/main group metal combinations in the CCTP of a range of olefins; however the 

functionalisation of these polymers were not included and the authors point out that the 

nature of the active species is still uncertain, although this has recently been examined 

kinetically and computationally by Ribeiro and co-workers.28  
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Scheme 1.5 - End-functionalisation of polypropylene with halogens via intermediate chain transfer to 

zinc.31 

Chain transfer from early transition metals to zinc resulting in Zn-alkyl terminated 

polyolefins is commonly found in literature. The high reactivity of the Zn-C bonds has 

been used to impart vinyl,29, 30 halogen31 (Scheme 1.5), hydroxyl32, carbonyl31 and 

amine33 end groups onto polypropylene. More recently alkyne- and azide-terminated 

polypropylene has also been reported using chain transfer to zinc.34 The synthesis of PE 

terminated with zinc was pioneered by Gibson and co-workers,35, 36, 37 uncovering a 

range of highly active catalytic systems across the transition metal series. Arriola38 then 

took the technology further to develop a dual-catalyst system for the preparation of 

olefin block copolymers using a high-throughput catalyst screening approach. The 

reader is also referred to Sita,39 who provides a more general review of the achievements 

and potential of coordinative chain transfer to zinc in olefin polymerisation.  

 

Scheme 1.6 - Synthesis of PE-OH by oxidation of a mid-chain zinc atom, followed by conversion to an 

ATRP macroinitiator.40 

Matyjaszewski and co-workers40 reported that the mid-chain Zn-carbon bonds formed 

in the iron-catalysed ethylene polymerisation in the presence of diethyl zinc could be 

converted in situ to hydroxyl end groups by hydrolysis (Scheme 1.6). These hydroxyl 
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end groups could then be treated with 2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide to produce 

a PE-based ATRP macroinitiator (vide infra). A similar approach was used by Zhu and 

co-workers to produce an ATRP macroinitiator.41 Macroinitiators synthesised in this 

way are not restricted to ATRP; ring-opening polymerisation of lactide was reported 

from a hydroxyl-terminated PE by Dubois et al42 and Zhu and co-workers43 were able 

to produce a PE terminated with a trithiocarbonate, which was useable in a subsequent 

RAFT polymerisation of NIPAM and 2-vinylpyridine.  

 

Scheme 1.7 - Synthesis of trithiocarbonate-terminated PE from PE-OH.43 

Transition metal-catalysed polymerisations conducted in the presence of aluminium 

alkyls produce similar products to those conducted with zinc alkyls, namely the 

synthesis of polyolefins containing terminal hydroxyl groups. Kim and co-workers44, 45 

reported that during metallocene-catalysed copolymerisations between ethylene and 

allylbenzene in the presence of methylaluminoxane (MAO), a chain transfer to 

aluminium was strongly favoured following allylbenzene insertion. They found that the 

mode of chain transfer depended on the ligand structure of the catalysts but that chain 

transfer to aluminium was preferred when using highly substituted species. PE-OH 

could then be formed by oxidative work-up (Scheme 1.8). The same group also reported 

the use of PE-OH synthesised using the above method as an ROP macroinitiator.46  
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Scheme 1.8 - Synthesis of OH-terminated PE via chain transfer to aluminium and oxidative workup.46 

The use of Zr-FI catalysts and an aluminium chain transfer agent allowed Fujita and co-

workers to produce a wide range of molecular weight PE-Al species simply by varying 

the reaction time and the concentration of chain transfer agent.47 Kashiwa and co-

workers described the development of a one-pot synthesis of hydroxyl-capped PE using 

allyl alcohol as a comonomer and a novel metallocene indenyl-fluorenyl (IF) catalyst in 

the presence of MAO.48 Selective end-incorporation of the allyl alcohol and chain 

transfer to aluminium allowed the synthesis of PE-OH by oxidative work-up (Scheme 

1.9).  

 

Scheme 1.9 - Copolymerisation of ethylene with allyl alcohol in presence of metallocene IF catalyst 

yielding PE-OH, and conversion to an ATRP macroinitiator.48 

The same authors converted the PE-OH into an ATRP macroinitiator for block 

copolymer synthesis, preceding similar work published by Matyjaszewski (vide supra). 

More recently the synthesis of PE-OH using cationic yttrium complexes with aluminium 

chain transfer agents was reported by Kempe and co-workers.49 Other functionalities 
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including bromo, chloro, α-bromoacetate and α-bromoisobutyrate were successfully 

synthesised by conversion of the hydroxyl groups in very high yields.  

Hydroxyl-terminated polypropylene has been prepared using Ziegler-Natta catalytic 

systems in the presence of aluminium alkyl co-catalysts. Ikeda and co-workers utilised 

the classic MgCl2-supported TiCl3 catalyst in the presence of AlEt3
50 and Al(iBu)3

51 to 

produce both isotactic and atactic Al-terminated PP, which was then quenched with 

oxygen to convert the Al end groups to hydroxyl groups. The synthesis of both hydroxyl- 

and iodine-terminated isotactic PP was described by Soga et al52 using a [2,6-

iPr2C6H3N(CH2)3N2,6-iPr2C6H3]TiCl2/MAO catalyst system followed by reaction with 

oxygen and iodine respectively.  

 

Scheme 1.10 - Synthesis of PE-Mg-PE.26 

Mortreux and co-workers first described the use of alkyl magnesium compounds as 

metallic chain transfer agents in lanthanocene-catalysed PE synthesis (Scheme 1.10).26 

The product of the reaction was a PE-Mg-PE species where the PE chains were of low 

dispersity and could contain between four and two hundred carbons depending on the 

conditions. This was later utilised by Boisson and co-workers in the production of a 

range of end-functionalised PE’s by various post-polymerisation reactions of the 

Mg(PE)2 species.22 Alkoxyamine-functionalised PE (Scheme 1.11) was reported by the 

same authors by reaction of the in-chain Mg-C bonds with 2,2,6,6-tetramethy-1-

piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) with around 63% of the chains bearing a terminal TEMPO 

unit.53 Prior to this Hawker and co-workers described the preparation of not only PE-

TEMPO, but also PE bearing another stable radical N-(2-methyl-2-propyl)-N-(1-
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diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl)-N-oxyl (SG1), though the end group fidelities 

differed substantially for the two macroalkoxyamines (70% and 45%).54 In a later 

publication Boisson et al described the synthesis of two new nitroxides (DD1 and DD2) 

and the subsequent addition to PE chains.55 The nitroxide DD2 required a substantially 

lower temperature (60°C) than either TEMPO or SG1 to cleave the C-ON bond and thus 

initiate nitroxide mediated polymerisation, though the end group fidelity was low again 

(40%). 

 

Scheme 1.11 - Synthesis of PE-based macroalkoxyamines for NMP.53, 54, 55 

The conversion of MgPE2 species into macro-RAFT agents was investigated by the 

same group using dithiocarbonylates (Scheme 1.12).56, 57 Despite the low conversion and 

the presence of side reactions, examples of thiocarbonylate-terminated PE were 

synthesised for subsequent reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 

polymerisations. The same authors have also reported the efficient conversion of 

Mg(PE)2 to iodine-terminated PE, from which PE terminated with an azide group was 

synthesised.23 Reduction of the azide to an amine was conducted, from which another 

macro-RAFT agent was prepared (Scheme 1.13).  
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Scheme 1.12 - Synthesis of PE-based macroRAFT agents.56, 57 

A variety of methods for the conversion of Mg(PE)2 to thiol-terminated PE were 

conducted by Boisson and co-workers, the most successful of which involved the 

reduction of dithiocarbonylate-terminated PE using LiAlH4 (Scheme 1.14).58 The 

resulting PE-SH materials were used in later publications to initiate the ROP of lactide59 

and as nucleophiles in thia-Michael addition reactions with acrylic and methacrylic 

monomers.60   

 

Scheme 1.13 - Strategies to functionalised PE from the PE-Mg-PE species, including synthesis of a 

macroRAFT agent.23 
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Scheme 1.14 - Synthesis of PE-SH from PE-I and further reactions.58, 59, 60 

1.2.2.2 Non-metallic chain transfer agents 

Marks and co-workers reviewed the use of chain transfer agents for the end 

functionalisation of polyolefins with a number of heteroatoms.61 A variety of chain 

transfer agents have been shown to be highly active in catalytic olefin polymerisation 

and a diverse range of end groups have been reported. These chain transfer agents are 

compatible with both d- and f-block metal catalysts without the need for protection 

chemistry. The Marks group themselves have described the synthesis of silane-

terminated polyolefins using Ziegler-Natta,62, 63 metallocene64 and organolanthanide 

catalysts.65 They later reported that amine and phospine groups could also be 

incorporated as end groups using organolanthanide catalysts.66, 67  
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Scheme 1.15 - Synthesis of borane-terminated PE and further reactions.68, 69 

Polyolefins with a terminal borane group can be synthesised by chain transfer to 

organoboranes during metallocene-catalysed olefin polymerisation. Chung and co-

workers reported the formation of 9-borabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane (9-BBN)-terminated PE 

through chain transfer to the commercially available 9-BBN dimer (Scheme 1.15).68, 69 

In the same publication the group also reported the possibility of quantitatively 

converting the borane end group to a hydroxyl end group by an oxidative work-up or to 

a terminal peroxide unit (-BOOC-) by exposure to oxygen. Interestingly this peroxide 

moiety is suitable for use as a free-radical initiator for the synthesis of block copolymers 

(vide infra). A range of polyolefin anionic macroinitiators were also described by 

Chung,70 prepared by oxidation of terminal borane units to produce hydroxyl end groups 

and followed by metalation with potassium naphthalide (vide infra). More recently, 

Dong and co-workers71 found trialkylboranes to be efficient chain transfer agents in 

metallocene-catalysed olefin polymerisation which, after an oxidative work-up, also 

resulted in hydroxyl-terminated PE.     
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Chain transfer to vinyl chloride via β-Cl elimination was found to produce polyolefins 

with a single vinyl end group by Gaynor.72 By comparison to the aforementioned silanes 

and boranes, vinyl chloride is inexpensive and was reportedly able to produce vinyl-

terminated PE and PP in the presence of a variety of metallocene catalysts. Despite this 

vinyl chloride has not found widespread use in olefin polymerisation.  

1.2.3 End Functionalisation using vinyl end groups 

Polyethylene with high vinyl end-group fidelity (70-90%) can be synthesised under mild 

conditions using group IV metal catalysts, of which a range have been reported with 

high activities bearing phenoxy/imine ligands (FI catalysts, vide supra) by Fujita and 

co-workers to prepare low molecular weight PE.73, 74, 75, 76, 77 In separate publications the 

same authors described post-polymerisation reactions to further functionalise the PE. An 

Alder-ene reaction followed by hydrolysis yielded disodium succinate end groups;78 

whereas oxidation of the vinyl end groups led to diol- and triol-terminated PE which 

could be used to initiate ROP of ethylene oxide.79  

 

Scheme 1.16 - Synthesis of diol- and triol-terminated PE.79 
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Low molecular weight PE with 100% vinyl end group fidelity was produced using a 

nickel phosphanylenolate catalyst,80 which Mazzolini and co-workers utilised in an 

investigation into reactions of vinyl-terminated PE with a series of thiols, yielding high 

degrees of functionalisation.58 The addition of a thiol to vinyl-terminated PE was first 

published by Sengupta and co-workers81 and was subsequently used to produce PE with 

a silane functionality. The application of a silyl functionality has also been described by 

Matyjaszewski for the conversion of pre-formed vinyl-terminated PP into an ATRP 

macroinitiator for block copolymer synthesis (Scheme 1.17).82  

 

Scheme 1.17 - Synthesis of PP macroinitiator for ATRP by hydrosilylation of vinyl-terminated PE.82 

Functionalisation of pre-formed unsaturated end groups has also been achieved by 

hydroalumination and hydroboration reactions.10, 11 As with the chain transfer processes 

to aluminium alkyls (vide supra), the hydroalumination reactions of unsaturated 

polyolefin chain ends are often followed by oxidation to add hydroxyl functionality,51, 

83 though this method has also been shown to introduce halogen functionalities to the 

polyolefin chain end.31 Matyjaszewski and co-workers have utilised a hydroalumination 

process in the four-step synthesis of an α-bromoester-terminated PE which could be used 

as an ATRP macroinitiator.84 Also noteworthy is the work of Kashiwa and co-workers 

who utilised a similar process to synthesise a hydroxyl-terminated ethylene/propylene 
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macromonomer which could then be converted into a methacrylate macromonomer by 

reaction with methacryloyl chloride.83, 85 

 

Scheme 1.18 - Synthesis of a PE-based ATRP macroinitiator from vinyl-terminated PE.84 

Hydroboration reactions have proved to be more successful than either hydrosilation or 

hydroalumination in the functionalisation of vinyl-terminated polyolefins. This is 

attributed to the superior reactivity and solubility of the alkyl borane reagents, which go 

some way to overcoming the typical disadvantages of this general approach i.e. low 

functional group concentration and poor polymer solubility in the reaction medium.2, 4 

Borane-functionalised PP has been prepared from vinyl-terminated PP86 and 

polyethylene-co-hexadiene87 using alkylboranes and subsequently transformed into 

hydroxyl,86, 87 amine,87 silyl87 and maleic anhydride end functionalities (Scheme 1.19).88, 

89  

The Matyjaszewski group have also described the preparation of ATRP macroinitiators 

directly from vinyl-terminated PE by triflic acid catalysed treatment with 2-

bromoisobutyric acid. This in turn led to the controlled radical polymerisation of n-BA, 

MMA and styrene for the synthesis of block copolymers in 3 steps.90 
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Scheme 1.19 - End-functionalisation of PP via hydroboration reactions of vinyl end groups. 

1.2.4 End Functionalisation using reactive comonomers 

In his book from 2002,91 Chung described the concept of reactive comonomers for end-

functionalisation of polyolefins. The comonomers in question are carefully chosen to 

fulfil certain criteria: compatibility with early transition metal catalysts; effective 

incorporation; a range of possible transformation reactions and the ability to perform 

“living” graft-from polymerisations. Organoborane monomers (vide supra) were 

investigated and their end-functionalisation reactions with polyolefins have been 

discussed earlier.68, 69, 70, 71 The other comonomer investigated by Chung was para-

methylstyrene (PMS). 
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Scheme 1.20 - Chain transfer to PMS followed by hydrogenolysis to yield PE-t-PMS.92 

Chung has described the synthesis of PMS-terminated PE and PP in the presence of 

hydrogen using several group IV metal catalysts.92, 93 The authors also described the 

mechanism resulting in the polyolefin-t-PMS species as relying on the formation of a 

dormant state following selective 2,1-insertion of the PMS into a zirconium-carbon bond 

(Scheme 1.20). This mechanism has recently been probed by Scott and co-workers who, 

along with an amendment to the original Chung mechanism, reported a range of suitable 

reactive comonomers for end-functionalisation of polyethylene.94   

1.3. Living olefin polymerisation for the synthesis of block copolymers 

Living olefin polymerisation has been utilised to prepare block copolymers, typically 

achieved via sequential monomer addition. There are numerous examples of block 

copolymers made from non-polar monomers12 but the large reactivity differences 

between polar and non-polar vinyl monomers mean that block copolymer synthesis via 

sequential monomer addition using any single polymerisation mechanism is 

problematic.4 The use of living olefin polymerisation to this end has been hampered 
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either by oxophilic early transition catalysts, or inactive late transition metal catalysts 

towards polar monomers. Despite these setbacks, some examples of polyolefin-polar 

block copolymers prepared by living olefin polymerisation have been reported.   

 

Scheme 1.21 - Rare earth metal catalysts for block copolymerisation.12 

Yasuda and co-workers described the synthesis of PE block copolymers of narrow 

dispersity with acrylates, methacrylates and lactones via sequential monomer addition 

using Cp2
*Sm derived catalysts (Scheme 1.21) and, interestingly, it was found that block 

copolymers could not be formed by reversing the monomer addition order.95, 96 Similar 

catalysts have been utilised by the same group to produce triblock copolymers with a PE 

mid-block.97 Block copolymers of higher α-olefins with polar monomers have also been 

reported, this time using bridged Cp-bearing scandium and yttrium catalysts.98 Again 

the order of monomer addition is key, but with sequential addition of 1-pentene or 1-

hexene followed by the polar monomer, block copolymers with MMA and ε-

caprolactone could be formed.  

Hӧcker and co-workers reported the synthesis of a PE-b-PMMA diblock at low 

temperatures by sequential monomer addition in the presence of a zirconium catalyst 

capable of mechanistic cross-over from coordination to addition polymerisation.99 While 

it cannot be described as a living process, the proposed mechanism is similar to the living 
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processes involving the samarocene-based catalysts described above in that a cationic 

ester enolate zirconocene complex is thought to be the active species for the MMA 

polymerisation.100, 101 This may provide encouragement that this type of process can be 

achieved using more commercially suitable catalysts, given the similarity of the 

zirconocene species to those already used in industry.     

 

Scheme 1.22 - Synthesis of PE-b-PMMA by mechanistic cross-over from coordination to addition 

polymerisation using a zirconocene catalyst.99 

Although the ability to synthesise block copolymers in a controlled fashion in one pot is 

undoubtedly convenient, the requirement for specific, expensively-made late transition 

metal or lanthanide catalysts and the still-limited polar monomer range somewhat 

restricts the current scope of this technology.     

1.4. Coordination polymerisation and living ionic polymerisation for 

synthesis of block copolymers 

The synthesis of polyolefin-polar monomer block copolymers is often accomplished by 

the use of multiple distinct polymerisation mechanisms in order to circumvent the 

practical complications associated with the incompatibility of most single mechanisms 

with different types of monomers. One such strategy involves the combination of 

catalytic coordination polymerisation of an olefin e.g. ethylene or propylene followed 

by conversion of the polyolefin into a macroinitiator for the living ionic polymerisation 

of another monomer to produce a block copolymer. 
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Although the second polymerisation mechanism in this area is almost always anionic; 

in 1983 a number of PP-b-P(THF) diblock copolymers were synthesised by Doi using 

coordination polymerisation followed by living cationic polymerisation.102 Synthesis of 

iodine-terminated polypropylene using a vanadium (acac) catalyst was followed by 

conversion to a macroinitiator for cationic polymerisation of THF by reaction with 

AgClO4. 

Chung and co-workers found that the use of various metallocene catalysts activated by 

MAO could be used to incorporate terminal p-MS units during ethylene or propylene 

polymerisation in the presence of hydrogen (vide supra). These p-MS end groups could 

then be metallated in the presence of s-BuLi and N, N, N, N’-tetramethylethylenediamine 

(TMEDA) to convert the polyolefin into a macroinitiator for the living anionic 

polymerisation of styrene yielding PE-b-PS and PP-b-PS diblock copolymers (Scheme 

1.23).92, 93 It was found by Chung that polyolefins containing vinylbenzene 

functionalities could be used to prepare graft copolymers with styrene in a similar 

fashion,103 though the synthesis of block copolymers was not reported.  

 

Scheme 1.23 - Synthesis of PE-b-PS from PE-t-PMS.92 
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The Chung group have also studied the synthesis and reactions of polyolefins containing 

9-BBN end groups.70 As well as being able to initiate free-radical polymerisation (vide 

infra), oxidation of the 9-BBN end groups followed by metalation converts the boranes 

into efficient initiators for the anionic polymerisation of ethylene oxide to yield block 

copolymers (Scheme 1.24). A similar process was also used for the synthesis of PE-b-

P(ε-caprolactone) and PS-b-P(ε-caprolactone) block copolymers via anionic ring-

opening polymerisation.104 

 

Scheme 1.24 - Synthesis of amphiphilic block copolymers from borane-terminated polyolefins.70 

1.5. Coordination polymerisation and controlled radical 

polymerisation for synthesis of block copolymers 

1.5.1. 9-Borobicyclononane oxidation 

As well as being able to initiate anionic polymerisation from oxidised alkyl borane end 

groups, Chung and co-workers have demonstrated that exposure of a 9-BBN-terminated 

polyolefin to oxygen produces a borane peroxide that can either be reduced by another 

alkyl borane or cleaved homolytically to generate a stable 9-BBN-O• radical, along with 

alkyl and alkoxy radicals capable of initiating radical polymerisation of various polar 

monomers at ambient temperature.105 The B-O• radical does not initiate polymerisation 

itself, but can react reversibly with the growing radical, resulting in an equilibrium 
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between active and dormant species. The group utilised the oxophilicity of alkyl boranes 

to develop two methods for the preparation of polyolefins bearing terminal 9-BBN 

functionalities, namely hydroboration of preformed unsaturated PE and PP and chain 

transfer to H-9-BBN compounds during catalytic olefin polymerisation (vide supra).68, 

69, 106 Following oxidation of the 9-BBN end group, the polyolefins could be used as 

initiators for the free radical polymerisation of methyl methacrylate to produce PE-b-

PMMA and PP-b-PMMA block copolymers (Scheme 1.25).  

 

Scheme 1.25 - Oxidation of borane end group and subsequent radical polymerisation of MMA.68, 69 

1.5.2. Nitroxide-mediated radical polymerisation (NMP) 

The transformation of polyolefins into macroalkoxyamines for nitroxide-mediated graft 

polymerisation of various polar monomers has been fairly well-studied by various 

groups, but successful block copolymer synthesis by catalytic coordination 

polymerisation and NMP is much rarer in the literature. Hawker and Boisson have both 

reported the synthesis of TEMPO- and SG1-terminated PE from Mg(PE)2 species (vide 

supra), though with fairly modest end group fidelities, and the high cleavage 

temperatures (180°C and 160°C) prevented conducting free radical polymerisation 

under mild conditions.53, 54 The Boisson group subsequently went on to design nitroxides 

(DD1 and DD2) based on SG1 that were cleavable at lower temperatures and, though 
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the end group fidelities were low again, macroalkoxyamines based PE were produced 

and NMP of n-butyl acrylate was performed to yield a block copolymer in 3 steps 

(Scheme 1.26).55 

 

Scheme 1.26 - Synthesis of a block copolymer by NMP from a PE-macroalkoxyamine. 

1.5.3. Atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP) 

The conversion of functionalised polyolefins to macroinitiators for the subsequent 

ATRP of polar monomers is by far the most studied strategy to produce both polyolefin-

polar block and graft copolymers. The main differences in the literature reports are to be 

found in the method for obtaining the polyolefin macroinitiator; while some authors 

modified terminal vinyl functionality to obtain macroinitiators, others utilised 

coordination chemistry to impart specific functionalities on polyolefins that could be 

converted to macroinitiators. 
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Scheme 1.27 - Synthesis of a block copolymer by ATRP of MMA in the presence of PP 

macroinitiator.82 

Matyjaszewski and co-workers82 described two methods for the synthesis of halogenated 

macroinitiators based on PP, involving the chemical transformation of terminal 

vinylidene groups synthesised using a dichloride [1,2-bis-(η5-9-fluorenyl)-1-(R)-

phenylethane]zirconocene/MAO catalyst system. In the first strategy hydrosilylation 

followed by reduction with LiAlH4 produces a terminal Si-H function which is then 

converted to a macroinitiator with >95% end group fidelity by reaction with 2-

bromoisobutyrate. The second strategy also involved a hydrosilylation reaction but this 

time using the specially synthesised 1-(2-

bromoisobutyryloxy)propyltetramethyldisiloxane in the presence of Karstedt’s catalyst 

and 2-methyl-1,4-napthoquinone to yield a PP bearing a 2-bromoisobutyrate end group. 

PP ATRP macroinitiators made using the first strategy were then used in the synthesis 

of PP-b-PMMA and PP-b-P(n-BA) block copolymers of low dispersity and good 

conversion, though with long reaction times (Scheme 1.27).  

A more straightforward synthesis was proposed for PE block copolymers by the same 

group (Scheme 1.28).90 Vinyl-terminated PE produced using a phenoxyimine zirconium 

catalyst was reacted directly with 2-bromopropanoic acid in the presence of triflic acid 
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to yield a 75% functionalised PE ATRP macroinitiator. PE-b-PMMA, PE-b-P(n-BA) 

and PE-b-PS copolymers of low dispersity were then prepared.  

 

Scheme 1.28 - Direct synthesis of a PE-based macroinitiator and ATRP of MMA, n-BA and S.90 

Matsugi and co-workers107 described their preparation of vinyl-terminated PP from 

commercial PP by via pyrolysis and its subsequent conversion to an allylic bromide 

group by reaction with N-bromosuccinimide. They then used this Br-terminated PP to 

initiate the ATRP of styrene, MMA and n-BA respectively to yield block copolymers. 

The authors recently extended this technology substantially, reporting a range of 

different Br-terminated polyolefins and their subsequent use in ATRP of polar 

monomers including MMA, t-butyl acrylate, ethyl acrylate and styrene to yield a great 

variety of pololefin block copolymers.108 

The use of catalytic coordination polymerisation to synthesise polyolefins with specific 

functions is an interesting alternative to modification of terminal vinyl groups, which 

often requires several reaction steps for the conversion and long polymerisation times 

for the second block synthesis. Hydroxy-terminated PE, produced from the metallocene-

catalysed copolymerisation of ethylene and allyl alcohol in the presence of trialkyl 

aluminium CTA,48 has been used to synthesise macroinitiators by reaction with α-

bromoisobutyryl bromide in the presence of Et3N for block copolymer synthesis by 
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ATRP of MMA (Scheme 1.29).109 The effective compatibilisation of PE and PMMA 

homopolymers by the block copolymer was also reported.  

 

Scheme 1.29 - ATRP of MMA in the presence of a PE-Br macroinitiator to form a block copolymer.48, 

105 

Matyjaszewski and co-workers40 reported ATRP of n- or t-butyl acrylate from a PE 

ATRP macroinitiator prepared by chain transfer to Zn (vide supra) to afford PE block 

copolymers with substantially faster polar monomer conversion than that achieved by 

modification of vinyl-terminated polyolefins.  

Also noteworthy are macromonomers based on PE that have been copolymerised with 

acrylate monomers to yield PE chains bearing methacrylic end groups, achieved by 

Matyjaszewski and co-workers utilising Pd(II) α-diimine catalysts.14 The functional PE 

was then able to copolymerise with n-BA under ATRP conditions. A novel 

functionalised palladium diimine catalyst containing a 2-bromoisobutyryl substituting 

group allowed Ye and co-workers110 to directly synthesise 2-bromoisobutyryl-

terminated PE (Scheme 1.30). The terminal groups could then be used to initiate ATRP 

of styrene or n-butyl acrylate to produce block copolymers in two steps, a significant 

achievement given the number of strategies described here that require more steps to 

achieve the same. 
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Scheme 1.30 - Tandem strategy for functionalised PE block copolymers.106 

Other organometallic mediated methods include a very recent contribution from Yagci 

and co-workers111 who demonstrated the use of Mn2(CO)10 for the thermally-induced 

controlled radical polymerisation of styrene and MMA to produce PE block copolymers 

of relatively low dispersity from iodo-terminated PE (Scheme 1.31). The PE 

macroinitiator was formed from catalysed chain growth on magnesium followed by 

reaction with iodine. The authors also report the synthesis of a triblock copolymer under 

the same conditions by polymerisation of styrene in the presence of the PE-b-PMMA-I 

species. 

 

Scheme 1.31 - Synthesis of a diblock and a triblock copolymer by sequential thermally induced 

polymerisation with MMA and styrene.107 

Detrembleur and co-workers112 recently described the one-pot organometallic-mediated 

radical copolymerisation of ethylene with a variety of polar monomers where the 

transition metal complex reversibly traps the growing polymer chains. The authors 
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report the controlled synthesis of block-like copolymers where modification of the 

composition is possible by altering the ethylene feed pressure. 

 

Scheme 1.32 - Organometallic-mediated polymerisation of ethylene with polar monomers.108 

1.5.4. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerisation (RAFT) 

Polyolefin macro-RAFT agents are, like polyolefin macroalkoxyamines, scarce in 

literature. Kawahara and co-workers reported that a PE-PMMA polymer hybrid could 

be made by RAFT polymerisation. The PE macro-RAFT agent was prepared by 

sequential functionalisation of an ethylene copolymerisation with allyl alcohol, yielding 

a RAFT agent bearing a dithiobenzoate group.113  
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Scheme 1.33 - Synthesis of a PE macroRAFT agent from OH-terminated PE, followed by RAFT 

polymerisation of MMA.109 

Boisson and co-workers reacted Mg(PE)2 species with a number of thiocarbonylated 

compounds to yield dithiocarbonylate-terminated PE, which were suitable for use as 

mediators in RAFT polymerisation of n-butyl acrylate to provide a path to PE-based 

block copolymers (vide supra).56 The same authors also described the conversion of 

Mg(PE)2 to a macro-RAFT agent via conversion to PE-I, then to PE-N3 and reduction 

to an amine. PE block copolymers were then prepared using the PE macro-RAFT agent 

to mediate the polymerisation of n-butyl acrylate.23 
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Scheme 1.34 - Use of a PE-based macroRAFT agent in the synthesis of PE-b-P(NIPAM) and PE-b-

P(NIPAM)-b-P(2-VP) copolymers.43 

Koning and co-workers114 have studied the preparation of multiblock copolymers from 

multifunctional RAFT agents, a feat that would require many polymerisation steps using 

a conventional monofunctional RAFT agent. They reported the preparation of a 

poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-PBA-b-poly(ethylene-co-butylene) triblock copolymer in 

one step using a difunctional RAFT agent based on ‘Kraton’, a monohydroxyl end-

capped poly(ethylene-co-butylene). More recently Zhu and co-workers described the 

production of thermo- and pH-responsive PE-based di- and triblock copolymers with 

NIPAM and 2-vinylpyridine by RAFT polymerisation mediated by a RAFT agent made 

from hydroxyl-terminated PE (Scheme 1.34).43 

While it does not involve catalytic coordination polymerisation, it is nonetheless 

noteworthy that Monteil and co-workers have recently reported the first RAFT 

polymerisation of ethylene using xanthates as mediators.115 They also report the 

copolymerisation of ethylene with small amounts of vinyl acetate mediated by xanthates 
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under far milder conditions (70°C, 200 bar) than those required for free-radical ethylene 

polymerisation. 

1.6. Coordination polymerisation and ring opening polymerisation 

(ROP) for synthesis of block copolymers 

Combining catalytic coordination polymerisation with ring-opening polymerisation 

provides a useful route to copolymers with novel and controlled structures that are 

generally considered inaccessible by more conventional techniques.116 ROP can be 

accomplished thermally, ionically or by a transition metal catalyst and in order to 

achieve block and graft copolymers; synthesis of hydroxyl group-bearing polyolefins is 

overwhelmingly the preferred method.6, 116  

The addition of hydroxyl functionalisation to polyolefin chains has been discussed in 

previous sections (vide supra) and generally involves in situ chain transfer to one of a 

number of species including organoboranes, alkyl aluminiums and alkyl zincs during 

catalytic olefin polymerisation, followed by oxidation. Chung and co-workers reported 

the synthesis of PE-b-PEO by anionic ROP of ethylene oxide following oxidation and 

metalation of a borane-functionalised PE synthesised in the presence of a 9-BBN CTA.70 

The resulting block copolymers contained between 40 and 80 mol% ethylene oxide. 

Using a similar approach, the same authors also synthesised a series of PO-b-P(ε-

caprolactone) copolymers which found use as a polymeric compatibilisers.104 Fujita and 

co-workers79 reported the use of diol- and triol-terminated PE, prepared from vinyl-

terminated PE (vide supra), as initiators for ROP of ethylene oxide to yield 

PE/polyethylene glycol hybrid materials. 
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Scheme 1.35 - Synthesis of PE-PEG AB2- and AB3-type hybrid materials by ROP.79 

Kim and co-workers described their synthesis of PE-b-P(ε-caprolactone) via catalytic 

ring-opening polymerisation in the presence of preformed OH-terminated PE using 

stannous octoate as the catalyst.46 The OH-terminated PE in this case was prepared by 

sequential oxidation and hydrolysis of Al-terminated PE (vide supra). A similar 

approach was taken by Dubois and co-workers to prepare PE-b-P(lactide).42 Zn-

terminated PE, produced by chain transfer to diethyl zinc during metallocene-catalysed 

ethylene oligomerisation, was converted to OH-terminated PE by exposure to air and 

was then used as a macroinitiator for the ROP of lactide in the presence of stannous 

octoate (Scheme 1.36).  

 

Scheme 1.36 - ROP of lactide initiated by PE-OH/Sn(Oct)2.42 

1.7. Sequential ring opening methathesis polymerisation (ROMP) and 

controlled radical polymerisation for synthesis of block copolymers 

To this point, the strategies covered for the synthesis of polyolefin-polar monomer block 

copolymers have involved the use of catalytic coordination polymerisation followed by 

controlled radical or ionic polymerisation. Ring-opening metathesis polymerisation has 
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been utilised in certain examples to generate the olefinic first block before being used 

for the initiation of controlled radical polymerisations to produce the second block. 

ROMP has also been used to develop telechelic polymers which can be used for the 

synthesis of triblocks.117, 118  

1.7.1. ROMP and ATRP 

ATRP macroinitiators have been prepared from ROMP synthesised polyolefins. Coca 

and co-workers119 described the production of ROMP synthesised poly(norbornene) 

using a tetrahedral imido/alkylidene metathesis catalyst Mo(CHCPhMe2)(NAr)(O-t-

Bu)2, and its subsequent conversion to an ATRP macroinitiator by reaction with p-

(bromomethyl)-benzaldehyde. The ATRP of styrene and methyl acrylate were then 

described to yield diblock copolymers. The same method has also been used to make 

block copolymers using poly(dicyclopentadiene) as the olefin block. 

 

Scheme 1.37 - Successive living ROMP and ATRP to produce block copolymers.115 
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The use of a functional CTA during the ROMP of 1,5-dicyclooctadiene in the presence 

of a ruthenium catalyst allowed Bielawski and co-workers to obtain telechelic 

polybutadiene bearing chlorine or 2-bromopropionyl ester end groups; from which 

ATRP of styrene and MMA could be efficiently conducted to yield poly(styrene-b-

butadiene-b-styrene) and poly(MMA-b-butadiene-b-MMA) triblock copolymers with 

good control over the radical polymerisation.  

1.7.2. ROMP and RAFT 

A ROMP produced polyolefin has also been converted into a macroRAFT agent through 

the synthesis of polybutadiene with dithiocarbonylate functions at both ends. Similar to 

the ATRP example mentioned above, Bates and co-workers120 conducted the ROMP of 

1,5-cyclooctadiene in the presence of another ruthenium catalyst and functional CTA. 

The double-end functionalised polymer could then be used to mediate the RAFT 

polymerisation of styrene and t-butyl acrylate respectively to produce triblock 

copolymers. The cross-metathesis of the triblock copolymers successfully cleaved the 

PS and P(t-BA) blocks so that they could be analysed and thus the control of the RAFT 

polymerisation could be demonstrated.    
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Scheme 1.38 - Tandem ROMP and RAFT strategy for triblock copolymer synthesis.116 

1.8. Use of C1 polymerisation and alternative polar monomers in 

synthesis of block copolymers 

Attempts thus far to obtain polar-functionalised polyolefins via direct catalytic 

coordination polymerisation with metal catalysts have met with limited success, mainly 

due to compatibility problems between the metal catalysts and the polar monomers (vide 

supra). The development of C1 polymerisation, or polyhomologation strategies,121, 122 

circumvents the incompatibility of polar monomers with most metal catalysts (though 

specific metal catalysts are required) by building up perfectly linear PE chains one 

carbon unit at a time with very narrow molecular weight distribution. These one-carbon 

monomers are able to directly impart polar functionality on the polymer chains and, 

especially in the case of carbene polymerisation, a wide range of polar groups can be 

incorporated by varying the substituents of the carbene precursors. In the vast majority 

of cases in literature this technique is used in the synthesis of random copolymers. 

However there are reports of block or block-like copolymers being prepared directly, or 

by using C1 polymerisation in combination with either controlled radical or living ionic 

polymerisation. 
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Scheme 1.39 - Rh-mediated carbene polymerisation for synthesis of [homo-A]-[random-B>A] block 

copolymers.120 

De Bruin and co-workers have reported the stereoselective polymerisation of a variety 

of functionalised diazoester-based carbene precursors using rhodium(diene) catalysts,123 

which allowed the production of syndiotactic homo-, random and [homo-A]-[random-

B>A]-type block copolymers (Scheme 1.39).124 More recently, the same group also 

showed that functionalised and non-functionalised carbenes formed from either 

diazomethane or sulfoxonium ylides could be copolymerised using these rhodium 

catalysts, with the resulting copolymers exhibiting a blocky microstructure.125, 126 The 

composition and, thus, also the functional group content could be tuned by varying the 

monomer feed ratio over a large range.  

 

Scheme 1.40 - Synthesis of a poly(methylene-b-ethylene glycol) copolymer via hydroboration and 

polyhomologation.123 

Shea and co-workers127 reported the synthesis of poly(methylene-b-ethylene glycol) 

diblocks by conversion of commercially available methoxy-terminated poly(ethylene-

glycol) to a trialkylborane initiator for the subsequent polyhomolgation of 

dimethylsulfoxonium methylide, leading to well-defined, low dispersity diblock 
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copolymers (Scheme 39). In the same publication, the group also report the first example 

of a poly(methylene-b-dimethylsiloxane-b-methylene) triblock from α,ω-

divinylpoly(dimethylsiloxane) using a similar strategy. The authors then looked into the 

possibility of combining polyhomologation with NMP in a sequential living 

polymerisation (Scheme 1.40).128 Starting from a specially prepared TEMPO PS 

initiator, which was hydrolysed to convert the benzoyloxy group to a hydroxyl group, 

TEMPO-mediated polymerisation of styrene was conducted to produce the hydroxyl-

terminated PS. From there a similar hydroboration reaction to that described above 

followed by polyhomologation using dimethylsulfoxonium methylide yielded the block 

copolymer in a six step process.  

 

Scheme 1.41 - Synthesis of poly(methylene-b-styrene) via NMP and polyhomologation.124 

Ma and co-workers129 described the preparation of a hydroxyl-terminated 

poly(methylene) via polyhomologation of dimethylsufoxonium ylides and quantitative 

oxidation. An ATRP macroinitiator was then synthesised by transformation of the 

hydroxyl end group to an α-haloester. ATRP of t-butyl acrylate followed to afford 

poly(methylene-b-t-butyl acrylate) diblocks of controllable molecular weight and very 

narrow dispersities (Scheme 1.41). Hydrolysis of the ester groups yielded finally yielded 
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poly(methylene-b-acrylic acid) copolymers, whose self-assembly behaviour in water 

was studied. The same strategy was used by the same authors to produce a series of  

poly(methylene-b-styrene) diblocks from a poly(methylene)-based ATRP 

macroinitiators.130 ATRP has also been used in this strategy to grow a styrene-co-

2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorostyrene copolymer as a second block from a poly(methylene) 

macroinitiator.131  

 

Scheme 1.42 - Synthesis of amphiphilic poly(methylene-b-acrylic acid) copolymers.125 

The authors then progressed to combine polyhomologation first with ROP and then with 

ATRP to produce a poly(methylene-b-ε-caprolactone-b-t-butyl acrylate) triblock 

copolymer (Scheme 1.42).132 OH-terminated poly(methylene) prepared as discussed 

above was used as a macroinitiator for catalytic ROP in the presence of stannous octoate 

and the resulting diblock copolymer was converted into an ATRP macroinitiator for the 

polymerisation of t-butyl acrylate. Finally hydrolysis of the acrylate ester groups 

converted the third block into poly(acrylic acid).  
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Scheme 1.43 - Synthesis of a poly(methylene-b-ε-caprolactone-b-acrylic acid) triblock.128 

The tandem strategy of polyhomologation and controlled radical polymerisation has 

allowed a great deal of control over the synthesis of all components of both diblock and 

triblock copolymers; indeed often far better control than that achieved by tandem 

catalytic coordination and controlled radical polymerisation strategies (vide supra). 

These strategies often require cumbersome multi-step processes however and that is a 

significant disadvantage also shared by the combined coordination/radical 

polymerisation processes.  

In the last three years Hadjichristidis and co-workers133 described the one-pot 

combination of polyhomologation and living anionic polymerisation to produce PE 

block copolymers. The process involves the synthesis of living macroanions of 

poly(butadiene) or poly(styrene), from which the triakylborane macroinitiator is 

synthesised by reaction with BF3OEt2. The polyhomologation of dimethylsulfonium 

methylide was then carried out in situ to produce PBd-b-PE and PS-b-PE block 

copolymers. This method accounts for the incompatibility of ethylene with anionic 
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polymerisation as well as having the advantage of only requiring one pot to achieve the 

desired product.  

The same group also reported a more familiar tandem strategy involving living cationic 

polymerisation followed by polyhomologation to yield hydroxyl-terminated 

poly(ethylene-b-isobutylene) diblock copolymers.134 Allyl-terminated 

poly(isobutylene) (PIB-allyl) was prepared by living cationic polymerisation followed 

by in situ functionalisation with allyltrimethylsilane. Hydroboration of the PIB-allyl to 

form a trifunctional alkylborane initiator preceded the polyhomologation of 

dimethylsulfonium methylide to generate a 3-arm star polymer. The linear hydroxyl-

terminated diblock copolymer was finally afforded by oxidation. The restricted 

compatible monomer range in ionic polymerisations is a limitation of these strategies 

but the terminal hydroxyl group imparted in this method creates the potential for further 

reaction.           

1.9. Conclusions 

The importance of the field of polyolefins and the incentive for the development of 

efficient, commercially-viable functionalisation strategies is very much reflected in the 

level of interest it has received in recent decades. The modification of polyolefins 

through the synthesis of block copolymers, just one of many strategies in a vast area of 

research, has seen the development of a large variety of continuously improving methods 

for the production of some truly remarkable materials. The various strategies described 

in this review have their own advantages and drawbacks and, while substantial progress 

has been made, it is clear that polyolefin-polar block copolymer synthesis remains a 

significant challenge.  
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The biggest obstacle remains the large intrinsic reactivity differences between 

unfunctionalised olefins and polar vinyl monomers, with no single polymerisation 

mechanism currently capable of handling substantial quantities of both types of 

monomer. Sequential monomer addition during a living olefin polymerisation process 

allows block copolymer synthesis of olefins and polar monomers, but only under strict 

conditions and in the presence of specific late transition metal or lanthanide catalysts 

that are more tolerant of polar functional groups. This strategy may prove more 

applicable in the future as catalyst technologies develop and this may also improve the 

currently limited range of compatible polar monomers. 

The majority of reports of block copolymers containing olefins and polar monomers 

involve the synthesis of chain-end functionalised polyolefins, either by catalytic 

coordination polymerisation or ROMP, then conversion of the chain ends to specific 

functional groups to initiate a second polymerisation mechanism to generate the second 

block. The production of end-functionalised polyolefins of high end group fidelity has 

benefitted hugely from advances in chain transfer processes and reactive comonomers 

and they make excellent building blocks for block copolymers. The combination of 

distinct polymerisation mechanisms substantially increases the polymerisable monomer 

range and also means that more readily available catalysts can be used to generate the 

first block. The main drawback is the requirement for multi-step procedures, particularly 

in order to convert the terminal functional groups for controlled radical or anionic 

polymerisation. The use of anionic polymerisation for the growth of the second block 

also requires challenging reaction conditions and has a limited compatible monomer 

range. Similarly to living olefin polymerisation methods, future advances in the 

development of late transition metal catalysts may yet allow block copolymer synthesis 

using a coordination polymerisation mechanism. The recent reports of organometallic-
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mediated radical polymerisation of ethylene and polar vinyl monomers is also 

encouraging. 

 

Scheme 1.44 - Reversible shuttling process between NiII and NiI species responsible for 

coordination/insertion ethylene polymerisation and controlled radical acrylate polymerisation 

respectively.131, 132 

A recent alternative is ethylene-polar monomer block copolymer synthesis via a 

reversible shuttling process between catalytic insertion and radical polymerisation 

mechanisms at one metal centre, as proposed by Monteil and co-workers (Scheme 

1.44),135, 136 though the need for a specific Ni catalyst to mediate this shuttling process 

is a familiar limitation. Another alternative is the use of coupling reactions to link two 

preformed polymer segments together to produce block copolymers. The current 

scarcity of polyolefins containing terminal functional end groups suitable for coupling 

reactions means that this method is not often used for linking polyolefin and polar 

polymer segments; however the availability of coupling reactions that can be applied to 

polymers suggests that this method will grow in importance in the future.137 Indeed the 

first example of such an approach for coupling PE and poly(acrylate) segments using 

hetero Diels-Alder chemistry has been described by D’Agosto and co-workers (Scheme 

1.45).138     
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Scheme 1.45 - Formation of a block copolymer by coupling preformed non-polar and polar segments by 

a hetero Diels-Alder reaction.138 

The polyhomologation of functionalised carbenes (C1 polymerisation) is also a 

promising emerging method with which to produce functionalised polyolefins and block 

copolymers. Copolymers can be formed either in a single transition metal-catalysed step 

to overcome some of the previously mentioned challenges, or in combination with 

another polymerisation mechanism. Though reports of block copolymer synthesis are 

currently scarce, the ability to produce tuneable molecular weight, highly stereoregular 

polymers with very low dispersities and access to a large range of functionalities will 

push development in this area.          
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Chapter 2: Investigation of the Catalytic Hydride Insertion 

Polymerisation (CHIP) mechanism for the Synthesis and 

characterisation of polyethylene macromonomers 

2.1 Introduction 

As discussed in section 1.2.4 (Chapter 1), Chung and co-workers showed that ethylene 

polymerisations in the presence of dihydrogen and styrenes yielded polyolefins 

containing terminal styrene units.1, 2 This was proposed to proceed via the mechanism 

of Scheme 1.20. Scott and co-workers3 reproduced this work successfully in these 

laboratories and, for example, using styrene as the comonomer under suitable 

conditions, very high levels of styrene end groups were reported with no detectable mid-

chain insertions. When the comonomer concentration was increased beyond that used 

by Chung2 however, the styrene end group fidelity was found to be ˃100%. This could 

only occur if some of the chains contained such units at both ends, an observation which 

required a new mechanism (Scheme 2.1).  
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Scheme 2.1 - Proposed Catalytic Hydride Insertion Polymerisation (CHIP) mechanism forming PE 

double end-capped with styrene.3 

The proposed catalytic hydride insertion polymerisation (CHIP)3 mechanism required 

the rate of 1,2-insertion of styrene to compete favourably with ethylene insertion into a 

cationic zirconium hydride III at high concentrations, an observation that was also 

reported by Oliva and co-workers,4 resulting in the formation of a zirconium alkyl 

species IV. Ethylene would then as expected outcompete styrene for insertion into the 

zirconium alkyl intermediate to form a polymeric intermediate V. From this point a 2,1-

insertion of styrene into a zirconium-carbon bond would lead to species VI, analogous 

to that described by Chung, before hydrogenation generates the double end-capped 

polymer chain VII and reforms the zirconium hydride.  
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Figure 2.1 - AMS and related olefins. 

It was recognised that, in contrast to styrene, α-methylstyrene (AMS, Figure 2.1) is not 

copolymerised with ethylene under metallocene catalysis. This is a result of the 

reluctance of this bulkier monomer to insert into metal-carbon bonds.5, 6 Nevertheless, 

AMS would be expected to undergo insertion into zirconium hydrides (vide infra). 

Subsequently, the group went on to show that PE initiated with an AMS unit i.e. PE-i-

AMS (Figure 2.2) could be prepared by polymerisation of ethylene in the presence of 

AMS and dihydrogen. The mechanism proposed is shown in Scheme 2.2.3  

 

Figure 2.2 - End-functionalised PE copolymers made using CHIP. 

The cation I is expected to undergo ethylene insertion to give II, and indeed some PE 

was detected in most reactions. Nevertheless, hydride III formed by hydrogenation of 

any alkyl species such as I or II may insert either ethylene or AMS. The conditions of 

the reaction i.e. a fairly high concentration of comonomer favours the latter. Further, a 

selective 1,2-insertion of AMS into the zirconium hydride III is expected on the basis 

of work by Chirik and Bercaw;7 in addition to steric effects, the cationic nature of III 
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leads to build-up of positive charge at the benzylic centre in IV, and the transition state 

is thus stabilised by the presence of the arene. 

 

Scheme 2.2 - Proposed CHIP mechanism for the formation of PE-i-AMS.3 

Ethylene insertion into the primary alkyl IV evidently outcompetes hydrogenation under 

these conditions to yield V. AMS insertion into the zirconium carbon bond is not 

expected (vide supra). Eventually termination by hydrogenation of V would result in the 

regeneration of III and form the final product PE initiated by AMS.  

In extension of this work, 1,3-diisopropenylbenzene (DIB) was successfully used to 

form PE-i-DIB (Figure 2.2) and in further preliminary work, limonene (LIM) was also 

incorporated to yield PE-i-LIM (Figure 2.2) although the end group fidelity in this case 

peaked at ca 50%. 
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This chapter is divided into two main parts. The first aims to demonstrate the utilisation 

of the CHIP mechanism to produce PE-i-DIB of varying molecular weights – in 

particular low molecular weights – which it was hoped would give more soluble 

products, and also to improve the end-group fidelity of the PE-i-LIM materials. The 

second part aims to further develop the range of end-functionalised PE materials by 

introducing further non-styrenic comonomers, 5-vinyl-2-norbornene and 5-ethylidene-

2-norbornene (Figure 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3 - Non-aromatic bicylic comonomers used in this chapter. 

2.2 Use of CHIP mechanism to vary molecular weight of PE-i-DIB  

A series of polymerisations of ethylene were conducted in the presence of various 

concentrations of dihydrogen and DIB comonomer (Table 2.1). Runs 1 and 2 show the 

effect of an increase in dihydrogen partial pressure on ethylene homopolymerisation, 

which resulted in higher productivity, lower molecular weight (with accompanying fall 

in melting temperature Tm) and lower dispersity.8 The addition of DIB to an ethylene 

homopolymerisation in the absence of dihydrogen (Run 3) had little impact on the 

molecular weight of the product and no styrenic end groups were detected. When 

hydrogen was present however, a high proportion of chains were end-functionalised 

with DIB (Run 5) as previously reported.3 Increasing the DIB concentration in the 

presence of dihydrogen (Runs 4 and 5) resulted in similar molecular weights but higher 

end group fidelities, consistent with a greater proportion of DIB insertions into the 

zirconium hydride species III (Scheme 2.2). The higher DIB concentration was also 
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found to have a detrimental effect on productivity. Runs 5 and 6 show that increasing 

the dihydrogen partial pressure whilst keeping the ethylene partial pressure constant in 

a copolymerisation with DIB caused a reduction in molecular weight while retaining end 

group fidelity. This is consistent with the proposed mechanism as we expect a higher 

rate of hydrogenolysis versus propagation, but for the initiation step to be unaffected. 

The observed increase in productivity is also expected.8 

Table 2.1 - Ethylene copolymerisations with 1,3-DIB in the presence of dihydrogen. 
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1 0 0 80400 31500 172000 5.5 2.2 2700 n/a n/a 135 

2 20 0 4100 2300 5000 2.3 7.2 8600 n/a n/a 122 

3 0 2 76400 16200 82900 5.1 2.2 2700 0 0 135 

4 20 0.5 4300 2700 5900 2.2 12.5 14900 1.7 76 122 

5 20 2 6200 3800 8000 2.1 6.0 7100 2.0 88 125 

6 60 2 3200 2400 4600 1.9 9.2 11000 2.3 90 121 

7b 30 2 5600 3200 6200 2.0 13.5 16200 1.5 78 124 

8b 60 2 3500 2500 5100 2.0 13.7 16400 2.1 87 121 

9b 90 2 3000 2100 4000 2.0 11.9 14200 2.3 94 120 
a Reaction conditions: Cp2ZrCl2 = 2.5x10-6 mol; MAO 1800 equivalents; solvent = toluene; reaction volume = 

90 ml; ethylene partial pressure = 30 psi; reaction time = 20 min; reaction temperature = 60°C. 
b Ethylene delivery pressure = 100 psig. 
c GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
d (kg polymer/(mol[Zr].h)) 
e percentage of chains bearing single comonomer unit at one end. 

The results thus far complement the work conducted previously in the group and are 

consistent with the proposed CHIP mechanism.3, 7, 9 Runs 7-9 show that increasing the 

dihydrogen partial pressure (and, since the system pressure is also fixed at 100 psig, 

decreasing the ethylene partial pressure) also caused a reduction in molecular weight, 

culminating in Run 9 which produced the lowest molecular weight material to date. The 

increase in the hydrogen:ethylene ratio also led to higher end group fidelity as a result 
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of reduced competition from ethylene for insertion into the zirconium hydride. Most 

pleasingly, the productivity was maintained even at such low partial pressure of ethylene 

– probably < 1 atm. 

The 1H NMR spectrum shown in Figure 2.4 of the PE-i-DIB product from Run 9 is 

typical of the products recovered. As before,3 the styrenic end group fidelity of the 

product was determined using the ratio of integrals for the peaks in the spectrum 

corresponding to the benzylic methine proton and the methyl end group environments 

(X and Y, Figure 2.5). The peak assigned to the PE methyl end group (Y) appears at 

0.92 ppm (Figure 2.4) and the peak assigned to the benzylic methine proton (X) is found 

at 2.70 ppm. The integrals of these signals are used in equation (1). 

 

Figure 2.4 - 1H NMR spectrum of the product from Run 9 in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz) Relaxation 

delay = 1 s. The top of the peak at 1.30 ppm corresponding to the PE main chain methylene protons has 

been omitted for clarity. 
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(1)  
𝑋

𝑋+(𝑌/3)
 × 200 

As an example, when the relevant integral values taken from Figure 2.6 are used in 

equation (1), a value of 94% is yielded for the number of PE chains containing a DIB 

unit at one end. One apparent advantage of reducing the molecular weight of the PE 

chains is that end group fidelity may be more accurately estimated. In these samples 

there is less overlap of the methyl end group signal at 0.92 ppm with the broad PE 

backbone methylene signal at 1.30 ppm. The more significant overlap between the two 

signals in the higher molecular weight samples tends to increase the integral of the 

methyl signal leading to an underestimation of end group fidelity.   

 

Figure 2.5 – (Above) PE-i-DIB. (Below) PE bearing the 3-isopropylphenyl end group. 

We also note that signals corresponding to another aryl end group are detectable in the 

1H NMR spectra of the recovered products. This was observed previously and was 

assigned as a 3-isopropylphenyl end group appearing at one end of the polymer chain, 

presumably a result of hydrogenation of the 2-propenyl groups. NMR analysis of the 

DIB monomer recovered from the polymerisations showed no isopropyl groups, and 

previous attempts to hydrogenate DIB monomer under the polymerisation conditions 

yielded no reaction.3 The proportion of these end groups present in the products was 

determined by integration of the peak at 2.90 ppm relative to the DIB methine signal as 

discussed above. 
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This highly end-functionalised, low molecular weight PE formed with high productivity 

is used as a macromonomer in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 5, it is shown to be 

advantageous in the production of relatively soluble materials for the intended 

applications.  

2.3 Attempts to improve end group fidelity of PE-i-LIM 

Since the CHIP mechanism does not require the formation of a dormant state to 

selectively incorporate a comonomer (vide supra); it follows that potential comonomers 

do not necessarily need to contain an aromatic ring so as to be selectively incorporated 

at the beginning of a polymer chain. The commercial availability of large quantities of 

limonene from sustainable sources, and the potential for post-polymerisation reactions 

from the chain end prompted our group to investigate its incorporation as an example of 

a non-styrenic comonomer.3 To the best of our knowledge, the work of Shiono et al10 

remains the only other report to date on metal-catalysed copolymerisation of ethylene 

with limonene; low productivities and low incorporations were reported.  

Both isomers of limonene were previously investigated by our group and both were 

successfully incorporated at the beginning of the PE chain, but the end group fidelity 

was found to reach a maximum of ca 50%. At the time it was speculated that the lower 

incorporations may be because the arene generates greater electrophilicity to accelerate 

insertion into the metal hydride (III, Scheme 2.2) and stabilises the positive charge that 

develops during insertion (vide supra). However we hypothesised that in the presence 

of higher dihydrogen partial pressure, i.e. under the same conditions as run 9 for the PE-

i-DIB synthesis, there would be less competition from ethylene for insertion into the 

metal hydride. This would be expected to lead to a higher rate of limonene insertion and 

therefore higher end group fidelities. 
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Table 2.2 - Ethylene copolymerisations with (R)- and (S)-limonene in the presence of dihydrogen. 
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10 0 2.0 76100 25100 118500 4.7 2.9 3500 0 0 133 

11 70 0.5 4100 2700 5900 2.3 7.1 8450 0.47 17 121 

12 20 2.0 3100 2600 4600 1.8 8.2 9800 1.0 54 120 

13 40 2.0 2600 1900 3700 2.0 8.9 10700 1.2 56 119 

14 70 2.0 3000 1800 3500 1.9 8.5 10200 1.3 50 117 

15c 70 2.0 1700 1500 2600 1.7 7.9 9700 1.4 50 116 

16b 30 2.0 7600 4600 10100 2.2 7.7 9300 0.5 36 125 

17b 60 2.0 3200 2000 4200 2.1 4.7 5600 1.1 45 118 

18b 90 2.0 2200 1600 2400 1.5 0.85 1000 1.7 52 84 

19b, c 90 2.0 2300 1700 2700 1.6 0.78 950 1.8 54 85 
a Reaction conditions: Cp2ZrCl2 = 2.5x10-6 mol; MAO 1800 equivalents; solvent = toluene; comonomer = (R)-

LIM; reaction volume = 90 ml; ethylene partial pressure = 30 psi; reaction time = 20 min; reaction 

temperature = 60°C. 
b Ethylene delivery pressure = 100 psig. 
c Comonomer = (S)-LIM. 
d GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
e (kg polymer/(mol[Zr].h)) 
f percentage of chains bearing single comonomer unit at one end. 

Runs 11 and 14 (Table 2.2) were conducted to see the effect of increasing (R)-LIM 

concentration. A slight drop in molecular weight and Tm were observed, as well as a 

significant increase in end group fidelity from 17% to 54%. This is consistent with an 

increased rate of comonomer insertion into the zirconium hydride species III (Scheme 

2.2) relative to ethylene. Runs 12-14 show that as the partial pressure of dihydrogen was 

increased whilst keeping the partial pressure of ethylene constant at 30 psi, the molecular 

weights decreased and productivity increased slightly. This is consistent with the 

formation of more zirconium hydride species for the comonomer to insert into as a result 

of an increased rate of hydrogenolysis of alkyl species I or II (Scheme 2.2). However, 
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LIM end group fidelity remains essentially the same. The use of the (S) isomer also led 

to the same end group fidelity under these conditions (run 15).   

Runs 16-18 were conducted to test our hypothesis that increasing the dihydrogen partial 

pressure still further could improve the end group fidelity by reducing the competition 

from ethylene for insertion into the zirconium hydride. When the total pressure of the 

system was maintained at 100 psig, as with the PE-i-DIB runs, raising the dihydrogen 

partial pressure again led to lower molecular weights and a gradual increase in end group 

fidelity. However, ca 50% was the limit again while we also observe a substantial 

reduction in productivity. Similar results were also obtained with (S)-LIM (Run 19). It 

should be noted that under the conditions of Runs 18 and 19, low molecular weight, 

highly end-functional PE-i-DIB had been produced with good productivity (vide supra).  

The lack of improvement in the end group fidelity of PE-i-LIM when compared to the 

highly end-functional PE-i-DIB made under the same conditions is indicative of a 

substantial difference in the rate of insertion of the two comonomers in to the metal 

hydride. It also adds support to the suggestion made previously that LIM cannot provide 

the stabilisation to the cationic metal centre, while the aromaticity of DIB could not only 

provide the stabilisation, but also enable fast coordination. 
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Figure 2.6 - 1H NMR spectrum of the product from Run 18 in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz) Relaxation 

delay = 1 s. The top of the peak at 1.30 ppm corresponding to the PE main chain methylene protons has 

been omitted for clarity. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 - PE-i-LIM. 

A typical 1H NMR spectrum of the products obtained from the copolymerisation of 

ethylene and LIM is shown in Figure 2.6. The expansion of the methyl region at 0.8-1.0 

ppm shows the PE methyl triplet and the two doublets caused by the two diastereomeric 

proton environments (Figure 2.7). End group fidelity of the product was determined 

using the ratio of integrals for the peaks in the spectrum corresponding to the cycloalkene 

proton X' at 5.39 ppm and the methyl group environments Y' at 0.8-1.0 ppm (Figure 

2.7). In a sample where 100% of chains were capped at one end with a LIM unit, we 

a b, d 

c 

e, g, h 

f 
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would expect a 1:6 ratio for the integrals of the signals corresponding to the alkene 

proton at 5.39 ppm (X') and the methyl protons at 0.8-1.0 ppm (Y'). We therefore 

determine end group fidelity by the integral of X' when the integral of Y' is set to 6, 

corresponding to the number of protons per chain it would represent if this were the case. 

For example, when the integral for the methyl signals Y' in the spectrum given in Figure 

2.6 is set to 6, the integral of the alkene proton X' suggests an end group fidelity of ca 

52%.  

Terminal epoxides have been used previously to initiate ring opening polymerisations 

from polyolefins to yield block copolymers (Chapter 1). Although this would require an 

extra reaction step to obtain the required functional group, being able to produce a PE 

macromonomer for ring opening polymerisation in just two steps would be very 

noteworthy. Epoxidation (Scheme 2.3) of the limonene end groups (Run 14) was 

conducted in refluxing toluene with excess 3-chloroperbenzoic acid (MCPBA) as the 

oxidant and the quantitative conversion of the end groups was confirmed by 1H NMR 

spectroscopy through the absence of the unsaturated CH signal at 5.39 ppm and the 

presence of a signal 2.96 ppm, corresponding to the CH environment adjacent to the 

epoxide.  

 

Scheme 2.3 - Epoxidation of PE initiated with limonene (PE-i-LIM). 
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2.4 Further investigation of the CHIP mechanism with the introduction 

of new non-styrenic comonomers 

Copolymers of olefins and cycloolefins have received a great deal of interest in recent 

years because of properties such as their high glass transition temperatures, heat 

resistance and transparency;11, 12, 13 the best-known examples are copolymerisations of 

ethylene and propylene with norbornene.14, 15, 16, 17  

Related examples of copolymerisations of olefins with bifunctional comonomers that 

provide a route to functional polyolefins include polymerisations of ethylene or 

propylene with linear,18, 19, 20 cyclic21, 22, 23 or bicyclic dienes24, 25, 26 where the retained 

double bonds can be converted to provide polar functionality. The main technical 

challenge appears to be achieving significant incorporation whilst preventing cross-

linking.26  

2.4.1 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene (VNB) 

Sivaram27 and Pakkanen28 reported the copolymerisation of ethylene with the 

commercially available 5-vinyl-2-norbornene and, more recently, the synthesis of the 

analogous propylene copolymer was published by Bochmann.29 All three teams 

observed selective incorporation of the comonomer via the endocyclic double bond in 

the presence of metallocene/MAO catalyst systems, leaving the pendant double bond 

available for further functionalisation e.g. epoxidation, hydroboration and hydroxylation 

(see Chapter 1). The concentration of comonomer, olefin partial pressure and the choice 

of catalyst can be used to control the incorporation of VNB.28, 29 To the best of our 

knowledge there is no report of such a copolymerisation conducted in the presence of 
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dihydrogen and given the results above we were interested to investigate the selective 

incorporation of comonomer at the beginning of the polymer chain.  

We note that Pakkanen28 and Bochmann29 utilised metallocene catalysts with larger 

active sites in order to obtain higher comonomer incorporations, whereas Sivaram27 

reported modest VNB incorporation using the classic ZrCp2Cl2/MAO system. Since we 

were trying to incorporate VNB selectively as an end group, the use of a catalyst system 

that is known to incorporate low levels of comonomer seemed prudent.  

Table 2.3 - Ethylene copolymerisations with VNB in the presence of hydrogen. 

a Reaction conditions: Cp2ZrCl2 = 2.5x10-6 mol; MAO 1800 equivalents; solvent = toluene; reaction volume = 

90 ml; ethylene partial pressure = 40 psi unless otherwise stated; reaction time = 20 min; temperature = 60°C. 
b Ethylene partial pressure = 20 psi. 
c Ethylene partial pressure = 60 psi. 
d GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
e (kg polymer/(mol[Zr].h)) 
f Determined from 1H NMR. 
g Not determined. 
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20 0 0.75 43600 18000 137000 7.6 3.0 3600 6.0 n/dg 85 

21 20 0.75 4900 3200 7500 2.4 7.4 8800 8.6 3.7:1 82 

22 20 1.5 5500 2900 8700 3.0 9.2 11000 12.2 4.8:1 58 

23 20 0.5 6200 3700 8500 2.3 10.2 12300 5.3 2.4:1 98 

24 20 0.25 6300 3400 7500 2.2 10.5 12600 3.9 1.05:1 104 

25 40 0.25 5800 2600 5300 2.1 6.5 7800 2.9 1:1.3 108 

26 60 0.25 2700 1900 3400 1.8 6.6 7900 2.7 1:1.7 107 

27b 20 0.25 2700 2000 3400 1.7 5.2 6200 5.6 1.5:1 95 

28c 20 0.25 5400 3000 6500 2.2 11.1 13300 2.6 1.1:1 111 
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Figure 2.8 - 1H NMR spectrum of the product from Run 20 in d8-toluene at 100°C (400 MHz) 

Relaxation delay = 1 s. The top of the peak at 1.30 ppm has been omitted for clarity. 

As expected a copolymerisation of ethylene and VNB using ZrCp2Cl2/MAO as a catalyst 

in the absence of dihydrogen (Run 20, Table 2.3) led to modest incorporation of VNB 

according to 1H NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum of the product recovered 

from Run 20 is shown in Figure 2.8. Assignments were found to be consistent with NMR 

studies of a similar P(E-co-VNB) material published by Pakkanen and co-workers.30 

Thought to be a consequence of the alleviation of ring strain,27, 28 the selective 

incorporation of VNB via the endocyclic double bond was confirmed by the absence of 

a cyclic olefin signal at ca 6.1 ppm.27 The VNB content of the copolymers in Table 2.3 

was determined from 1H NMR spectra e.g. in Figure 2.8 according to equations (2) and 

(3), as outlined by Pakkanen.28   

 

c b 

a, d 
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 (2) 𝑉𝑁𝐵 =  
(

𝑏

2
+𝑐)

2
 

(3) 𝑉𝑁𝐵 (𝑚𝑜𝑙 %) =  
𝑉𝑁𝐵

(𝐴−9𝑉𝑁𝐵)/4 +𝑉𝑁𝐵 
 × 100 

a corresponds to the set of integrals over the 1H signals at 0.75-2.7 ppm, b is the integral 

of the vinyl CH2 signals at 4.8-5.2 ppm and c is the integral of the vinyl CH signals at 

5.7-6.0 ppm. For example when the calculation is performed using the integrals from 

Figure 2.8, the VNB content is determined to be 6 mol%. 

Interestingly the integral for PE methyl end groups in the 1H NMR spectrum of this P(E-

co-VNB) product prepared in the absence of dihydrogen was very low. Published spectra 

by others are similar but we have been unable to find reference to this phenomenon in 

the literature. 

The use of dihydrogen (Run 21) resulted in lowering of molecular weight, dispersity and 

Tm and led to higher productivity. In contrast with e.g. Run 20, we observe PE methyl 

end group signals at ca 0.9 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum e.g. in Figure 2.9. These 

observations are consistent with the introduction of a new hydrogen-based termination 

mechanism and, since we only observe methyl end groups in the presence of dihydrogen, 

it is reasonable to assume that they appear at the end of the chain rather than the start via 

termination of some chains by hydrogenation following an ethylene insertion. Increasing 

the VNB concentration further (Run 22) yielded a similar molecular weight and, as 

expected, led to a higher VNB incorporation and a lower ratio of PE methyl end groups 

to VNB. This is consistent with a greater proportion of chains terminating by 

hydrogenation following a VNB insertion.  
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Decreasing the concentration of VNB (Runs 23 and 24) did not substantially affect the 

molecular weight but decreased the overall comonomer incorporation, while also 

increasing the productivity and the proportion of PE methyl end groups in the product. 

The near 1:1 ratio of methyl groups to VNB vinyl groups in Run 24 is consistent with 

more polymer chains containing a single VNB unit at the beginning on average and 

suggests that a greater proportion of chains are terminating by hydrogenolysis following 

ethylene insertion. The higher Tm suggests an increase in the crystallinity as a result of 

lower levels of mid-chain comonomer.  

Increasing the dihydrogen partial pressure (Run 25) led to lower molecular weight along 

with a reduction in VNB incorporation. The VNB:methyl end group ratio fell further, 

this time below 1:1 indicating again that, at least on average, there is 1 VNB unit per 

polymer chain. A further increase in dihydrogen pressure (Run 26) resulted in a further 

reduction in molecular weight, as well as VNB incorporation and VNB:methyl group 

ratio. This is very similar to observations in this laboratory3 and by Chung2 during 

copolymerisations with styrene and suggests that hydrogenation of ethylene chain ends 

is competitive with that of VNB chain ends, particularly at higher partial pressures of 

dihydrogen. Decreasing the ethylene partial pressure (Run 27) resulted in a similar 

molecular weight, but the productivity and Tm decreased and the VNB incorporation 

increased significantly. This is consistent with a higher rate of comonomer insertion. 

Correspondingly, increasing the ethylene partial pressure (Run 28) in the presence of 

dihydrogen led to increases in molecular weight, productivity and Tm along with lower 

levels of comonomer.  
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Figure 2.9 - 1H NMR spectrum of the product from Run 28 in d8-toluene at 100°C (400 MHz) 

Relaxation delay = 1 s. The top of the peak at 1.30 ppm has been omitted for clarity. 

Figure 2.9 shows a 1H NMR spectrum of the product obtained from a copolymerisation 

of ethylene and VNB in the presence of dihydrogen (Run 28). Here we observe the 

presence of a PE methyl end group signal at 0.91 ppm and VNB vinyl signals in almost 

a 1:1 ratio. We note the less intense VNB signals with smaller integrals, consistent with 

a reduced VNB incorporation, and a larger integral for the signal at 1.30 ppm, consistent 

with a larger ethylene segment.  

We also note for such samples the presence of a small signal at 6.07 ppm which 

corresponds to an endocyclic vinylic CH environment (c', Figure 2.10), with the other 

vinylic CH signal expected to fall under the side chain vinylic CH signals at 5.7-6.0 

ppm. Other small signals at 2.73 and 2.68 ppm caused by the saturated CH environments 

adjacent to the endocyclic vinyl group (a' and b', Figure 2.10) are also observed. These 

signals were not removed after washing the product with THF which indicates that they 

c b 

a, d 

f 
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are part of the polymer and not free VNB monomer; much sharper signals would be 

expected in any event. The signals are therefore consistent with a small amount of side 

chain incorporation of the comonomer leaving the cyclic vinyl group detectable in the 

product, as depicted in Figure 2.10. The insertion of comonomer via the side chain, 

which had been reported previously in VNB homopolymerisation and in 

copolymerisation with butenes but in the presence of TiCl3-alkylaluminium catalysts,31 

is particularly interesting when we consider that this is not observed in the absence of 

dihydrogen (vide supra). 

 

Figure 2.10 – P(E-co-VNB) with side chain comonomer insertion. 

The above observations led us to some mechanistic proposals for the copolymerisation 

of VNB with ethylene in the presence of dihydrogen (vide infra).  

The low methyl integral observed in the absence of dihydrogen raises questions with 

regard to the mechanism for the copolymerisation: what is the origin of the apparent 

ability of VNB to be the first inserted monomer; how does the polymerisation terminate 

so as to produce so few methyl end groups in the product; what is the nature of the active 

catalyst species that is generated after termination?  
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Scheme 2.4 – Proposed mechanism for the copolymerisation of ethylene with VNB in the absence of 

dihydrogen, including termination following VNB insertion. 

As mentioned above, on the basis of the lack of methyl end groups in the NMR spectra 

of the polymer product, VNB appears to outcompete ethylene for the initial insertion 

into I to form metal alkyl species II (Scheme 2.4). Consecutive VNB insertions are 

unlikely because of steric demands28 so ethylene would be expected to insert into the 

zirconium alkyl II more easily to give polymeric alkyl III. The two monomers would 

then compete for further insertion and, as the steric demands reduce, VNB may insert 

again to form e.g. species IV. Termination directly following a VNB insertion is unlikely 
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for several reasons: β-elimination and β-hydride transfer to monomer would both result 

in the formation of a highly strained alkene product (species VII); while chain transfer 

to the MAO cocatalyst would lead to a more favourable saturated product (VI) following 

an acid work up, the resulting metal alkyl would initiate a chain containing a methyl end 

group; such polymers are formed infrequently if at all (Figure 2.8). It should also be 

noted that transfer to the aluminium cocatalyst is predominantly found when the olefin 

monomer concentration is low,32, 33 which is not the case here. 

 

Scheme 2.5 - Proposed mechanism for the copolymerisation of ethylene with VNB in the absence of 

dihydrogen. Termination following ethylene insertion. 

Therefore, termination is more likely to occur following an ethylene insertion into 

species IV e.g. in species V (Scheme 2.5). As was mentioned earlier, chain transfer to 

MAO cocatalyst (forming species VIII) is unlikely under these conditions and we would 

also expect to see more methyl end groups in the product if this termination step were 

prevalent. Various theoretical studies suggest that β-elimination to form IX is also not 

prevalent under the usual experimental conditions,34, 35 which leaves us with β-hydride 

transfer to monomer as the most plausible mechanism of the three in this scenario. 

Although transfer to either ethylene or VNB is possible, we propose that the alleviation 

of ring strain during transfer to VNB monomer to form species IX would make this the 
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more favoured option. This would lead to a vinyl-termination that is indistinguishable 

from the VNB side chain vinyl group by NMR and a metal-VNB species which could 

reinitiate the polymerisation with a chain containing a VNB unit at the start.    

 

Scheme 2.6 – Proposed mechanism for the copolymerisation of ethylene with VNB in the presence of 

dihydrogen. 
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We now turn to the reaction in the presence of dihydrogen. While observations are 

consistent with the CHIP mechanism, the introduction of the hydrogen-based 

termination step and the ability of VNB to insert into zirconium carbon bonds introduces 

a greater number of possibilities at each point in the process than with DIB and LIM 

(Scheme 2.6). As before, VNB apparently outcompetes ethylene for insertion into active 

catalyst I to form zirconium alkyl II. The steric demands of II dictate that ethylene 

would be more likely to insert next, but as the steric demands reduce another VNB unit 

may insert to yield a polymeric species e.g. III, (c.f. Scheme 2.4). In this case however, 

hydrogenation of species I or III to form zirconium hydride IV is expected to be highly 

competitive with monomer insertion. VNB is again expected to outcompete ethylene for 

insertion at IV to yield V, into which ethylene can insert to form polymeric species VI. 

At this point termination by hydrogenation may occur to form VII and reform the 

hydride, though further ethylene propagation is also possible, as is insertion of another 

VNB unit as the steric constraints of the zirconium-polymeryl species are reduced, 

which would form VIII. As well as termination by hydrogenation of VIII to form double 

end-capped species IX, propagation by ethylene insertion may occur forming polymeric 

species X. Here, as well as hydrogenation to yield XI and further ethylene propagation, 

insertion of VNB is possible to form species XII where again hydrogenation to yield the 

polymer product XIII will compete with further ethylene insertion.  

Even when VNB (0.25 mol/L) and ethylene (<0.3 mol/L)2, 36 were present in similar 

concentrations in e.g. Runs 24-26, the chains still appear to be initiated by VNB. For 

comparison, a large molar excess of DIB was required to obtain high end group fidelity 

(vide supra) and we have observed already that AMS-like comonomers will not insert 

readily into zirconium carbon bonds.5, 6 The ability of VNB to insert multiple times per 

chain is reminiscent of similar work on ethylene copolymerisations with styrene, where 
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a high comonomer concentration (2 mol/L) resulted in a double end-capped polymer in 

the presence of dihydrogen (Scheme 2.1).3 In the case of VNB this apparently occurs at 

far lower concentrations, suggesting the rate of VNB insertion into zirconium hydrides 

and zirconium carbon species is faster than that of styrene.  

We know from literature reports and our own runs that VNB will insert selectively into 

zirconium carbon bonds via the endocyclic double bond whether hydrogen is present or 

not, which means that VNB insertion must be competitive with ethylene insertion 

provided the steric demands are not substantial. Given this competitiveness and noting 

that the expected chemical shift differences between end-chain and mid-chain VNB are 

not as significant as with aromatic comonomers, it would be difficult to justify 

completely ruling out the presence of multiple VNB units per chain in the products 

formed in these copolymerisations. What we can say with confidence is that in an 

optimised reaction with low VNB concentration and high dihydrogen partial pressure, a 

much lower VNB incorporation is observed and a higher proportion of methyl end 

groups is obtained, leading to an average ratio of methyl end groups to VNB groups of 

1:1 (e.g. Runs 24-26). Although this is consistent with a single end-functionalised 

polymer, we cannot safely conclude that this is the exclusive product even under those 

conditions. The best we can say is that there is a 1:1 ratio of the two sets of signals on 

average across a distribution of chains. 

The observation that VNB inserts very selectively at the endocyclic double bond has 

been attributed to the accompanying relief of ring strain.27, 28 We were concerned 

however that this argument may address the stability of the product rather than of the 

relevant transition state. In section 2.2, we considered the idea that the rate of AMS 

insertion at a cationic zirconium hydride is promoted by stabilisation of the charge at the 
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tertiary benzylic centre. Here we investigate a similar notion that insertion of the 

endocyclic double bond of VNB is promoted via the presence of a non-classical 

carbocation at the norbornyl system. 

 

Scheme 2.7 - Acetolysis of 2-norbornyl brosylate. 

The structure of the 2-norbornyl carbocation has been the source of debate over many 

years since the first reports of the unusual behaviour of norbornyl systems in solvolytic 

displacement reactions.37 Winstein observed that 2-exo-norbornyl brosylate and 2-endo-

norbornyl brosylate both underwent acetolysis (Scheme 2.7) to form a racemic mixture 

of the same product, 2-exo-norbornyl acetate. The same observations were also made 

with the equivalent tosylates. In order to explain the abnormal stereochemistry of the 

product and the enhanced reactivity of the exo isomer, Winstein and co-workers 

concluded that both reactions were proceeding via a common cationic intermediate. 

They proposed that the C1-C6 σ-bond can assist the ionisation of the starting material 

by acting as a neighbouring group, leading to an achiral non-classical carbocation 

intermediate which is stabilised by σ-bond delocalisation (Scheme 2.8). The symmetric 

intermediate would allow access to both enantiomers.38 This was disputed by Brown39 

who argued that all the available data could be explained by a rapid equilibrium between 

classical carbocations, such as that shown in Scheme 2.8. 
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Scheme 2.8 – (Above) Formation of a non-classical 2-norbornyl carbocation intermediate. (Below) 

Rapid equilibration between classical carbocations. 

Despite mounting spectroscopic40, 41, 42 and theoretical43, 44 evidence for the non-classical 

structure, this debate continued until the long-sought crystallographic data was recently 

published by Scholz and co-workers.45  

We propose that the formation of a non-classical carbocation species on insertion of 

VNB into either a metal hydride or metal alkyl (Scheme 2.9) provides the stability for 

the build-up of positive charge and thus explains why norbornene derivatives insert so 

readily in the mechanisms discussed above. 

 

Scheme 2.9 - Formation of non-classical carbocation after insertion of VNB into zirconium centre. 

Epoxidation (Scheme 2.10) of the VNB groups (Run 21) was conducted in hot toluene 

in the presence of excess 3-chloroperbenzoic acid (MCPBA) as previously reported by 

Bochmann and co-workers.29 Again, quantitative conversion of the end groups was 

confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. As mentioned earlier, the epoxide group facilitates 
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the possibility of initiating ring-opening polymerisation to offer further functionalisation 

potential. 

 

Scheme 2.10 - Epoxidation of VNB groups. 

2.4.2 5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene (ENB) 

5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene is another commercially available bifunctional norbornene 

derivative that has been successfully copolymerised with ethylene in the presence of 

metallocene catalyst systems to afford functionalised olefin copolymers.46, 47 According 

to the literature the comonomer is selectively incorporated via the endocyclic double 

bond and the proportion of comonomer in the product varies with the concentration of 

comonomer and the particular catalyst system used.48, 49, 50 As with VNB, the side chain 

double bond is retained in the product thus allowing quantitative functionalisation with 

a similar range of standard organic reactions as mentioned previously. Again there are 

no previous reports of copolymerisations of ethylene and ENB in the presence of 

hydrogen as far as we are aware, leading us to investigate the selective incorporation of 

ENB at the beginning of the polymer chain to yield an end-functionalised polyethylene.  
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Table 2.4 - Ethylene copolymerisations with ENB in the presence of dihydrogen. 

a Reaction conditions: Cp2ZrCl2 = 2.5x10-6 mol; MAO 1800 equivalents; solvent = toluene; reaction volume = 

90 ml; ethylene partial pressure = 40 psi unless otherwise stated; reaction time = 20 min; reaction 

temperature = 60°C. 
b Ethylene partial pressure = 20 psi. 
c Ethylene partial pressure = 60 psi. 
d GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
e (kg polymer/(mol[Zr].h)) 
f Determined from 1H NMR. 
g Not determined. 
h Not applicable. 

A copolymerisation of ethylene with ENB catalysed by ZrCp2Cl2/MAO in the absence 

of dihydrogen (Run 29, Table 2.4) yielded the expected P(E-co-ENB). Again PE methyl 

end groups were not detected in significant proportion, suggesting a similar mechanism 

as discussed with VNB (vide supra). Also noteworthy is that the incorporation of 

comonomer was far higher (22%) than with VNB under the same conditions which 

indicates a far larger number of mid-chain insertions.  
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29 0 0.75 76800 12800 80000 6.2 0.61 730 22.1 n/dg n/ah 

30 20 0.75 3600 2200 4200 1.9 6.1 7300 18.4 5.3:1 n/ah 

31 20 1.5 4800 2100 6600 3.1 7.3 8800 31.9 n/dg n/ah 

32 20 0.5 3900 2600 4600 1.7 8.8 10600 12.1 4.0:1 81 

33 20 0.25 3800 2300 4300 1.9 6.8 8100 6.8 2.1:1 100 

34 40 0.25 2400 2200 3700 1.7 5.9 7100 6.0 1.7:1 102 

35 60 0.25 1800 1400 2100 1.6 5.3 6400 5.7 1.6:1 95 

36b 20 0.25 1500 1200 2100 1.8 2.0 2400 12.7 2.6:1 76 

37c 20 0.25 5300 3000 6000 2.0 10.5 12600 5.6 2.4:1 105 
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Figure 2.11 - 1H NMR spectrum of the product from Run 29 in d8-toluene at 100°C (400 MHz) 

Relaxation delay = 1 s. The top of the peak at 1.30 ppm has been omitted for clarity. 

The 1H NMR spectrum of the product recovered from Run 29 is shown in Figure 2.11 

and peak assignments were found to be consistent with those of analogous materials 

found in the literature.46, 48, 50 As with the analogous VNB copolymerisation, the absence 

of  the endocyclic double bond signal at 5.8-6.0 ppm confirms the regioselective 

incorporation of the comonomer. The ENB content of the copolymers in Table 2.4 was 

determined from 1H NMR spectra e.g. in Figure 2.11 according to equation (4), as 

outlined by Mu and co-workers.46   

 (4) 𝐸𝑁𝐵 (𝑚𝑜𝑙 %) =  
𝑏

(𝐴−11𝐵)/4 +𝑏 
 × 100 

 

b 

a, c, d 

* 
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A is the set of integrals over the 1H signals at 0.5-3.2 ppm and B is the integral of the 

ethylidene 1H signals at 4.8-5.5 ppm. As an example, when the calculation is performed 

using the integrals from Figure 2.11, the ENB content is determined to be 22 mol%. 

As shown in Table 2.4, the use of dihydrogen (Run 30) yielded substantially higher 

productivity along with lower molecular weight, dispersity and a reduction in 

comonomer incorporation. Consistent with the analogous copolymerisation with VNB, 

PE methyl end group signals at ca 0.9 ppm were detectable in the 1H NMR spectrum of 

the product (Figure 2.12), which is an indication of the same hydrogen-based 

termination mechanism shown in Scheme 2.6. Increasing the ENB concentration (run 

31) led to higher comonomer incorporation and fewer PE methyl end groups, while 

reduction of ENB concentration (Runs 32 and 33) led to an increasing proportion of 

methyl end groups and lower incorporations of comonomer. This effect was again 

enhanced when the dihydrogen partial pressure was increased (Runs 34 and 35) and the 

ENB:methyl group ratio fell further. Lower molecular weights were also obtained as the 

dihydrogen partial pressure was increased. As with VNB, lowering the ethylene partial 

pressure (Run 36) had little effect on molecular weights, but productivity and Tm 

decreased which is consistent with reduced rate of ethylene insertion and a greater rate 

of comonomer insertion. Correspondingly, increasing the ethylene partial pressure (Run 

37) resulted in greater productivity and higher molecular weight materials with a 

corresponding increase in Tm, consistent with a higher rate of ethylene insertion. 
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Figure 2.12 - 1H NMR spectrum of the product from Run 35 in d8-toluene at 100°C (400 MHz) 

Relaxation delay = 1 s. The top of the peak at 1.30 ppm has been omitted for clarity. 

Figure 2.12 shows a 1H NMR spectrum of the product obtained from a copolymerisation 

of ethylene and ENB in the presence of dihydrogen (Run 35). In contrast to the 

analogous run with VNB, here we still observe no endocyclic vinyl group signals 

suggesting that the regioselectivity of insertion is fully retained with ENB in the 

presence of dihydrogen.  

Across the range of conditions used here, even in Runs 30 and 31, there were still 

multiple insertions of ENB per chain that did not reduce significantly below ca 2 ENB 

units per methyl group on average by NMR. Under the same conditions with VNB 

materials with an average ratio of 1:1 methyl:comonomer were obtained. This indicates 

a significant difference between VNB and ENB in terms of rate of insertion which is 

interesting given the structural similarity of the two comonomers.  

b 

a, c, d 

f 
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2.5 Conclusions 

Dihydrogen partial pressure rather than comonomer concentration, as for Chung,1, 2 may 

be used to control the molecular weight of the products formed in the synthesis of PE-i-

DIB. Raising the partial pressure also leads to improved productivity of the reaction. By 

these means rather low molecular weight, and more soluble polyethylenes could be 

produced with high end group fidelity of DIB.  

These observations prompted us to investigate the use of dihydrogen concentration to 

attempt to improve the end group fidelity of the PE-i-LIM materials. While end group 

fidelity of the PE-i-LIM increased slightly as the hydrogen:ethylene ratio increased, this 

still peaked at between 50-60%. We conclude that the rate of insertion of LIM must be 

insufficient to produce high end group fidelities; unlike for DIB, the transition state for 

insertion of LIM is not stabilised by delocalisation of cationic charge arising from the 

zirconium alkyl centre.  

The scope of the CHIP mechanism was then investigated further using the non-styrenic 

bifunctional monomer VNB. Runs conducted in the absence of dihydrogen led to a 

copolymer product that contained very few methyl end groups by NMR; an observation 

not previously made in the literature on this copolymerisation. Similar reactions 

conducted in the presence of dihydrogen yielded lower molecular weight products that 

contained methyl end groups, consistent with the CHIP mechanism. Productivity was 

also improved. 

This raised questions about the termination mechanism in the absence of dihydrogen and 

about the nature of the metal alkyl species that initiated subsequent chains. We 

subsequently proposed a mechanism involving β-hydride transfer to monomer following 
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an ethylene insertion that would result in a vinyl end group indistinguishable from the 

comonomer side chain vinyl group. We also suggested that transfer to VNB comonomer 

would be more favourable on the basis that ring strain would be alleviated and because 

the resulting metal-comonomer species would produce a polymer chain with a VNB unit 

at the beginning.  

In the presence of dihydrogen the CHIP mechanism was more complex because, unlike 

AMS or DIB, VNB can insert into a zirconium alkyl as well as a zirconium hydride. In 

the presence of low comonomer concentrations and high dihydrogen partial pressures, a 

material with almost 1:1 VNB:methyl groups was formed. While this ratio is consistent 

with a single end-capped polymer chain, we could not confirm this by NMR due to the 

similarity of expected chemical shifts between mid-chain and end-chain VNB, thus 

leading to the conclusion that the ratio was probably an average over a distribution of 

chains. A similar investigation conducted on copolymerisations of ethylene and ENB 

yielded similar observations but in the presence of dihydrogen, the ratio of comonomer 

to methyl end group did not reduce as much as with VNB under the same range of 

conditions.  

We propose that VNB and ENB are similar to AMS and DIB in that they are able to 

insert so readily into a metal hydride because of the stability they provide to the resulting 

cationic metal alkyl intermediate. In the case of VNB and ENB a non-classical 

carbocation stabilises the transition state. The major difference between the two sets of 

monomers is that, while AMS and DIB will not insert into metal carbon bonds, VNB 

and ENB do so readily making it more difficult to control the number of comonomer 

insertions per chain.   
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Chapter 3: Synthesis of polyethylene-b-Poly(n-butyl acrylate) 

copolymers 

3.1 Introduction 

AMS is added to some radical polymerisations to control the molecular weight and end 

group fidelity.1, 2 The high chain transfer to monomer constant (CM = ktr/kp), low 

propagation rate and low ceiling temperature1, 2, 3, 4 mean that AMS adds rapidly to the 

end of a growing polymer radical but further propagation is slow. Even at low 

concentrations this is effective in styrene polymerisations5 and the monomer has been 

used extensively in the synthesis of vinyl-terminated polymers via catalytic chain 

transfer polymerisation (CCTP) in the presence of a chain transfer agent such as 

bis(boron difluorodimethylglyoximate)cobaltate(II) (COBF).2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 

 

Scheme 3.1 - Copolymerisation of n-BA and AMS in the presence of COBF.2 

Barner-Kowollik and co-workers2 utilised this method to synthesise macromonomers of 

P(n-BA) containing a terminal AMS group, noting that the addition of AMS not only 

improved the efficiency of the CCT process, but also produced macromonomers whose 

vinyl end functionalities were far more reactive than those of a pure P(n-BA) 

macromonomer prepared by CCTP. Copolymerisations between styrene and maleic 

anhydride have also been demonstrated to terminate to AMS in a CCTP reaction with 
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COBF, forming a macromonomer capable of graft polymerisation with styrene and n-

butyl acrylate.9  

 

Scheme 3.2 - Copolymerisation of maleic anhydride, styrene and AMS in the presence of COBF.9 

These reports led Scott and co-workers10 to propose that the AMS-like end group of PE-

i-DIB could be utilised as an end-capping agent in free radical polymerisation with a 

suitable polar monomer in a similar way to form a polyethylene copolymer. Noting the 

reported similarity in reactivity of double bonds in macromonomers to their 

corresponding small monomer,11 initial attempts at the copolymerisation simply aimed 

to replace the AMS comonomer in the aforementioned CCTP reactions with PE-i-DIB 

to produce block copolymers. It was found however, that the presence of the CCTP 

catalyst did not lead to generation of vinylic groups, presumably for steric reasons, but 

that heating the macromonomer and n-butyl acrylate (n-BA) with a peroxide initiator 

formed copolymer products.  

In this chapter the mechanism of the copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB with n-BA was 

investigated further utilising both a small scale batch process and a starved feed semi-

batch method, the likes of which are commonly found in industry. This starved feed 

approach was found to enable the production of a range of molecular weight copolymers 

on a larger scale and with greater control, as well as straightforward optimisation through 

tuning of experimental conditions. 
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3.2 Free radical polymerisation of n-BA 

 

Scheme 3.3 - Free radical polymerisation of n-butyl acrylate. 

A typical mechanism for the free radical polymerisation of n-BA is shown in Scheme 

3.3. The initiator decomposes to form two primary radicals I•, which can fragment 

further to form secondary radicals I'•. Both primary and secondary radicals can initiate 

the polymerisation by addition of monomer (rate = 2 kd [I2]) to start the growth of 

polymer chains e.g. species I; further monomer units are then added to the secondary 

radical I to form polymer radical II (rate = kp [P•] [M]). Traditional termination of 

acrylate polymerisation occurs by radical-radical combination with rate = kt [P
•]2 to form 

a dead chain III, but several chain transfer reactions may also occur. Chain transfer to 

monomer (rate = km [P•] [M]) would form vinylic species IV and a new radical capable 
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of re-initiating polymerisation. Chain transfer to polymer can occur via and intra- 

(backbiting) or an intermolecular (abstraction from a dead polymer chain) mechanism 

depending on the conditions of the polymerisation (vide infra) and both result in the 

formation of a mid-chain tertiary radical (V or VI). The addition of monomer to either 

of these tertiary radicals would result in branch formation as in species VIII, while under 

certain conditions β-scission of the mid-chain radical species may also occur to yield a 

vinyl-terminated polymer chain VII and a new secondary radical.  

Given that the end group of PE-i-DIB is essentially an AMS unit, we wouldn’t expect 

the macromonomer to homopropagate readily due to the low ceiling temperature of 

AMS;3 but, depending on the reactivity ratios of AMS and n-BA, the addition of a 

significant concentration of PE-i-DIB macromonomer to a free radical polymerisation 

of n-BA provides another species for the P(n-BA) chains to react with which would 

result in the formation of copolymers. It would therefore be expected to have a 

significant effect on the molecular weight of the P(n-BA) chains formed in its presence 

given that cross-propagation with the macromonomer would be expected to effectively 

act as a chain stopping mechanism. The presence of PE-i-DIB also increases the number 

of possible reactions involving the initiator radicals that escape the solvent cage (vide 

infra).  

3.3 Free radical polymerisation of n-BA in the presence of PE-i-DIB 

Copolymerisations of PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2300, Ð = 2.0) with varying n-BA concentrations 

were conducted in toluene at 125°C using benzoyl peroxide (BP) as the initiator. Several 

ampoules were set up in parallel for each kinetic run and the progress of the reactions 

were followed by NMR and GPC, including plotting the GPC traces. Given its 

substantially shorter half-life at the reaction temperature,12 BP (t1/2 ca 1 min at 130°C) 
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was chosen over tert-butyl peroxide (TP) (t1/2 ca 10 hr at 125°C) for these runs so that a 

large number of propagating chains would be formed at the beginning of the reaction. 

This had previously been discovered to convert the PE-i-DIB more quickly10 and its 

rapid consumption would also allow us to see if the molecular weight would change with 

time after macromonomer and initiator consumption. At the appropriate time, the 

ampoules were opened and the mixture poured into stirring methanol. Macromonomer 

conversions in Table 3.1 were determined by comparison of the integrals of the sharp 

vinylidene proton signals of the DIB end group at 5.07 and 5.34 ppm in the 1H NMR 

spectrum of each of the precipitated products, to those in the 1H NMR spectrum of the 

PE-i-DIB macromonomer sample used for the run. †1 

Run 1 is a control run conducted to show how the n-BA polymerisation progresses in 

the absence of PE-i-DIB which yielded a high dispersity polymer in a yield 

corresponding to 90% of the monomer feed. The P(n-BA) produced in Run 1 was 

worked up by precipitation in methanol. Having worked up the product of Run 1 using 

methanol, using the same again to separate the PE-containing species from the P(n-BA) 

by-products seems counter-intuitive. However, it was found that much lower molecular 

weight P(n-BA) was produced in the presence of PE-i-DIB in most cases and was 

therefore soluble in methanol. The success of this process in the various runs will be 

discussed throughout the chapter. 

 

 

                                                 
† Integrated against the benzylic proton environment at 2.70 ppm corresponding to PE chains initiated 

by DIB (Chapter 2).10   
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Table 3.1 - Free radical polymerisations of n-BA in presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Run 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 e

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 e 

(g/mol) 

Mw
 e

 

(g/mol) 

Ð e PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)f 

1a 180 4.43/90 91100 22100 202300 9.2 - 

2b 

5 0.252/9 7500 4000 12700 3.2 37 

10 0.339/23 12100 6000 16300 2.7 89 

20 0.388/31 11800 6900 14400 2.1 100 

40 0.394/32 13400 7800 17300 2.3 100 

60 0.395/33 11000 7400 15600 2.1 100 

120 0.400/34 11500 7700 17500 2.3 100 

180 0.368/28 11500 7000 15700 2.2 100 

3c 

5 1.38/49 76600 26800 125800 4.7 100 

10 1.48/53 51400 23500 85700 3.7 100 

20 1.55/56 56600 23700 97200 4.1 100 

40 1.63/60 47200 24000 81800 3.4 100 

60 1.68/62 56500 23800 104200 4.4 100 

120 1.70/63 51000 23700 85400 3.6 100 

180 1.46/53 39000 19200 69200 3.6 100 

4d 

5 3.36/64 88000 39800 161700 4.1 100 

10 3.36/64 183400 39700 251300 6.3 100 

20 3.56/69 172700 46500 297800 6.4 100 

40 3.35/64 133800 44800 271300 6.1 100 

60 3.47/67 159000 42100 256800 6.1 100 

120 3.42/66 180300 42500 278300 6.5 100 

180 3.43/66 135100 40200 298500 7.4 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 4.9 g (5.5 ml); initiator = BP; 

[initiator] solution = 0.011 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
b Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2300 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; 

comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 0.61 g (0.68 ml); n-BA:PE = 50:1; initiator = BP; [initiator] 

solution = 0.011 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
c mass n-BA added = 2.4 g (2.7 ml); n-BA:PE = 200:1. 
d mass n-BA added = 4.9 g (5.5 ml); n-BA:PE = 400:1. 
e GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
f Calculated from 1H NMR. 
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Figure 3.1 - GPC traces following the progress of the free radical polymerisation of n-BA in the 

presence of PE-i-DIB (Run 2, Table 3.1). 

Runs 2-4 in Table 3.1 follow the progress of the copolymerisations with PE-i-DIB over 

time at increasing n-BA:PE-i-DIB molar ratios (50:1, 200:1 and 400:1). In Run 2 

complete macromonomer conversion was observed by t = 20 min by 1H NMR and this 

coincides with an increase in recorded yield, molecular weight and dispersity with time 

up to t = 10 min, which is consistent with copolymerisation. After t = 10 min the 

dispersities and the molecular weights differ very little, which is no surprise given the 

consumption of macromonomer and initiator by this point. The GPC traces shown in 

Figure 3.1 support the molecular weight increase with time up to t = 10 min, but the 

overlap of the subsequent traces indicates that little further molecular weight change has 

occurred after this time. As shown in Table 3.2, the molecular weight and dispersity of 

the P(n-BA) homopolymer by-product for Run 2 was very low (Mn 2000 g/mol, Ð ~ 1.7) 

by comparison to Run 1 (Mn 22,000 g/mol, Ð ~ 9.2). As a consequence, when the 
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reaction mixture was poured into methanol the homopolymer remained in solution while 

the PE-containing copolymer was precipitated. 1H NMR spectra for both species 

(Figures 3.4 and 3.5) and mass balance are consistent with this. 

 

Figure 3.2 - GPC traces following the progress of the free radical polymerisation of n-BA in the 

presence of PE-i-DIB (Run 3, Table 3.1). 

Macromonomer conversion was achieved more quickly in Run 3 in the presence of a 

higher concentration of n-BA monomer. The molecular weight data is more akin to that 

of the data after t = 10 min from Run 2 which, given the far more rapid consumption of 

PE-i-DIB, is perhaps not surprising. We would expect little difference in yield or 

molecular weight of the precipitated products for most of the reaction on this basis. This 

was indeed the case with Run 3 and the GPC traces shown in Figure 3.2 are consistent 

with these observations, indicating little change in molecular weight once the 

macromonomer was converted. Again the molecular weight of the homopolymer by-

product was apparently sufficiently low to remain in solution in methanol while the PE-
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containing materials were precipitated, as suggested by the mass balance and 1H NMR 

data (Figure C.1. and C.3.). 

 

Figure 3.3 - GPC traces following the progress of the free radical polymerisation of n-BA in the 

presence of PE-i-DIB (Run 4, Table 3.1). 

In Run 4 the macromonomer was again converted in the first 5 min of the reaction. The 

consistency of the recorded yields and the molecular weights would suggest that again, 

very little is happening following macromonomer conversion. The high monomer 

concentration has also resulted in very broad GPC traces for the copolymer products 

(Figure 3.3). Although they still seem to show that very little change in molecular weight 

had occurred, the dispersities are all broad and they increased substantially after t = 5 

min. The broadness is likely to be partially a result of the co-precipitation of P(n-BA) 

homopolymer given that its molecular weight (Table 3.2) in this run was far higher than 

in Runs 2 and 3 and more similar to that of Run 1 where the homopolymer product was 

precipitated in methanol.  
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Figure 3.4 - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 2 in d2-TCE at 100°C (400MHz). 

1H NMR spectra of the PE-containing material from Runs 2 and 3 (Figures 3.4 and C.1.) 

showed signals corresponding to PE and P(n-BA) (more detailed analysis in Chapter 4) 

and contained no signals at 5.5 and 6.2 ppm corresponding to P(n-BA) macromonomer 

end groups (vide infra);13 the 1H NMR spectrum for Run 4 (Figure C.2.) however, did 

show such vinyl end group signals. This would suggest that this sample does contain 

some P(n-BA) macromonomer and thus, in all likelihood, also contains some higher 

molecular weight, non-macromonomer P(n-BA) given the molecular weight of the 

homopolymer formed in this run (Table 3.2). This would suggest that the separation by 

precipitation was successful for Runs 2 (above) and 3 but not for Run 4, which is not 

necessarily surprising. 

a 

v 

b/r 

s,t,u 

d, e, c, j 

w, x 
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Figure 3.5 - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA) by-product (Mn = 2000 g/mol, Ð = 1.7) from Run 2 in 

CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 

1H NMR spectra of the soluble homopolymer formed in Runs 2-4 (e.g. Figure 3.4) 

showed no signals corresponding to PE, which indicated that all PE-containing materials 

were recovered by precipitation. Signals corresponding to P(n-BA) were detected 

however, as well as vinyl signals at 6.2 and 5.5 ppm. These were assignable to end-

group protons for P(n-BA) macromonomer, consistent with those observed by Moad and 

co-workers that were proposed to be formed by chain scission following chain transfer 

to the P(n-BA) backbone.13  

Both fragmentation by chain scission14, 15 and chain transfer to polymer backbone are 

known processes; indeed the latter has been studied previously in poly(acrylate) 

synthesis in which branch formation was reported.16 Chain transfer to the polymer 

backbone can occur either by an intermolecular (another radical) or intramolecular 

(backbiting) H abstraction and the results provided by Moad13 and Lovell16 respectively 

a 

b 
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suggest that the predominant mechanism is monomer concentration-dependent, i.e. at 

lower monomer concentration the intramolecular mechanism is more prevalent, while at 

higher concentrations the intermolecular mechanism becomes more important. Once 

chain transfer to polymer has occurred, monomer can either add to the resulting radical 

to form branches, or fragmentation (β-scission) can occur to yield a vinyl-terminated 

macromonomer and a new propagating radical. In the same publication as discussed 

above, Moad reports that the molecular weight of the synthesised P(n-BA) 

macromonomers can be controlled by varying both reaction temperature and monomer 

concentration; it was found that increasing the temperature and decreasing the monomer 

concentration both resulted in lower molecular weight polymers. Based on these reports, 

and noting that the incidence of backbone H abstraction in ethylene polymerisation is 

known to increase with temperature,17, 18 an acrylate polymerisation conducted at low 

monomer concentration and high temperature could be expected to undergo a significant 

number of incidences of both backbone methine H abstraction and of fragmentation, the 

result of which would be a lower molecular weight polymer containing a terminal vinyl 

group.  

The reported temperature range of 80-240°C13 for this chemistry to occur suggests that 

P(n-BA) macromonomer formation ought to be significant under our conditions and, 

sure enough, both the homopolymer formed in the reactions involving PE-i-DIB and that 

formed in the runs without both show vinyl signals in the 1H NMR spectrum at 5.5 and 

6.2 ppm that are consistent with those reported to be formed from such a process. The 

relative integrals† of the vinyl end-group signals at 5.5 and 6.2 ppm and the first 

                                                 
† Expected integral of P(n-BA) butyl ester CH2 at 4.1 ppm was calculated based on the homopolymer Mn 

of 2000 g/mol and, with the ester integral set to that expected value, the integral of the vinyl proton 

signals at 5.5 and 6.2 ppm gave an estimate of the relative macromonomer amount (vinyl integral = 2 

indicates that 100% of the polymer in the sample contains these end groups). 
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methylene signals of the butyl ester at 4.1 ppm can be used to estimate the relative 

amount of P(n-BA) macromonomer compared to non-macromonomer products;13 as an 

example, in Run 2 (Figure 3.4) the integrals would suggest that at this high temperature 

and lower monomer concentration the proportion of the P(n-BA) isolated that contains 

vinyl end groups is ca 84%. As discussed above, the lower the monomer concentration, 

more P(n-BA) macromonomer would be expected to form and this, combined with the 

yields and % yields of the block copolymer and homopolymer reported in Tables 3.1 

and 3.2, accounts for much of the P(n-BA) species formed in runs 2 and 3 (Figure C.3.); 

although this gets less reliable for Run 4 (Figure C.4.) where the monomer concentration 

is much higher, so consequently the P(n-BA) molecular weight is higher, and vinyl 

signals from unreacted n-BA monomer overlap with the P(n-BA) end group signals. It 

is worth noting at this point that P(n-BA) chains that have terminated by radical-radical 

combination would be much higher in molecular weight, so would look the same as the 

polar component of the copolymer by NMR, and that as the concentration of monomer 

increases the number of these terminations will increase, as will the addition of monomer 

to mid-chain radicals to form branches. Hence, in the reactions with higher monomer 

concentration and therefore also higher molecular weight, possibly branched P(n-BA) 

chains (e.g. Run 4), we cannot rule out co-precipitation of some higher molecular weight 

homopolymer chains. The moleculear weight limit for solubility of the P(n-BA) 

macromonomer would appear to be ca 8000 – 9000 g/mol based on the data obtained 

for runs 1-4; we therefore speculate that any chains of higher molecular weight than this 

could well co-precipitate with the PE-containing materials.   
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Table 3.2 – GPC data of P(n-BA) homopolymer by-product from free radical polymerisations of n-BA 

in the presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 d

 

(g/mol) 

Mn
 d 

(g/mol) 

Mw
d 

(g/mol) 

Ð d 

2 

5 0.012/2 2000 1600 2600 1.6 

10 0.074/12 1900 1500 2400 1.6 

20 0.179/29 2200 1700 2900 1.7 

40 0.241/40 2300 1900 3200 1.7 

60 0.257/42 2300 1800 3000 1.7 

120 0.278/45 2500 1800 3300 1.9 

180 0.293/48 2600 2000 3500 1.8 

3b 

5 0.147/6 11000 7200 14400 2.0 

10 0.638/27 9400 3400 9300 2.7 

20 0.774/32 9400 3500 9400 2.7 

40 0.830/35 9500 4200 11000 2.6 

60 0.813/34 9100 3700 8900 2.4 

120 0.754/31 8300 3200 7700 2.4 

180 1.01/42 7400 2800 6900 2.5 

4c 

5 0.916/19 15900 7000 17000 2.4 

10 0.907/19 19100 8800 28700 3.3 

20 1.03/21 23800 11600 33700 2.9 

40 0.961/20 21200 10500 27700 2.6 

60 0.876/18 18500 8400 20600 2.4 

120 0.737/15 21200 12400 24900 2.0 

180 0.730/15 14300 7700 18300 2.4 
a Polymerisation conditions: Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2300 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial 

[PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 0.61 g (0.68 ml); n-BA:PE = 50:1; 

initiator = BP; [initiator] solution = 0.011 mol/L;  solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 

125°C. 
b n-BA added = 2.4 g (2.7 ml); n-BA:PE = 200:1. 
c mass n-BA added = 4.9 g (5.5 ml); n-BA:PE = 400:1. 
d GPC data obtained at 30°C in CHCl3 using conventional calibration vs PMMA standards. 
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Figure 3.6 - GPC traces following the production of P(n-BA) homopolymer in the copolymerisation of 

n-BA with PE-i-DIB (Run 2, Table 3.1). 

The P(n-BA) samples from Runs 2-4 were analysed by GPC (Table 3.2) and their traces 

plotted for comparison. The recorded yields increased with time in both runs up to a 

certain point, before dropping slightly with more extended reaction times. In Run 2 the 

homopolymer molecular weights and dispersities remained consistent and consistently 

low throughout (Mn ~ 1800 g/mol, Ð ~ 1.7) and this is supported by the GPC traces in 

Figure 3.6. In Run 3, after t = 5 min the P(n-BA) homopolymer samples were formed 

with similar molecular weights (Mn ~ 3500 g/mol) and dispersities (~2.5). However in 

Run 4, where the monomer concentration was much higher, the molecular weight was 

correspondingly much higher which is consistent with the difference in solubility of this 

homopolymer in methanol compared to Runs 2 and 3. The general trend in this case is 

an initial increase in molecular weight and dispersity with time followed by a drop with 

more extended reaction times.  
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Figure 3.7 - GPC traces following the production of P(n-BA) homopolymer in the copolymerisation of 

n-BA with PE-i-DIB (Run 3, Table 3.1). 

The GPC traces for Run 3 (Figure 3.7) do indeed show that the molecular weights and 

dispersities of the homopolymer samples remained fairly consistent for the remainder of 

the reaction, following the substantial drop in molecular weight and rise in dispersity 

between t = 5 and t = 10 min. Given the consistent yields and molecular weights obtained 

for the copolymer samples, this indicates that the majority of the monomer feed was 

consumed in the first 5 min of the reaction. After this point backbiting and subsequent 

β-scission of the homopolymer chains is likely to have taken effect at the high 

temperature and in the presence of a now far lower monomer concentration,8, 7, 13, 19, 20 

thus accounting for the substantial fall in molecular weight of the subsequent sample 

and the similarity of the molecular weights of the samples thereafter.   
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Figure 3.8 - GPC traces following the production of P(n-BA) homopolymer in the copolymerisation of 

n-BA with PE-i-DIB (Run 4, Table 3.1). 

Figure 3.8 shows the traces for the homopolymer samples from Run 4, which again are 

consistent with the corresponding molecular weight data, showing an initial increase in 

homopolymer molecular weight before a slight drop as time went on. Like Run 3, the 

macromonomer was converted in the first 5 min of the reaction; however in this case, 

presumably due to the larger initial monomer feed, the monomer concentration 

apparently remained sufficiently high after PE-i-DIB conversion to facilitate the 

continued molecular weight growth of the homopolymer for a significant period of time 

while there was still initiator present before the conditions eventually favoured the 

backbiting and chain scission process which is likely to have been responsible again for 

lowering the P(n-BA) molecular weight with longer reaction times.  

These observations provide a potential explanation for that fact that the molecular weight 

of the homopolymer samples is substantially lower than the P(n-BA) component of the 
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polar block. The larger chains are likely to have been produced at the beginning of the 

reaction when the monomer and initiator concentrations were at their highest. Many of 

these larger chains will have been rapidly consumed by the PE-i-DIB, which was also at 

its highest concentration. After the PE was converted, a much smaller monomer 

concentration would be present in a much more viscous reaction medium at a high 

reaction temperature. Under these conditions further propagation and termination 

processes would be much slower as a result of slower diffusion of molecules,21 but 

intramolecular chain transfer to polymer would still be expected to occur. We propose 

that an increase in backbiting and β-scission of P(n-BA) chains under these conditions 

leads to the drop in homopolymer molecular weight observed after macromonomer 

conversion. In run 4, the higher monomer concentration would have led to longer P(n-

BA) chains which were consumed even more quickly by the macromonomer. It is 

possible that the faster consumption of the macromonomer and the higher initial 

monomer concentration would, despite the visibly more viscous reaction medium, have 

led to a situation where sufficient monomer remained to favour propagation over 

backbiting and cause an increase in homopolymer molecular weight up to a certain point. 

After this the rate of diffusion and monomer concentration would have decreased such 

that backbiting predominates and the molecular weight decreases with time accordingly.  

3.4 Free radical polymerisation of n-BA in the presence of PE-i-DIB 

under starved-feed semi-batch conditions 

The copolymerisations discussed in the previous section, as well as in previous work,10 

showed that a range of molecular weight PE-b-P(n-BA) copolymers could be 

synthesised and purified under very practical conditions with efficient conversion of the 

PE-i-DIB macromonomer. Analysis of both the precipitated copolymer products and the 
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soluble homopolymer by-products also yielded valuable information as to the 

mechanism for the copolymerisation (vide infra). However, the molecular weight 

distributions of many of the materials presented and the amount of P(n-BA) 

homopolymer produced in the runs imply a distinct limitation in the degree of control 

we currently have over the process under batch conditions. This is undoubtedly 

compounded by the high reaction temperature, high monomer and initiator 

concentrations, the efficiency with which the macromonomer is converted under these 

conditions and the apparently limited ability of the macromonomer to mediate the n-BA 

polymerisation during its lifetime in the reaction.       

Starved-feed polymerisations are semi-batch reactions where the monomer and initiator 

are fed continuously into the reaction vessel containing a fixed volume of solvent, thus 

enabling effective control over the molecular weight of the products by the ratio of 

addition rates of monomer and initiator.22 The high reaction temperatures remain but the 

monomer and initiator concentrations are kept low due to their almost instantaneous 

consumption as they are fed in, resulting in the production of low molecular weight 

polymers and copolymers.23 Due to the low molecular weight materials being produced, 

the gel effect is also far weaker under these conditions and the viscosity of the mixture 

is substantially reduced.22, 24 These factors considered, a starved-feed process seemed 

likely to provide the improvement in control over the polymerisation we were looking 

for, giving us access to low molecular weight materials as well as a far more practical 

process for potential scale up.  

3.4.1 Control reactions in the absence of macromonomer 

Free radical polymerisations of n-butyl acrylate (7.3 g, 8 ml) in the absence of PE-i-DIB 

were conducted in toluene at 110°C under dinitrogen using BP as the initiator. 2.5 ml 
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samples of the reaction mixture were taken by syringe periodically for analysis. Runs 5 

and 6 (Table 3.3) were conducted under different monomer and initiator delivery 

conditions. Run 5 was conducted with all monomer and initiator added at t = 0 min, 

similar to the ampoule runs (vide supra), while Run 6 was conducted under starved feed 

conditions with controlled addition of both monomer and initiator over the course of the 

reaction.  

1H NMR and GPC data show low molecular weight P(n-BA) was produced in both runs 

but the method of delivery of the monomer and initiator feeds affects the evolution of 

molecular weight and dispersity with time, as well as monomer conversion. In Run 5 

90% monomer conversion was achieved in 60 min but very little change in molecular 

weight or dispersity with time was observed throughout this run. This is not surprising 

given the rapid consumption of initiator and monomer feed under these conditions. In 

contrast, steady molecular weight increase with time and a reduced monomer conversion 

(63%) were observed in Run 6 where the monomer and initiator were fed in over the 

course of the polymerisation. As expected, the starved feed setup seemed to allow 

greater control over the polymerisation, as evidenced by the lower and more consistent 

dispersities in Run 6. 
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Table 3.3 - Free radical polymerisations of n-butyl acrylate in absence of PE-i-DIB. How 

polymerisation is affected by changes in monomer and initiator feed delivery. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp 
c
 

(g/mol) 

Mn
 c 

(g/mol) 

Mw 
c 

(g/mol) 

Ð c 

5 

10 0.165 9600 4400 12100 2.8 

20 0.178 8200 3500 11100 3.1 

30 0.206 7900 3200 9700 3.0 

40 0.207 7700 3100 9400 3.0 

50 0.201 7700 2900 9100 3.2 

60 0.222 7400 2800 9300 3.3 

Remainder 5.37/90 7700 2900 9500 3.3 

6b 

10 0.003 - - - - 

20 0.018 2400 1400 2700 1.9 

30 0.045 3400 2000 4200 2.1 

40 0.080 5300 2300 4900 2.1 

50 0.121 5800 2600 5400 2.0 

60 0.281 5200 2800 5600 2.0 

Remainder 4.16/63 7000 3100 7600 2.5 
a Polymerisation conditions: Monomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 7.3 g; initiator solution = 0.11 mol/L 

in 10 ml solvent; solvent = toluene; initial reaction volume = 78 ml; temperature = 110°C; total 

polymerisation time = 1 hour. 
b Initial reaction volume = 60 ml; initiator addition rate = 10 ml/hr (1.14x10-3 mol/hr); monomer addition 

rate = 8 ml/hr (0.057 mol/hr). 
c GPC data obtained at 30°C in CHCl3 using conventional calibration vs PMMA standards. 

3.4.2 Copolymerisation of macromonomer with n-BA 

Having observed the behaviour of the n-BA homopolymerisation under the two 

monomer and initiator delivery strategies, the effect of introducing PE-i-DIB 

macromonomer was investigated by conducting analogous free radical polymerisations 

of n-butyl acrylate in the presence of PE-i-DIB (2.4 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.0) at a n-

BA:PE molar ratio of 50:1. Copolymerisations were conducted in toluene at 110°C to 

ensure complete dissolution of the PE-i-DIB and samples were taken periodically from 

the main mixture by syringe for analysis as before. The copolymer samples were isolated 

by pouring the mixture into excess methanol after exposure to air, where the PE 
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component would force the copolymer out of solution while the soluble homopolymer 

and unreacted monomer remained dissolved. The precipitates were then filtered and 

dried in a vacuum oven overnight.  

 

Figure 3.9 - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 8, Chapter 3 in d2-TCE at 100°C 

(400MHz). 

The 1H NMR spectrum of the final precipitated product (Figure 3.9) contained signals 

corresponding to both PE and P(n-BA) after multiple reprecipitations; the absence of 

DIB vinylidene proton signals at 5.07 and 5.34 ppm indicate complete conversion of the 

PE-i-DIB starting material. The absence of P(n-BA) vinylidene signals at 5.5 and 6.2 

ppm indicates the successful separation of copolymer from low molecular weight 

homopolymer by precipitation. The absence of PE-containing material in the soluble 

fraction by 1H NMR (Figure 3.10) indicates complete recovery of PE-containing species. 

Signals at 5.5 and 6.2 ppm corresponding to vinyl-terminated P(n-BA) formed by 

backbiting and subsequent chain scission at high temperatures were detected as in the 
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batch runs (vide supra). The use of relative integrals, based on a polymer Mn of 1900 

g/mol, Ð = 1.8 by GPC, was used again to estimate the relative amount of 

macromonomer present; in the case of Figure 3.10, the analysis suggests that ca 50% of 

the homopolymer contained a vinyl end group. The molecular weight of the 

homopolymer is very similar to that isolated by working up the soluble fractions from 

runs 2 and 3, where the P(n-BA) was apparently soluble in methanol and no evidence of 

homopolymer contaminant was detected in NMR. It is also far below that obtained in 

Run 1 where pouring into methanol was found to precipitate the P(n-BA), and Run 4 

where the copolymer NMR spectrum showed evidence of P(n-BA) macromonomer in 

the precipitated sample.  

 

Figure 3.10 - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA) by-product (Mn = 1900 g/mol, Ð = 1.8) from Run 8 in 

CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 

In Run 7 (Table 3.4) complete DIB end group conversion was observed by 1H NMR 

from the early stages (t = 10 min) and molecular weight did not change substantially 
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while an increase in dispersity towards the end of the polymerisation was noted. The 

recovered yields remain consistent throughout the polymerisation. While overall 

monomer conversion was high (88%) only 40% of that was incorporated in the 

copolymer by mass. 

Table 3.4 - Free radical polymerisations of n-butyl acrylate in presence of PE-i-DIB. How 

copolymerisation is affected by changes in monomer and initiator feed delivery. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 c

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 c 

(g/mol) 

Mw
c
 

(g/mol) 

Ð c PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)d 

7 

20 0.166 15800 7700 18500 2.4 100 

30 0.172 20500 11000 21800 2.0 100 

40 0.17 17600 8400 19400 2.3 100 

50 0.173 17800 7700 20200 2.6 100 

60 0.173 16700 6700 19200 2.8 100 

Remainder 4.3/38 15600 6800 22200 3.2 100 

8b 

20 0.091 2600 2500 5000 2.0 16 

30 0.104 3200 2900 6800 2.3 53 

40 0.123 13000 4500 12400 2.7 87 

50 0.139 14600 6800 14200 2.0 97 

60 0.180 16000 7900 17300 2.2 100 

Remainder 3.5/24 17600 7900 16200 2.0 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 2.4 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.019 mol/L; 

comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 7.3 g (8 ml); n-BA:PE = 50:1; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L 

in 10 ml solvent; solvent = toluene; initial volume = 78 ml; temperature = 110°C; polymerisation time = 1 hour. 
b Initial reaction volume = 60 ml; initiator addition rate = 10 ml/hr (1.14x10-3 mol/hr), monomer addition rate 

8 ml/hr (0.057 mol/hr); n-BA:PE = 50:1. 
c GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
d Calculated from 1H NMR.  

1H NMR and GPC of the methanol soluble fractions of the aliquots for Run 7 showed 

that low molecular weight, low dispersity P(n-BA) was also produced, fairly similar to 

that produced in the corresponding homopolymerisation (Run 5, Table 3.3). Consistent 

with the hompolymerisation described earlier, the P(n-BA) molecular weight and 
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dispersity did not change significantly with time and the recovered yield did not 

significantly change from t = 20 min when the macromonomer was present. The 

molecular weight data suggests that both the copolymerisation and the 

homopolymerisation were completed rapidly in the presence of high initial monomer 

and initiator concentrations. 

 

Figure 3.11 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB (Run 7, Table 3.4). 

This is supported by the GPC traces in Figure 3.11 that show the shift to higher 

molecular weight with time from t = 0 to t = 20 min, but then the traces for the samples 

taken from this point onwards overlap with each other. Given that the monomer and 

initiator were all added at the start of the reaction, we would expect both to be consumed 

quickly at this high reaction temperature. This means the reaction is likely to have been 

completed in the first 20 min and unlikely to continue further due to the small monomer 

and initiator concentrations remaining by this point. This run was very similar to Run 2 
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in section 3.2 and this is reflected in the similar trends observed in the data obtained for 

both the copolymer and the soluble homopolymer.  

In Run 8 slower conversion of the DIB end groups (97% at t = 50 min) was observed 

due to the lower monomer and initiator concentrations under starved feed conditions, as 

well as a steady increase in copolymer yield with time. Monomer conversion by mass 

was also substantially lower, 64% of which only 26% was converted to copolymer. 

Analysis of the copolymer samples showed that P(n-BA) NMR signal integrals and 

copolymer molecular weight increased with time throughout the polymerisation, similar 

to the corresponding homopolymerisation control reaction discussed earlier. Analysis of 

the methanol soluble fractions (Figures C.5. – C.7.) showed that, interestingly, no P(n-

BA) homopolymer was detectable by NMR or by GPC until t = 40 min by which point 

87% of the PE-i-DIB macromonomer had been converted. Given that only low 

molecular weight homopolymer was isolated at the end of the reaction and that up to 

this point only P(n-BA) homopolymer of Mn ~10,000+ g/mol had been precipitated 

(Runs 1 and 4), it is reasonable to suggest that in the time up to t = 40 min any P(n-BA) 

that was being produced was cross-propagating with the macromonomer while it was 

present in higher concentration than the propagating P(n-BA) radicals as opposed to 

terminating by radical-radical combination or via backbiting and chain scission. 

However, at lower macromonomer concentration the P(n-BA) may terminate by other 

mechanisms resulting in the formation of significant amounts of homopolymer. 
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Figure 3.12 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB (Run 8, Table 3.4). 

The progress of the copolymerisation can be followed by plotting the GPC traces of the 

samples taken over the course of the reaction (Figure 3.12). The broadening of the GPC 

traces and the increase in dispersity up to t = 40 min is indicative of the presence of both 

the copolymer product and significant amounts of PE-i-DIB starting material, with 

consumption of the latter responsible for the narrowing of the traces and dispersities of 

subsequent samples. Under starved feed conditions the molecular weight of the 

copolymer continued to increase throughout the reaction, as evidenced both by the data 

in Table 3.4 and the GPC traces in Figure 3.12.  

3.4.3 Effect of monomer addition rate 

The controlled addition of both monomer and initiator allowed greater control over the 

process and enabled the continuous increase in molecular weight of the P(n-BA) 
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component with time throughout while macromonomer remained available to terminate 

to. Under starved feed conditions the molecular weight of the product is known to be 

controllable by the ratio of monomer and initiator feed rates22 and thus, Runs 9-11, 

conducted at n-BA:PE molar ratios of 100:1, 25:1 and 12.5:1 respectively, were 

conducted to establish the effect of monomer addition rate on the characteristics of the 

copolymer products, as well as to assess the reproducibility of the observations from the 

original run.  

The runs in Table 3.5 follow the same trend as Run 8 in Table 3.4, showing the 

reproducibility of the results under a range of conditions. A steady increase in mass yield 

with time was recorded, along with a continued increase in molecular weight. 

Dispersities initially broaden due to the presence of both copolymer and macromonomer 

and the eventual consumption of the macromonomer causes the dispersities to fall 

towards the end of the polymerisation. Macromonomer conversion is complete, or 

essentially complete, by 1H NMR within 60 min and conversion is slower with reducing 

monomer addition rate. Final molecular weights and yields are found to decrease with 

decreasing monomer addition rate as expected, while monomer conversions remained 

consistent across the range of addition rates. 
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Table 3.5 - Free radical polymerisations of n-butyl acrylate in presence of PE-i-DIB. How 

copolymerisation is affected by changes in monomer addition rate. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
d
  

(g/mol) 

Mn
d 

(g/mol) 

Mw
d
 

(g/mol) 

Ðd PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)e 

9 

20 0.112 4300 3300 10900 3.2 66 

30 0.137 14900 5800 14800 2.5 93 

40 0.168 17900 8200 20900 2.5 100 

50 0.178 20800 10100 23600 2.3 100 

60 0.200 22200 11200 28700 2.6 100 

Remainder 6.1/31 22400 11100 28000 2.6 100 

 

10b 

20 0.095 2500 2500 4200 2.0 17 

30 0.110 3800 2800 5800 2.1 35 

40 0.109 6100 4300 10200 2.4 62 

50 0.119 9100 5600 11500 2.1 88 

60 0.211 9200 6600 13400 2.0 100 

Remainder 2.8/29 10500 6700 13200 2.0 100 

11d 

20 0.098 3200 2500 4900 2.0 15 

30 0.094 4000 2900 5500 1.9 35 

40 0.097 4400 3200 6000 2.0 62 

50 0.100 5800 3800 6800 1.9 77 

60 0.106 9100 4700 10100 2.1 92 

Remainder 2.2/16 9100 4900 10500 2.1 92 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 2.4 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.019 mol/L; 

comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 14.6 g (16 ml); n-BA:PE = 100:1; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L 

in 10 ml solvent; solvent = toluene; initial volume = 60 ml; temperature = 110°C; polymerisation time = 1 hour; 

initiator addition rate = 10 ml/hr (1.14x10-3 mol/hr); monomer addition rate = 16 ml/hr (0.114 mol/hr). 
b Monomer addition rate = 4 ml/hr (0.0279 mol/hr); n-BA:PE = 25:1. 
c Monomer addition rate = 2 ml/hr (0.0140 mol/hr); n-BA:PE = 12.5:1. 
d GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
e Calculated from 1H NMR.  

Analysis of the methanol soluble P(n-BA) homopolymer in Runs 9-11 revealed a similar 

trend to that of Run 8 i.e. that homopolymer was not detectable by NMR or GPC until a 

large proportion (ca. 90%) of the macromonomer had been converted to copolymer. As 

would be expected, the time taken for this scenario to occur increased with decreasing 
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monomer addition rate from t = 30 min in Run 9 to Run 11 where after t = 60 min the 

reaction finished with 92% of the macromonomer converted.  

 

Figure 3.13 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB (Run 9, Table 3.5). 

The evolution of molecular weight and dispersity in Run 9 is well-demonstrated by the 

GPC traces (Figure 3.13) for the aliquots taken during the kinetic run.† The traces show 

a gradual shift from one material of low molecular weight (PE-i-DIB), through two 

materials (t = 30 min), to one material of higher molecular weight. The GPC traces for 

Runs 10 and 11 (Figures 3.14 and 3.15) were also plotted and a similar trend was 

observed in both cases, though the broadening and narrowing effect is less pronounced 

due to the smaller monomer addition rates.  

                                                 
† 20 min sample is not shown due to run failure. 
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Figure 3.14 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB (Run 10, Table 3.5). 

Run 9 (Figure 3.13), where the macromonomer is converted before the end of the 

reaction as a result of a higher monomer addition rate, revealed another interesting 

observation. The molecular weight appeared to increase with time after the 

macromonomer was fully converted in the continued presence of initiator and free 

monomer. This was the first starved feed run conducted where the macromonomer was 

fully converted so early on in the reaction and the GPC traces apparently support this 

molecular weight increase.  
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Figure 3.15 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB (run 11, table 3.5). 

An extended copolymerisation was conducted to investigate this further. The monomer 

addition was continued for 180 min with the other conditions remaining the same i.e. 

the monomer addition was continued long after the initiator addition was finished at t = 

60 min and even longer after the consumption of the macromonomer. BP has a t1/2 of ca 

6 min at 110°C12 so we would expect the initiator to have been essentially consumed ca 

25 min after the last of the solution was added, bearing in mind the initiator concentration 

is not going to be high under these conditions regardless due to its rapid consumption. 
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Table 3.6 - Free radical polymerisation of n-butyl acrylate in presence of PE-i-DIB with extended 

monomer addition. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
b
  

(g/mol) 

Mn
b 

(g/mol) 

Mw
b
 

(g/mol) 

Ðb PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)c 

12 

20 0.117 2500 2400 6700 2.7 21 

30 0.143 3800 3500 16200 4.6 53 

60 0.179 19600 6700 19600 2.8 100 

120 0.188 16300 8600 20900 2.4 100 

180 0.198 24700 10000 23000 2.3 100 

Remainder 5.7/29 24500 10200 26300 2.6 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 2.4 g, Mn = 2200 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.019 mol/L; 

comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 14.3 g (16 ml); n-BA:PE = 100:1; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L 

in 10 ml solvent; solvent = toluene; initial volume = 60 ml; temperature = 110°C; polymerisation time = 3 hour; 

initiator addition rate = 10 ml/hr (1.14x10-3 mol/hr); monomer addition rate = 5.3 ml/hr (0.038 mol/hr). 
b GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
c Calculated from 1H NMR.  

The GPC data in Table 3.6 appears to show that although the DIB end groups were 

converted by t = 60 min by 1H NMR, the recovered yield increased throughout and 

molecular weight of the copolymer samples continued to increase steadily until t = 180 

min. This continued molecular weight increase after macromonomer conversion is 

supported by the GPC traces (Figure 3.16) which further indicate that even after the 

macromonomer is converted, further molecular weight increase occurs. These 

observations are consistent with those of run 9 and suggest that in the presence of 

sufficient monomer feed throughout the polymerisation, the molecular weight can 

continue to grow even after consumption of initiator and macromonomer. The formation 

of branching points could also provide some explanation for this molecular weight 

increase, though the production of branching points in the P(n-BA) chains would be 

detectable in the form of quarternary carbon signals at ca 48 ppm.16, 25 The 13C NMR of 

the copolymer products show no signals corresponding to quarternary branch point 

carbons (e.g. Figure C.17.) and as such we suggest that branch formation is not prevalent 
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here. Quaternary branching points are normally found in reactions with very low 

polymer concentration and high monomer concentration which,16, 25, 26 given the 

significant concentration of macromonomer present from the beginning, of copolymer 

present as these runs progress and the controlled, slow monomer feed, clearly is not the 

case here.  

 

Figure 3.16 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB with extended monomer addition (Table 3.6). 

To test this further still, a similar copolymerisation (Run 13) was conducted where the 

initiator was added at the start of the reaction to see if the molecular weight would still 

continue to grow as monomer was added if the initiator and macromonomer were 

consumed even earlier in the reaction. Table 3.7 shows the higher concentration of 

initiator at the start of the reaction resulted in faster DIB end group conversion (t = 30 

min), with the continuous monomer addition appearing to facilitate continued increase 

in molecular weight with time up to t = 120 min. 
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Table 3.7 - Free radical polymerisation of n-butyl acrylate in presence of PE-i-DIB with extended 

monomer addition. Initiator added at t = 0 min. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
b
  

(g/mol) 

Mn
b 

(g/mol) 

Mw
b
 

(g/mol) 

Ðb PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)c 

13 

20 0.107 3200 3100 6100 2.0 79 

30 0.139 9800 4500 9100 2.0 100 

60 0.148 12400 5600 12400 2.2 100 

120 0.177 14800 6900 18400 2.7 100 

180 0.183 15000 7100 20700 2.9 100 

Remainder 7.39/40 27000 7100 18900 2.7 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 2.4 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.019 mol/L; 

comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 14.3 g (16 ml); n-BA:PE = 100:1; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L 

in 10 ml solvent; solvent = toluene; initial volume = 60 ml; temperature = 110°C; polymerisation time = 3 hour; 

monomer addition rate = 5.3 ml/hr (0.038 mol/hr). 
b GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
c Calculated from 1H NMR.  

The GPC traces shown in Figure 3.17 appear to support this, though since they appear 

multimodal it would not be safe to say this for certain. The traces are far broader for this 

run which is likely to be a result of the reduced control over the reaction due to the high 

initiator concentration at the start, as well as the possibility of co-precipitation of P(n-

BA) homopolymer, the molecular weight of which was higher in these samples (Mn ~ 

5000 g/mol, Ð ~ 2.7) than for Runs 8-12. The main observation however is that there is 

still evidence of molecular weight increase with time between the samples taken from t 

= 30 min onwards. This is consistent with the results from the previous run and indicates 

that, despite the obvious loss of control in this case, even when the macromonomer and 

initiator are consumed far more quickly, evolution of molecular weight with time is still 

achievable in the presence of a continuous monomer feed.  
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Figure 3.17 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB with extended monomer addition (Table 3.7). 

3.4.4 Effect of temperature 

The requirement for high temperatures is often seen as a disadvantage of a radical 

process because the reaction is more difficult to control.27 It must be pointed out however 

that starved feed polymerisations are regularly carried out at high temperature to keep 

the concentration of monomer and initiator in the reactor at any given time low, which 

allows control over the process.22, 23, 24 Another noteworthy consideration is that in this 

case the insolubility of the PE-i-DIB macromonomer at ambient temperature meant that 

polymerisation temperatures >100°C were typically necessary for the free radical step. 

This being said, the molecular weight of the macromonomer used in these runs (Mn = 

2100 g/mol) was found to be sufficiently low that dissolution was achievable below 

100°C, leading us to investigate running the copolymerisation at both higher and lower 

temperatures to see what effect it would have on the reaction and the properties of the 
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products. Runs 14 and 15 (Table 3.8) were conducted under the same conditions as Run 

8 (Table 3.4), but at 90°C (BP t1/2 ca 60 min) and 130°C (BP t1/2 ca 1 min) respectively 

rather than the 110°C used in all the starved feed runs up to this point.    

Table 3.8 - Free radical polymerisation of n-butyl acrylate in presence of PE-i-DIB with variation in 

reaction temperature. 

Runa 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
c
  

(g/mol) 

Mn
c 

(g/mol) 

Mw
c
 

(g/mol) 

Ðc PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)d 

14 

20 0.098  3100 2200  4400  2.1  0 

30 0.101  6100 4600  10400  2.3  39 

40 0.109  9500 5500  14500  2.6  63 

50 0.128 19800 8100  18700  2.3  99 

60 0.165  21200 10100  23000  2.3  100 

Remainder 4.04/32  20700 9800  22700  2.3  100 

15b 

20 0.100 5900 2800  7600  2.7   35 

30 0.111  7100 4000  7800  2.0   86 

40 0.125  8500 4700  10100  2.1   100 

50 0.126  8200 5200  10100  2.0   100 

60 0.131  10700 6000  12100  2.0   100 

Remainder 3.48/23  10900 6100  12300  2.0   100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 2.4 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.019 mol/L; 

comonomer = n-BA; total mass n-BA added = 7.3 g (8 ml); [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L; solvent = toluene; 

initial volume = 60 ml; temperature = 110°C; polymerisation time = 1 hour; initiator addition rate = 10 ml/hr 

(1.14x10-3 mol/hr); monomer addition rate = 8 ml/hr (0.057 mol/hr). 
b Temperature = 130°C. 
c GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
d Calculated from 1H NMR.  

Steady increases in yield and molecular weight with time were observed for precipitated 

samples from Runs 14 and 15 (Table 3.8), though it is less pronounced in Run 15. This 

is consistent with results obtained for the runs described earlier and likewise DIB end 

group conversion is achieved by t = 60 min in both cases. Macromonomer conversion 
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was slower at the lower temperature as expected and this coincides with an improvement 

in the conversion of monomer to copolymer, 32% compared to 26% at 110°C (vide 

supra) and 24% at 130°C. A higher degree of polymerisation by 1H NMR and final 

molecular weight by GPC were also observed at the lower temperature, which is 

consistent with expectations because the reduced rate of cross-propagation and 

termination at the lower temperature would allow the P(n-BA) chains to grow for longer 

before they eventually cross-propagate with the PE-i-DIB or terminate via other 

mechanisms depending on the stage of the polymerisation.  

 

Figure 3.18 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB at 90°C (Run 14, Table 3.8). 

Analysis of the soluble P(n-BA) homopolymer for both runs was conducted. 

Interestingly in Run 14 no homopolymer is detectable by NMR or GPC until t = 50 min, 

by which point 99% of the macromonomer had been converted to copolymer by NMR. 

This again suggests that any P(n-BA) being produced is reacting with the 
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macromonomer for the majority of the polymerisation and that homopolymer is only 

being produced in significant amounts once the macromonomer is essentially consumed 

and other sources of termination have to be found. This is consistent with observations 

from starved feed runs discussed earlier (Runs 8-11), the first of which was conducted 

under identical conditions to Run 14 but at a higher temperature (110°C). In fact the first 

detection of homopolymer took significantly longer at the lower temperature (t = 50 

min) than at the higher temperature (t = 30 min).  

 

Figure 3.19 - GPC traces following progress of free radical polymerisation of n-BA in presence of PE-i-

DIB at 130°C (Run 15, Table 3.8). 

3.5 Mechanism for the copolymerisation of n-BA with PE-i-DIB 

Considering the observations discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4, and bearing in mind the 

expected rates of the various reactions, we propose a reversible cross-propagation 

mechanism between the propagating P(n-BA) radical and the PE-i-DIB macromonomer 
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which competes with other possible reactions of the cross-propagation product, as 

depicted in Scheme 3.4. The BP initiator decomposes with rate coefficient kd into two 

benzoyloxy primary radicals I•, which can either initiate polymerisation themselves or 

fragment further to form secondary phenyl initiating radicals I'•. In order to initiate 

polymerisation of n-BA, a proportion of the initiator-derived radicals must escape the 

solvent cage (avoiding recombination or reaction with solvent), avoid primary radical 

termination with a propagating radical and, in this case, they must also avoid reaction 

with the PE-i-DIB macromonomer which is also present in significant concentration. 

The radicals derived from BP are reported to have a relatively high cage efficiency i.e. 

cage reactions are limited, but are highly susceptible to radical-induced decomposition 

i.e. the initiator is decomposed by initiating radicals or propagating radicals (transfer to 

initiator).28 All of these factors will impact on the initiator efficiency, in particular 

primary radical termination and induced decomposition given the susceptibility of BP 

to such a process and the high radical concentrations in the batch reactions.28 Under the 

starved-feed conditions the rates of induced decomposition and primary radical 

termination ought to be reduced in the early stages given the lower radical concentration 

in the polymerisation medium (though they might well increase with time as the 

macromonomer is consumed) but reaction with the PE-i-DIB macromonomer becomes 

more likely which would affect both the initiator efficiency and potentially reduce the 

concentration of available macromonomer. 

Given its high propagation rate coefficient29 and high ceiling temperature (Tc),
30 fast and 

irreversible propagation of n-BA would be expected to follow to give species I.2, 31 Many 

of these chains would then be involved in a cross-propagation process with PE-i-DIB, 

which could have an even higher rate coefficient as a consequence of the reactivity ratios 

for AMS and n-BA at these temperatures, as shown in Equation (1).31 The value for r1 
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suggests that the rate constants for homopropagation and cross-propagation are similar 

but the Tc of AMS means that at this temperature depropagation is at least as fast as 

homopropagation. The value for r2 suggests that the rate constant for cross-propagation 

of the P(n-BA) radical with AMS is much higher than homopropagation. This would 

seem to imply that the rate coefficient of the cross-propagation of the P(n-BA) radical 

with the AMS-like PE-i-DIB will be fast. We also note that the macromonomer is 

present at substantially higher molar concentrations than that of a control agent in a 

typical nitroxide-mediated polymerisation.32 This would result in rapid consumption of 

the macromononer to form species III.  

(1) 𝑟1 =
𝑘𝐴𝐴

𝑘𝐴𝐵
= 0.524    𝑟2 =  

𝑘𝐵𝐵

𝑘𝐵𝐴
= 0.181 

Where AMS = A and n-BA = B at T = 120°C. 

The species III is a tertiary benzylic radical1, 19, 33 afforded still greater stability by steric 

protection from the bulky PE chain. As a consequence, transfer reactions, including 

propogation, would be expected to be slow. There is however some evidence in the 

starved feed runs e.g. Figures 3.7-3.11 that molecular weight of the copolymer product 

continues to increase after essentially complete macromonomer conversion. We propose 

that this is a result of unimolecular β-scission of III, which is expected to be appreciable 

at this high temperature,7 to give I (k12) and thus the process is competitive with 

irreversible termination via hydrogen transfer from solvent (kS) to give V. This would 

allow further n-BA propagation at I, particularly under conditions where polar monomer 

concentration is maintained (e.g. Runs 8-12). In contrast, under the batch conditions of 

e.g. Runs 2-4 the molecular weight of the product does not evolve significantly after the 

early stages of the polymerisation. Further, we note that the presence of radical initiator 
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is not required to furnish this apparent increase in molecular weight with time (Figure 

3.11). The sterically protected nature of III suggests that intermolecular chain transfer 

reactions would be slow; however given that toluene has the highest concentration of 

any reagent in the reaction, the most likely source of termination is chain transfer from 

III to solvent (kS) to form final product V.  

We also took into account the possibility of mid-chain radical migration as another 

consequence of the backbiting reaction given its significance in n-BA 

homopolymerisation.34 In this case the process would lead to the conversion of III to VI 

with rate coefficient kIntra. Fairly rapid β-scission would then be expected to follow in 

two directions,35, 20 one of which would yield copolymer IX with a vinylic end group. 

Given that complete prevention of the formation of such species is unlikely when 

significant quantities of P(n-BA) macromonomer were detected, the failure to detect 

these species in NMR experiments led us to the conclusion that intramolecular chain 

transfer of III to another tertiary carbon must be very slow. Addition of monomer or 

macromonomer to the tertiary carbon would lead to the formation of branches (species 

VII) but fragmentation could be significant at these high temperatures8 and quarternary 

branch points in the P(n-BA) chain are not detected in the copolymer 13C NMR spectra 

(e.g. Figure C.17.).16, 25 

Under these conditions we expect the cross-propagation of III with n-BA to form X to 

be slow.2 This is also supported by the work of Moad and co-workers, wherein they note 

that even in low concentrations AMS becomes incorporated as an end-group in 

copolymerisation with n-BA at high temperatures because of the lack of propagation 

from the tertiary benzylic radical formed by cross-propagation between the two 

monomers.36 Nonetheless, we acknowledged that this is a possibility, which would then 
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lead to further fast propagation with n-BA to produce a graft copolymer XI. However 

the graft copolymer based on XI that would be formed after propagation through III 

would be expected to contain vinylic termination products, which are not observed. 

NMR studies conducted on these materials, as well as thermal analyses and 

investigations into their behaviour in solution, are also consistent with the formation of 

the block copolymer product V (see Chapter 4).    

Another interesting observation came from attempted chain extension reactions, which 

produced no detectable change in copolymer molecular weight by NMR or GPC, 

suggesting that once species III is removed from the system by termination it cannot be 

made active again under the same reaction conditions. The results of this reaction also 

appear to rule out the post-polymerisation introduction of branches for the same reasons 

as discussed above. The far lower molecular weight distributions of the P(n-BA) 

homopolymer by-product suggest that the PE-i-DIB plays a key role in controlling the 

n-BA polymerisation. An observation that is confirmed by the lack of control observed 

in reactions that contain no macromonomer (e.g. Run 1).  
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Scheme 3.4 - Proposed mechanism for the free radical copolymerisation of n-BA with PE-i-DIB. 

Under batch conditions, the viscosity of the reaction mixture became visibly much 

higher rather quickly (especially at higher monomer concentrations), so the P(n-BA) 

chains that did not cross-propagate with PE-i-DIB would be expected to remain an active 

part of the system for longer given the substantially decreased rates of propagation and 

bimolecular termination.21 As a result of the high reaction temperature and the low 

monomer concentration at this point,7 backbiting and subsequent β-scission could 

predominate7, 8, 13, 19, 20 leading to the formation of a significant amount of P(n-BA) 
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macromonomer as the fastest path to termination. P(n-BA) macromonomer could also 

be produced by backbiting and β-scission of species I after its reformation following β-

scission of III. We propose that a combination of the two leads to the drop in molecular 

weight observed for the some of the recovered homopolymer after the macromonomer 

was fully converted, as well as the reduction in molecular weight in some copolymer 

samples at extended reaction times, and that this is why the molecular weight of the 

recovered homopolymer was substantially smaller than that of the polar block in the 

copolymer. At the highest monomer concentration (Run 4) the homopolymer molecular 

weight continued to increase for a time after macromonomer consumption. We propose 

that the higher initial monomer concentration and faster macromonomer consumption 

led to a higher concentration of available monomer after PE-i-DIB conversion, which 

was sufficient to allow continued growth of the P(n-BA) chains for a period of time 

despite the increased viscosity. Once the monomer concentration decreased further and 

the viscosity increased further however, the backbiting and β-scission process became 

dominant leading to the reduction in homopolymer molecular weight observed as time 

went on. 

Under starved feed conditions, the monomer and initiator concentrations at any given 

point are normally very low due to their rapid consumption,22 though the reaction 

temperatures used in our runs were significantly lower than those normally used in 

starved feed (n-BA) polymerisations. For the vast majority of the polymerisation low 

molecular weight P(n-BA) chains were being formed and cross-propagating to PE-i-DIB 

due to the higher macromonomer concentration compared to propagating P(n-BA) 

chains. It was only once the macromonomer had been almost entirely converted that low 

MW homopolymer was produced as the concentration of growing P(n-BA) chains 

increased, which occurred towards the end of the reaction as a result of the fairly slow 
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feed rates. The far lower viscosity of the reaction under starved feed conditions22, 23, 24 

would allow the P(n-BA) chains to propagate and terminate more readily, which 

accounts for the slight growth in homopolymer molecular weight with time observed 

towards the end of the reaction, though the high temperature and relatively low monomer 

concentration limited this and meant that there were significant amounts of P(n-BA) 

macromonomer detected.  

It has been argued that in starved feed n-BA homopolymerisation, the potential 

propagation of P(n-BA) macromonomer must be considered. Hutchinson et al. 

concluded it was the only explanation for the disparity between experimental and 

modelled molecular weight profiles and for the reduction in macromonomer 

concentration with time.24 Indeed, Yamada and co-workers suggested that acrylate 

macromonomer reactivity is comparable to its monomer.37, 38, 39 In the presence of PE-i-

DIB however, we detected no homopolymer at all until the PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

was essentially converted towards the end of the reaction under starved-feed conditions 

and only low molecular weight material was detected in those final stages. Given that 

the vast majority of the PE-i-DIB was converted before any homopolymer was 

apparently produced, it is highly unlikely that P(n-BA) macromonomer propagation 

could have affected the copolymerisation. The small increase in P(n-BA) molecular 

weight, the consistent dispersities and the similar macromonomer concentrations in the 

NMR spectra of the soluble fractions are also inconsistent with macromonomer 

propagation.  

Under batch conditions however, despite the observation that P(n-BA) macromonomer 

produced by the backbiting and β-scission process is not as reactive as the analogous 

species yielded from a CCT process with AMS,7 macromonomer propagation could 
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have had an effect because it will have been present from the early stages of the 

polymerisation. Addition of P(n-BA) macromonomer II to the propagating P(n-BA) 

radical I would lead to a tertiary radical species XII (Scheme 3.5, left), to which further 

monomer or macromonomer could add to yield a branched P(n-BA) chain, or β-scission 

could occur yielding another macromonomer and a new propagating P(n-BA) radical.24 

In Run 4, clearly P(n-BA) homopolymer was co-precipitated because the homopolymer 

molecular weight was higher and therefore less soluble, but branching could be another 

factor in explaining the insolubility of the P(n-BA) which resulted in the co-precipitation 

of homopolymer and the large increase in dispersity from Run 3 to Run 4. The relative 

rates of monomer addition at XII compared to chain scission would be dependent on the 

concentration of monomer, though given the high temperature we would still expect a 

significant proportion of XII to undergo chain scission and this proportion would only 

increase with time due to the consumption of monomer. Addition of P(n-BA) 

macromonomer II to the tertiary benzylic radical III (Scheme 3.5, right) is also a 

possibility, which would yield a new tertiary radical XIII that could then propagate 

further forming another branched species, or terminate by chain transfer to solvent to 

form a graft copolymer similar to species XI. However, this reaction seems unlikely for 

several reasons: a) the sterically protected nature of species III would make addition of 

macromonomer rather slow, especially when we consider the relatively unreactive 

nature of the P(n-BA) vinyl group;7 b) we have already established that the copolymer 

NMR spectra showed no signals corresponding to quarternary branch points so we 

wouldn’t expect branched species to be formed; c) NMR studies are consistent with 

block copolymer product V.   
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Scheme 3.5. - Possible outcomes of P(n-BA) macromonomer propagation in free radical 

copolymerisation of n-BA with PE-i-DIB. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The mechanism for the free-radical copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB and n-BA was 

investigated in detail by comparing results obtained from both batch and starved-feed 

copolymerisation reaction setups. Some evidence from the starved feed runs points 

towards a reversible cross-propagation step between PE-i-DIB and the propagating P(n-

BA) chains that is at least competitive with irreversible termination once the tertiary 

benzylic macroradical is formed. Under batch conditions, the monomer and initiator 

feeds were consumed far more quickly which is likely to have caused the termination 

process to outcompete the reversible cross-propagation process from an earlier stage in 

the reaction. This could explain why the molecular weight growth was stalled after initial 

growth at a certain point in the reaction.  
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Under starved-feed conditions, the macromonomer remained part of the reaction for 

longer, with the initiator and, more importantly, the monomer present throughout. The 

continuous feed resulted in more sustained molecular weight growth with time and 

produced more compelling evidence for the proposed mechanism. This again was 

reflected in the continued shift of the GPC traces to higher molecular weight as well as 

the average molecular weight data; which was shown to increase even at extended 

reaction times in the absence of initiator as long as there was monomer available in 

significant concentration for the reversible cross-propagation to out-compete 

termination. It is also noteworthy that under these conditions, no homopolymer was 

produced until the macromonomer had been essentially converted to copolymer. The 

starved-feed setup is far more practical for scale-up purposes and was also found to 

provide greater control over the reaction. This in turn allowed us access to lower 

molecular weight polar blocks, thus increasing the range of materials that could be 

produced. Despite the superior control over the reaction gained while the 

macromonomer was present in significant concentration, the reduced monomer to 

copolymer conversion in the starved-feed runs suggests that this procedure needs further 

work. Although this was found to improve when the temperature was reduced, further 

optimisation is required to avoid wasting reagents and the solubility of the PE 

macromonomer limits the substantial further reduction of temperature. 
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Chapter 4: Synthesis and characterisation of polyethylene-polar 

diblock copolymers by free-radical copolymerisation with PE-i-

DIB 

4.1 Introduction 

The results from Chapter 3, following on from work conducted in the group previously,1 

showed that PE-i-DIB could be used as a macromonomer in a simple free radical 

copolymerisation with acrylates to prepare PE-containing block copolymers. Further to 

this, starved feed polymerisations allowed us to tune the molecular weight of the polar 

block. In this chapter the use of PE-i-DIB in simple free radical polymerisations for the 

synthesis of PE copolymers with a range of polar monomers will be presented. The 

copolymers are characterised by NMR, GPC, DLS and DSC.  

4.2 Vinyl Esters 

4.2.1 Vinyl acetate (VAc) 

The copolymerisation of ethylene and vinyl acetate is well-established and EVA random 

copolymers have become very important commercial materials in a variety of fields in 

the last few decades.2 EVAs are typically prepared by direct free radical 

copolymerisation in solution or in emulsion, requiring high temperatures and pressures. 

Unsurprisingly, the polymer properties depend on the vinyl acetate content, the 

molecular weight distribution and the degree of branching.3, 4, 5 While the controlled 

homopolymerisation of vinyl acetate has been demonstrated using a range of methods,6, 

7, 8, 9 similar copolymerisations are rare. Monteil recently reported the first example of 
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ethylene copolymerisation with VAc via RAFT.10 The use of xanthates enabled the 

control of molecular weight and dispersity of the copolymers under fairly mild 

conditions, but the pressures used were still rather high, long reaction times were needed, 

the VAc content reported was low and the polymerisation was hindered by a side 

reaction involving fragmentation of the controlling agent. Detrembleur11 utilised an 

organometallic-mediated radical polymerisation strategy to synthesise copolymers of 

ethylene and VAc with a block-like structure under far milder conditions. Copolymers 

of narrow dispersity, tuneable molecular weight and variable VAc content were 

prepared, though pressures used were again rather high, reaction times were long, yields 

are not reported and there was no comment on the scalability of the process. Access to 

PE-b-P(VAc) materials prepared more easily would be of considerable academic and 

commercial interest given the current importance of EVA in applications such as 

adhesion and compatibilisation.2, 12  

A copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB (Mn = 3000 g/mol, Ð = 2.1) and 500 equivalents of 

vinyl acetate (Run 1, Table 4.1) was conducted in toluene at 125°C using tert-butyl 

peroxide (TP) as the initiator (t1/2 ca 10 h at 125°C), chosen because of its availability at 

the time. The insolubility of the PE component meant that isolation and purification of 

the copolymer was simply a matter of precipitation in an appropriate anti-solvent, in this 

case ethanol. As with P(n-BA)/methanol (Chapter 3), use of ethanol to separate the 

copolymer from the P(VAc) homopoymer seems counter-intuitive; however, we found 

again that this worked because of the low molecular weight P(VAc) being produced in 

(most of) these runs. Complete recovery of the PE containing materials was confirmed 

by the absence of any signals corresponding to PE in the NMR spectra of the soluble 

fraction. Samples were dried overnight in a vacuum oven before being analysed for 

comparison to the macromonomer. The 1H NMR spectrum of the precipitated product 
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showed complete conversion of the PE-i-DIB macromonomer and the presence of 

signals corresponding to both PE and P(VAc) after multiple reprecipitations. A 

copolymer molecular weight of 8000 g/mol, Ð = 2.4 by GPC was obtained. 

Table 4.1 - Free radical polymerisations of VAc in presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Run Init. 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 f

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 f 

(g/mol) 

Mw
f
 

(g/mol) 

Ð f PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)g 

1a TP 360 0.860/23 16800 8000 19300 2.4 100 

2b 

BP 10 0.269/8 2900 2300 5600 2.4 86 

BP 20 0.282/10 3300 2500 5000 2.0 100 

BP 40 0.287/11 3000 2500 4400 1.7 100 

BP 60 0.286/11 3600 2500 5200 2.1 100 

BP 120 0.285/10 3200 2400 4500 1.8 100 

BP 180 0.282/10 3700 2600 5400 2.1 100 

BP 240 0.285/10 3600 2700 5200 1.9 100 

3c 

BP 10 0.432/12 6200 4000 8600 2.2 100 

BP 20 0.428/11 6400 4400 8200 1.9 100 

BP 40 0.447/12 5900 4000 7700 1.9 100 

BP 60 0.448/12 6000 4100 8400 2.0 100 

BP 120 0.447/12 6200 4000 9200 2.3 100 

BP 180 0.454/13 6300 4100 8900 2.2 100 

BP 240 0.430/12 5800 4200 8400 2.0 100 

4d 

BP 10 0.599/10 18300 5400 19900 3.7 100 

BP 20 0.612/10 17300 6000 21100 3.5 100 

BP 40 0.623/10 17300 6300 19000 3.0 100 

BP 60 0.646/11 18700 7100 20500 2.9 100 

BP 120 0.604/10 18400 6800 20500 3.0 100 

BP 180 0.644/11 19000 6700 20300 3.0 100 

BP 240 0.633/11 19400 6800 21600 3.0 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 3000 g/mol, Ð = 2.1; [PE-i-DIB] = 0.0083 mol/L; 

comonomer = VAc; mass VAc added = 2.9 g (3.1 ml); VAc:PE = 500:1; initiator = TP; [initiator] solution = 

0.081 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
b PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol,  Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; mass VAc added = 0.82 g (0.88 

ml); VAc:PE = 100:1; initiator = BP; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L. 
c Mass VAc added = 2.0 g (2.2 ml); VAc:PE = 250:1. 
d Mass VAc added = 4.1 g (4.4 ml); VAc:PE = 500:1. 
e GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used to 

calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
f Calculated from 1H NMR.  
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To investigate this reaction in greater detail, kinetic runs (Table 4.1) were conducted as 

in Chapter 3 by setting up several ampoules in parallel and stopping the reactions at pre-

defined intervals. For these runs, BP (t1/2 ca 1 min at 130°C) was chosen over TP to 

increase the number or propagating chains at the start of the polymerisation so that the 

macromonomer would be converted more quickly. Runs 2-4 (Table 4.1) follow the 

copolymerisations of PE-i-DIB over time with 100:1, 250:1, and 500:1 molar ratios of 

VAc:PE respectively. In Run 2 the PE-i-DIB macromonomer was fully converted after 

t = 20 min according to 1H NMR spectra and the recorded yields, molecular weights and 

dispersities did not significantly increase after this point. This indicates that little further 

change in the copolymer properties have occurred after macromonomer conversion, 

consistent with observations in Chapter 3. In Run 3 the PE-i-DIB was converted more 

quickly in the presence of a higher VAc concentration, while we also see higher 

molecular weight products. As expected, the molecular weight data and recorded yields 

alter very little with time, suggesting that the reaction was completed rapidly. In the 

presence of a still higher monomer concentration (Run 4), higher molecular weight 

materials were produced but again the yields and molecular weight data remained very 

similar after t = 20 min.  

1H NMR spectra of the homopolymer by-product from Runs 2-4 conducted in CDCl3 

consisted of low molecular weight P(VAc). At low monomer concentration e.g. Run 3 

these molecular weights did not change significantly over time (Mn ca 2200 g/mol 

throughout) while in Run 4 this was seen to increase from Mn ca 1800 g/mol at t = 10 

min to ca 4300 g/mol at t = 120min by ambient temperature GPC conducted on a CHCl3 

system. Similar observations were made for n-BA (Table 3.1, Chapter 3). In Runs 2 and 

3, 1H and 13C NMR spectra (discussed in greater detail in Section 4.2.2, see also 

Appendix C) suggested that any homopolymer produced was apparently sufficiently low 
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molecular weight to be soluble in ethanol for the isolation of the copolymer (Figure 

C.8.); whereas in Run 4 (Figure C.10.), similar analysis contained evidence of higher 

molecular weight P(VAc) homopolymer that was not removed by reprecipitation. This 

would suggest that provided the P(VAc) by-product did not exceed Mn <5000 g/mol, the 

copolymer could be successfully isolated using ethanol. 

4.2.2 Vinyl-2-ethylhexanoate (V2EH) 

Copolymers of ethylene with vinyl esters containing long alkyl side chains are rarely 

described in academic literature; although such copolymers are important in a range of 

areas including the production of resins,13 adhesives14 and in wax crystal modification 

in oils.15, 16 Vinyl-2-ethylhexanoate (Figure 4.1) is of particular interest because of its 

current use in the latter application.  

 

Figure 4.1 - Vinyl-2-ethylhexanoate 

A copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB (Mn = 3000 g/mol, Ð = 2.1) and 200 equivalents of 

V2EH (Run 5, Table 4.2) was conducted in toluene at 125°C using TP as the initiator, 

again because it was available at the time. The resulting polymeric mixture was found 

to be separable by precipitation in acetone and the 1H NMR spectrum of the precipitated 

product showed signals corresponding to both PE and P(V2EH). The 1H NMR spectrum 

also indicated >90% conversion of the DIB end groups, while GPC analysis gave a 

copolymer molecular weight of 7800 g/mol, Ð = 2.0.  
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Table 4.2 - Free radical polymerisations of V2EH in presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Run Init. 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 e

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 e 

(g/mol) 

Mw
e
 

(g/mol) 

Ð e PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)f 

5a TP 360 0.460/11 14500 7800 16000 2.0 91 

6b 

BP  10 0.336/9 5900 3200 6600 2.1 82 

BP  20 0.366/10 6400 4100 7700 1.9 100 

BP  40 0.357/10 5900 4200 6700 1.6 100 

BP  60 0.360/10 5500 4000 6900 1.7 100 

BP  120 0.361/10 6000 4300 6900 1.6 100 

BP  180 0.361/10 6100 4000 7700 1.9 100 

BP  240 0.359/10 6600 4300 7900 1.8 100 

7c 

BP  10 0.627/13 14800 6000 17400 2.9 100 

BP  20 0.673/15 16600 7300 19100 2.6 100 

BP  40 0.600/13 16500 7100 19100 2.7 100 

BP  60 0.676/15 16500 7500 18700 2.5 100 

BP  120 0.685/15 16500 7300 18100 2.5 100 

BP  180 0.727/16 16200 7300 18600 2.5 100 

BP  240 0.649/14 17100 7500 19200 2.6 100 

8d 

BP  10 1.03/17 25600 10300 34300 3.3 100 

BP  20 0.941/15 31000 11100 42900 3.9 100 

BP  40 0.889/14 27500 10800 36400 3.4 100 

BP  60 1.07/18 28100 11200 40900 3.6 100 

BP  120 1.01/17 28600 11100 40200 3.6 100 

BP  180 1.06/18 28600 11600 42500 3.7 100 

BP  240 1.11/19 34500 12100 42400 3.5 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 3000 g/mol, Ð = 2.1; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.0083 mol/L; 

comonomer = V2EH; mass V2EH added = 2.3 g (2.6 ml); V2EH:PE = 200:1; initiator = TP; [initiator] solution 

= 0.081 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
b PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol,  Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; mass V2EH added = 1.6 g (1.9 

ml); V2EH:PE = 100:1; initiator = BP; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L. 
c V2EH added = 3.2 g (3.7 ml); V2EH:PE = 200:1. 
d V2EH added = 4.9 g (5.6 ml); V2EH:PE = 300:1. 
e GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used to 

calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
f Calculated from 1H NMR.  

Kinetic runs (Runs 6-8, Table 4.2) similar to those conducted for the vinyl acetate 

copolymerisations (vide supra) were set up, with BP replacing TP in order to fully 

convert the macromonomer by producing more propagating chains at the start. In the 

presence of a molar ratio of 100:1 V2EH:PE (Run 6), PE-i-DIB macromonomer 
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conversion was shown by 1H NMR to be complete after t = 20 min, while the recorded 

yields and molecular weight data did not significantly increase after this point. When 

the monomer:PE ratio was doubled (Run 7), higher molecular weight copolymers were 

formed and faster macromonomer conversion was observed (t = 10 min). Molecular 

weight data and yields were found to remain steady for the entirety of the run. Similar 

results were obtained in Run 8 when the monomer:PE ratio was increased further to form 

still higher molecular weight materials. 

The 1H NMR spectra of the soluble fractions from Runs 6-8 in CDCl3 showed the 

presence of P(V2EH). Ambient temperature GPC analysis showed that the molecular 

weight of the The P(V2EH) homopolymer by-products from Run 7 remained constant 

at Mn ca 3200 g/mol, Ð = 2.0 throughout, while those from Run 8 remained constant at 

Mn ca 5600 g/mol, Ð = 2.2 after an initial increase up to t = 20 min.  

4.3 Methacrylates 

4.3.1 Methyl methacrylate (MMA) 

Several contributors have reported the potential use of PE-b-P(MMA) and PE-g-

P(MMA) materials as compatibilisers for PE and P(MMA) homopolymer blends;17, 18, 19 

although synthetic procedures to such materials currently available require multiple 

reaction steps, often involving interconversion of functional groups in order to generate 

the P(MMA) component. We therefore investigated whether PE-i-DIB could be 

copolymerised with MMA under the same simple free radical polymerisations as those 

successfully conducted for acrylates and vinyl esters.  
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Table 4.3 - Free radical polymerisations of MMA in presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Run Init. 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 d

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 d 

(g/mol) 

Mw
d
 

(g/mol) 

Ð d PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)e 

9a BP 240 0.363/19 7000 4300 9000 2.1 100 

10 

BP 10 0.332/15 7900 3500 8900 2.5 78 

BP 20 0.343/16 10100 4300 10900 2.3 100 

BP 40 0.341/16 7400 4500 9800 2.1 100 

BP 60 0.328/15 8400 4400 9700 2.2 100 

BP 120 0.321/14 8200 4600 9600 2.1 100 

BP 180 0.345/16 7800 4100 9500 2.3 100 

BP 240 0.366/19 8100 4200 9400 2.3 100 

11b 

BP 10 0.728/28 7200 4300 9800 2.3 100 

BP 20 0.706/27 7500 4800 9600 2.0 100 

BP 40 0.726/28 7400 5300 9600 1.8 100 

BP 60 0.702/27 7600 5200 9900 1.9 100 

BP 120 0.696/27 8900 5200 11400 2.2 100 

BP 180 0.748/29 8300 5100 11300 2.2 100 

BP 240 0.751/29 10100 5500 10800 2.2 100 

12c 

BP 10 0.786/16 9300 6000 14400 2.4 100 

BP 20 0.853/18 11900 6600 16300 2.5 100 

BP 40 0.858/18 12200 6700 16600 2.5 100 

BP 60 0.846/17 11200 6600 16700 2.5 100 

BP 120 0.851/18 12100 6700 17200 2.6 100 

BP 180 0.866/18 12000 6700 15800 2.4 100 

BP 240 0.855/18 12200 6400 15500 2.4 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.1; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; 

comonomer = MMA; mass MMA added = 0.88 g (1 ml); MMA:PE = 100:1 initiator = BP; [initiator] solution 

= 0.11 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
b MMA added = 1.9 g (2 ml); MMA:PE = 200:1. 
c MMA added = 3.7 g (4 ml); MMA:PE = 400:1. 
d GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
e Calculated from 1H NMR.  

A copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.1) with 100 equivalents of 

MMA (Run 9, Table 4.3) was conducted under the same high temperature conditions as 

described earlier. The copolymer isolated by precipitation in methanol was shown by 1H 

NMR to contain signals assignable to both PE and PMMA and full DIB end group 

conversion was observed. Kinetic runs (Runs 10-12, Table 4.3) were then conducted as 
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before to investigate the copolymerisation further with varying monomer:PE molar 

ratios (100:1, 200:1, 400:1 respectively). As with P(n-BA)/methanol system discussed 

in Chapter 3, the well-documented insolubility of P(MMA) in methanol means that it 

seems an illogical choice of anti-solvent to isolate the copolymer. However, in runs with 

lower monomer concentrations (Runs 10 and 11), it appeared that the P(MMA) produced 

was sufficiently low in molecular weight that multiple reprecipitations from toluene into 

methanol yielded a copolymer product with no evidence of homopolymer contaminant 

e.g. evidence of termination by disproportionation, which is known to be the dominant 

mechanism in MMA polymerisation20, 21 (c.f. Section 4.5.3). However, products from 

copolymerisations with higher monomer concentration (e.g. Run 12) were precipitated 

from the main reaction mixture using methanol and then purification was attempted by 

soxhlet extraction. 

In Run 10, macromonomer conversion was achieved by t = 20 min after which the 

molecular weights and dispersities remained consistent. In Runs 11 and 12 we observe 

that the macromonomer was fully converted more quickly (t = 10 min) and higher 

molecular weight products were obtained. In Run 11 the yields and molecular weights 

are similar throughout; the same trend is also observed in Run 12. The material 

recovered from the soluble fraction was shown to be PMMA by 1H NMR and GPC 

analysis on the recovered homopolymer from Runs 11 and 12 showed consistent 

molecular weights and dispersities throughout the reactions of Mn ca 1600 g/mol, Ð = 

1.6 and 2700 g/mol, Ð = 1.8 respectively by GPC in CHCl3. The 1H NMR spectra in 

CDCl3 of the homopolymer recovered from the soluble fractions (Figures C.15. – C.16.) 

did indeed show vinyl end group signals at 5.4 and 6.2 ppm which we would expect to 

also be present in the NMR spectra of the copolymer products (c.f. Section 4.2.3) if the 

samples were impure. This does not rule out the presence of P(MMA) chains that have 
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terminated by combination in the NMR spectra of the copolymers but since the 

proportion of chains terminating in this way is ca 20%,21 we can say that the majority of 

the homopolymer contaminant has been removed based on the absence of these signals. 

Mass balance would also suggest that most of the homopolymer either stayed in the 

methanol or was removed by reprecipitation or soxhlet extraction. 

4.3.2 Myristyl (C14) methacrylate 

Myristyl methacrylate (C14MA) is a commercially available methacrylate monomer 

with a long alkyl chain that has found use in wax crystal modification in both oil and 

diesel.22  

A copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.1) with 200 equivalents of 

C14MA (Run 13, Table 4.4) with BP as the initiator. Attempts to separate the polymeric 

mixture were conducted by precipitation in acetone with multiple reprecipitations from 

toluene into acetone. The 1H NMR spectrum of the precipitated product showed signals 

assignable to PE and P(C14MA), with 100% macromonomer conversion also observed. 

The high dispersity and the multimodal trace obtained from GPC suggested that the 

product still contained significant amounts of homopolymer even after multiple 

reprecipitations. This was also supported by the presence of 1H NMR signals at 5.4 and 

6.2 ppm corresponding to vinylidene end groups resulting from termination of C14MA 

polymerisation by disproportionation. 
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Table 4.4 - Free radical polymerisations of C14MA in presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Run Init. 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 e

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 e 

(g/mol) 

Mw
e
 

(g/mol) 

Ð e PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)f 

13a BP 240 3.21/56 155500 39300 315300 8.0 100 

14b 

BP  10 0.327/20 4700 3000 5300 1.8 86 

BP  20 0.338/21 6900 4700 9200 2.0 100 

BP  40 0.350/23 6700 4100 10500 2.6 100 

BP  60 0.358/24 7400 4100 9700 2.4 100 

BP  120 0.347/23 6900 4300 9800 2.3 100 

BP  180 0.323/19 7300 4000 9000 2.3 100 

BP  240 0.352/23 7200 4500 10300 2.3 100 

15c 

BP  10 0.687/37 12000 6700 20000 3.0 92 

BP  20 0.715/40 12700 6700 22800 3.4 100 

BP  40 0.768/43 11800 6500 23000 3.5 100 

BP  60 0.681/37 12100 6800 22700 3.3 100 

BP  120 0.723/40 11900 6200 19400 3.1 100 

BP  180 0.656/35 13600 6500 23400 3.6 100 

BP  240 0.721/40 13200 6700 21900 3.3 100 

16d 

BP  10 1.03/31 22000 12600 60100 4.8 100 

BP  20 1.57/51 21200 12000 65000 5.4 100 

BP  40 1.77/58 22300 11800 68000 5.8 100 

BP  60 1.42/45 22900 11600 61700 5.3 100 

BP  120 1.56/50 25600 11500 64200 5.6 100 

BP  180 1.60/52 23800 12100 66700 5.5 100 

BP  240 1.63/53 25500 11600 64000 5.5 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.1; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; 

comonomer = C14MA; mass C14MA added = 200 equivalents, 5.4 g (6.2 ml); initiator = BP; [initiator] solution 

= 0.11 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
b C14MA added = 25 equivalents, 0.65 g (0.75 ml). 
c C14MA added = 50 equivalents, 1.3 g (1.5 ml). 
d C14MA added = 100 equivalents, 2.7 g (3.1 ml). 
e GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used to 

calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
f Calculated from 1H NMR.  

The difficulty in isolating copolymer from homopolymer led us to use lower monomer 

concentrations for the kinetic runs. We observe in Runs 14-16 (Table 4.4) that the 

molecular weight, dispersity and rate of macromonomer conversion increase with 

monomer:PE ratio. We also observe that recorded yields and polymer characteristics 
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remained fairly constant after macromonomer conversion in all three runs. The material 

recovered from the soluble fraction of Runs 14-16 was shown by 1H NMR to contain 

both P(C14MA) and C14MA monomer. Familiar vinylidene proton signals at 5.4 and 

6.2 ppm were detected and their absence in the copolymer NMR spectra indicates 

successful separation of products. Ambient temperature GPC analysis on the recovered 

homopolymer from Runs 15 and 16 showed low molecular weights and dispersities 

throughout the reactions of Mn ca 1300 g/mol, Ð = 1.5 and 1600 g/mol, Ð = 1.6 

respectively.   

4.4 Styrene 

Much of the interest in PE-PS copolymers of various architectures comes from reports 

of their potential application in mediating blending of PE and PS mixtures.23, 24 Although 

styrene has a substantially lower propagation rate constant than e.g. n-BA,25 

investigations of styrene/AMS copolymerisations under CCTP conditions produced 

similar AMS-terminated macromonomers to those formed in the n-BA/AMS system.26, 

27 

A copolymerisation of PE-i-DIB (Mn = 3000 g/mol, Ð = 2.1) and 500 equivalents of 

styrene (Run 17, Table 4.5) was conducted under the same high temperature conditions 

using TP as the source of radicals because of its availability at the time of the run. The 

copolymer was isolated by precipitation in acetone and the 1H NMR spectrum of the 

precipitated product showed the presence of signals corresponding to both PE and PS. 

100% of the DIB end groups were converted and the copolymer Mn of 24,400 g/mol (Ð 

= 2.1) was determined by GPC; substantially higher than most of the materials described 

above. 
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Table 4.5 - Free radical polymerisations of styrene in presence of PE-i-DIB. 

Run Init. 

Time 

(min) 

Yield 

(g/%) 

Mp
 e

  

(g/mol) 

Mn
 e 

(g/mol) 

Mw
e
 

(g/mol) 

Ð e PE-i-DIB 

Conversion 

(%)f 

17a TP 360 1.60/40 39700 24400 52000 2.1 100 

18b 

BP  10 0.256/6 4700 2500 11000 4.4 85 

BP  20 0.294/9 4900 2800 9500 3.3 90 

BP  40 0.326/13 6000 3400 12700 3.7 >95 

BP  60 0.328/13 6300 3400 11000 3.1 >95 

BP  120 0.330/13 6700 3500 11400 3.2 >95 

BP  180 0.367/17 6400 3600 11800 3.3 >95 

BP  240 0.373/17 5900 3500 11600 3.3 >95 

19c 

BP  10 0.340/7 10700 5000 19000 3.8 >95 

BP  20 0.366/8 15100 6200 22900 3.7 >95 

BP  40 0.438/12 15400 7000 23800 3.4 >95 

BP  60 0.411/11 14500 6800 23700 3.5 >95 

BP  120 0.470/14 16200 7600 26600 3.5 >95 

BP  180 0.550/18 16100 7500 27000 3.6 >95 

BP  240 0.585/19 16800 8000 27800 3.5 >95 

20d 

BP  10 0.622/11 18100 16200 44500 2.8 100 

BP  20 0.756/14 22900 21000 67500 3.2 100 

BP  40 1.11/23 34500 22400 79100 3.5 100 

BP  60 1.24/26 35000 21100 71000 3.4 100 

BP  120 1.25/26 40000 22500 81000 3.6 100 

BP  180 1.34/29 39400 22200 75500 3.4 100 

BP  240 1.33/28 42000 23400 79600 3.4 100 
a Polymerisation conditions: PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 3000 g/mol, Ð = 2.1; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.0083 mol/L; 

comonomer = Styrene; mass Styrene added = 3.5 g (3.8 ml); STY:PE = 500:1; initiator = TP; [initiator] solution 

= 0.081 mol/L; solvent = toluene; total volume = 8.2 ml; temperature = 125°C. 
b PE-i-DIB = 0.2 g, Mn = 2100 g/mol,  Ð = 2.0; initial [PE-i-DIB] = 0.011 mol/L; mass Styrene added = 1 g (1.1 

ml); STY:PE = 100:1; initiator = BP; [initiator] solution = 0.11 mol/L. 
c Styrene added = 2 g (2.2 ml); STY:PE = 200:1. 
d Styrene added = 4 g (4.4 ml); STY:PE = 400:1. 
e GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used to 

calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
f Calculated from 1H NMR.  

To further investigate this reaction, kinetic runs on copolymerisations of PE-i-DIB (Mn 

= 2100 g/mol, Ð = 2.1) with S:PE molar ratios of 100:1, 200:1 and 400:1 respectively 

were conducted but this time in the presence of BP, which was chosen to try to convert 

the macromonomer more quickly and lower the final molecular weight of the products 
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by production of more propagating chains early on. In Runs 18 and 19 (Table 4.5), an 

increase in yield and molecular weight is observed as the polymerisation progresses but, 

unusually for these reactions, the macromonomer was not fully converted. In Run 20, 

with the monomer concentration increased further, full macromonomer conversion was 

achieved early on but the molecular weight of the products increased substantially. 

Under similar conditions, Moad and co-workers reported that the use of AMS in CCTP 

of styrene afforded a simple method for molecular weight control;26 an observation that 

was supported by our own free radical copolymerisations of styrene with AMS in which 

we observed significant molecular weight reduction (Mn = 13000, Ð = 2.2 compared to 

Mn = 20000, Ð = 2.6)  with as little as 2 mol% AMS. In Runs 18-20, the AMS-like PE-

i-DIB is present at a maximum concentration of 1 mol% relative to the monomer (Run 

18), which it appears is insufficient to control the styrene polymerisation effectively at 

this high temperature. This is consistent with our conclusion from Chapter 3 that PE-i-

DIB is limited in its ability to mediate the polymerisation, which in this case was 

probably compounded by thermal self-initiation of styrene at high temperatures.28 At 

lower temperatures, where the propagation rate is lower and the contribution of thermal 

initiation is reduced,28, 29 we might expect to achieve better control over the PS block 

length. However, the solubility of the macromonomer limits the extent to which this can 

be utilised.  

1H NMR spectra showed that the soluble fractions isolated from Runs 18-20 consisted 

of PS. GPC analysis conducted on the PS homopolymer samples obtained from run 19 

showed consistent molecular weights and dispersities of Mn = 2300 g/mol, Ð = 2.7 

throughout, whereas in Run 20 molecular weights increased with time up to Mn = 5700 

g/mol, Ð = 2.8 at t = 60 min and then remained consistent for the remainder of the 

polymerisation. 
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4.5 NMR analysis 

 

Figure 4.2 - PE-i-DIB and expected structures from copolymerisation with polar monomers. 

4.5.1 PE-b-P(n-BA) NMR analysis 

The structure of the precipitated products from the copolymerisations was investigated 

by NMR spectroscopy with the objective to ascertain whether the principal components 

were graft copolymers such as in Figure 4.2, (b) - (d), or a block copolymer (e). NMR 

analysis conducted previously on higher molecular weight copolymer samples yielded 

some evidence of block structure but many of the important correlations could not be 

detected due to significant overlap with large P(n-BA) signals that appeared in the same 

regions.1 Analysis on copolymers with lower DP P(n-BA) segments could reasonably 

be expected to yield more substantial evidence of structure as a result of less signal 

overlap. Figure 4.3 shows the 1H NMR spectrum of the final product recovered from run 

9, Table 3.4 isolated by precipitation in methanol. A singlet peak is observed at δ = 1.30 

ppm corresponding to the PE backbone methylene protons. Peaks attributed to a P(n-

BA) segment are also present.30 
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Figure 4.3 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 1 

s. Integral of the n-BA signal at 4.07 ppm is set as follows: if we assume that an average of one PE-i-

DIB macromonomer (Mn 2200 g/mol) is present in copolymer chains (Mn 11000 g/mol), the contribution 

of n-BA to the Mn of the copolymer is ca 11000-2200 = 8800 g/mol. Hence integral of ca 2 × 

(8800/128.2) = 137 H. 

The absence of DIB end group vinylidene protons (δ = 5.07 and 5.34 ppm) in this and 

all similar samples is consistent with complete conversion of the PE-i-DIB starting 

material. Similarly the absence of P(n-BA) vinylidene end group signals (5.5, 6.2 ppm) 

indicates not only that the copolymer was successfully separated from P(n-BA) 

homopolymer species, but also that species (c) formed by polymerisation through PE-i-

DIB macromonomer, followed by backbiting/β-scission, is absent. This does not 

however, allow us to exclude the presence of copolymer (d) formed by polymerisation 

through, and finally termination to PE-i-DIB units.  

In the 1H NMR spectra of these species, the signal for the PE chain at ca 1.3 ppm 

overlaps substantially with the signal for the P(n-BA) side chain methylene multiplet at 

a 

v 

b/r 
s,t,u 

d, e, c, j 

w, x 

f 
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ca 1.4 ppm. Likewise the PE end group methyl signal overlaps with a broad P(n-BA) 

side chain CH3 multiplet at ca 1 ppm. As a result the average number of PE segments 

per polymer unit (i.e. the degree of polymerisation of PE-i-DIB) cannot be reliably 

estimated by direct integration. Nevertheless, assuming for the moment that the 

copolymer (Mn = 11000 g/mol by universal calibration of GPC) includes a single 

macromonomer unit (2200 g/mol) we can readily calculate the expected integral of the 

P(n-BA) ester CH2 signal at ca 4.1 ppm (Figure 4.3) to be ca 137 H. The relative 

integrals of the remaining groups correspond closely to expectations: (i) the somewhat 

overlapping peaks between ca 2.7 and 1.3 ppm have an integral of 903 H (expected 924 

H) and the relative integrals within this group are appropriate, including the PE main 

chain of 375 (expected 396 H); (ii) the more isolated signal at ca 1.0 ppm containing 

P(n-BA) and PE methyl group resonances has an integral of 212 H (206 H expected); 

(iii) the isolated aromatic signal at ca 6.9-7.3 ppm has an integral of 13 H (9 H expected); 

noting that the sample contains a small amount of toluene. Hence, the assumption of the 

presence of ca one PE-i-DIB macromonomer per copolymer chain is consistent with 

integration of the high temperature 1H NMR spectrum. If some polymer (d) is present, 

then the in-chain degree of polymerisation (i.e. m) is small.     
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Figure 4.4 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-i-DIB and PE-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 100°C, focussed on 

benzylic methine region (400 MHz). 

The remaining architecture of Figure 4.2 – block copolymer (e) – is expected to have 

two inequivalent benzylic CH signals in the region 2.6-2.8 ppm, and while the above 

spectra are consistent with this, the significant overlap of the small signals in this region 

with those of the large P(n-BA) methine resonances at 2.35 ppm, renders integration 

unreliable. In Figure 4.4 we compare the benzylic regions of PE-i-DIB and the 

copolymer. In the former the centre of the sharp benzylic signal (Hb) is 2.70 ppm while 

in the latter a broader and higher relative intensity signal appears at 2.67 ppm (Hb/Hr). 

Figure 4.5, a segment of the 1H-1H COSY under the same conditons, shows that this 

methine signal gives a diagonally elongated cross-peak correlating to ca 1.2-1.25 ppm. 

Hence, although the individual correlations are unresolved, this is consistent with 

benzylic proton environments Hb and Hr coupling to methyl environments Mec and Mej 

PE-b-P(n-BA) 

PE-i-DIB 

Hb/Hr 

Hb 
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either side of the aromatic ring.† As shown in Figure 4.6, correlations between Hr and 

the neighbouring P(n-BA) methylene environments Hs at ca 1.75/1.78 ppm‡ can be 

assigned readily, and while that between Hb and neighbouring PE methylene 

environments Hd at 1.54/1.59 ppm‡ is broader, a further plot (Figure 4.7) shows this 

more clearly.  

 

Figure 4.5 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

                                                 
† Expected chemical shifts for Mec and Mej calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 1.16 ± 0.23 and 1.29 ± 0.23 

ppm respectively.  
‡ Expected chemical shifts for Hd and Hs calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 1.52/1.76 ± 0.54 ppm and 

1.82/2.08 ± 0.40 ppm respectively. 
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Figure 4.6 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

 

Figure 4.7 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

 

1.78, 2.66 1.75, 2.66 

1.59, 2.66 

1.54, 2.66 
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The 1H-13C HMQC (Figure 4.8) shows a cross-peak between the benzylic 1H region and 

what are apparently overlapping 13C signals at ca 40 ppm† in the expected chemical shift 

for Cb and Cr. A rather lower intensity 13C signal appears nearby at 38.2 ppm but no 1H 

correlation could be resolved.†  

  

Figure 4.8 - Detail of 1H-13C HMQC NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

4.5.2 PE-b-P(VAc) NMR analysis 

NMR spectroscopy was used again to investigate the structure of the PE-b-P(VAc) 

copolymers and to determine whether graft copolymers (b) - (d) or a block copolymer 

(e) was formed (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.9 shows the 1H NMR spectrum at 100°C of the PE 

containing product isolated by precipitation from ethanol. A fully resolved triplet peak 

at δ = 0.91 ppm and a peak at δ = 1.30 ppm corresponding to PE methyl end group and 

                                                 
† Expected chemical shifts for Cb and Cr calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 40.1 ± 2.4 and 37.9 ± 5.3 ppm 

respectively. 

2.66, 39.6 
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PE backbone methylene protons are observed, along with peaks attributed to a P(VAc) 

segment.31 

 

Figure 4.9 - 1H NMR of PE-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 1 s 

As before, complete conversion of the macromonomer was confirmed by the absence of 

the DIB vinylidene protons at 5.07 and 5.34 ppm. Also detectable in some crude samples 

(though clearly absent in Figure 4.9) was a very small peak at 4.1 ppm which 

corresponds to the methylene end group of P(VAc), consistent with a small amount of 

homopolymer co-precipitating from the polymerisation mixture. This impurity was 

successfully removed by reprecipitation from toluene into ethanol for the sample shown 

above, but in some samples prepared using high monomer concentration this signal 

remained (e.g. Figure C.10.). The assignment of this peak as a methylene end group of 

P(VAc) was supported by the work of Lovell and Debuigne and confirmed by our own 

2D NMR experiments on the homopolymer (Figures C.11. – C.12); the signal occurs as 
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a result of termination via chain transfer by H abstraction and also as a result of 

termination by disproportionation, which would also produce an equivalent number of 

vinylic end groups detectable in the 1H and 13C NMR spectra.31, 32 The absence of such 

vinylic signals in the copolymer (Figure C.13.), even at high expansion, and their 

presence in the homopolymer (Figure C.14.) is consistent with separation of copolymer 

from homopolymer. We can thus also rule out polymerisation through PE-i-DIB 

followed by disproportionation to form architecture (c) on this basis. The presence of 

this CH2 end group in the homopolymer and not the copolymer is consistent with the 

P(VAc) chain terminating to the macromonomer, which would suggest that 

polymerisation through followed by chain transfer to form architecture (b) is not 

prevalent.  

 

Figure 4.10 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 1 

s. Integral of the VAc signal at 4.91 ppm is set as follows: if we assume that an average of one PE-i-DIB 

macromonomer (Mn 2000 g/mol) is present in copolymer chains (Mn 4200 g/mol), the contribution of 

VAc to the Mn of the copolymer is ca 4200-2000 = 2200 g/mol. Hence integral of ca (2200/86.1) = 26 

H. 
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In the case of PE-b-P(VAc) the PE methyl end group at δ = 0.91 ppm and P(VAc) 

backbone methine group at δ = 4.91 ppm are sufficiently well-separated for the 

copolymer molecular weight to be estimated more directly than for PE-b-P(n-BA) (vide 

supra). The degree of polymerisation of VAc was thus estimated by integration of the 

copolymer 1H NMR spectrum as follows. With this integral set to 3, corresponding to 

the number of protons it represents in a block copolymer structure, the integral of the 

peak corresponding to the methine protons in the P(VAc) backbone was found to be 33 

H, meaning a degree of polymerisation of VAc of 33. The Mn thus calculated for the 

copolymer is 4900 g/mol (Mn = 4200 g/mol by GPC). Further to this, we can perform a 

similar calculation to that discussed above for PE-b-P(n-BA) as follows: we assume for 

now the copolymer (Mn 4200 g/mol by universal calibration of GPC) includes a single 

macromonomer unit (2000 g/mol) we can readily calculate the expected integral of the 

P(n-BA) ester CH2 signal at ca 4.91 ppm (Figure 4.10) to be ca 26 H. The relative 

integrals of the remaining groups again correspond closely with expectations: (i) the 

overlapping peaks between ca 1.7 and 2.2 ppm have an integral of 133 H (expected 130 

H); (ii) the overlapping signal at ca 1.2-1.6 ppm has an integral of 183 H (expected 104 

H) bearing in mind the presence of some ethanol; (iii) the isolated PE methyl end group 

signal at 0.9 ppm has an integral of 2 H (expected 3H) which is a little low but given the 

size of this peak relative to the rest this is not surprising. Indeed the fact that it is still so 

close is remarkable; (iv) the isolated benzylic signal at 2.65 ppm has an integral of 2 H 

(expected 2 H); (v) the isolated aromatic signal has an integral of 8 H (expected 9 H). 

The consistency of these methods of analysis would appear to support the assumption 

of the presence of ca one PE-i-DIB macromonomer per copolymer chain so if some 

polymer (d) is present, then the in-chain DP must be small.     
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Figure 4.11 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-i-DIB and PE-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 100°C, focussed on 

benzylic methine region (400 MHz). 

From the comparison of the two benzylic CH environments shown in Figure 4.11, we 

observe first that the benzylic signal in the block copolymer (e) is much better resolved 

than in PE-b-P(n-BA) (vide supra). As such, the integrals of these benzylic regions can 

be compared more reliably and we note a shift in the integral of this signal from 1 in the 

starting material to 2 in the copolymer relative to the PE methyl end group. We also note 

that the centre of the multiplet in the copolymer is shifted from 2.70 ppm (Hb) to 2.65 

ppm (Hb/Hr).  

PE-b-P(VAc) 

PE-i-DIB 

Hb/Hr 

Hb 
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Figure 4.12 - Detail of 1H-13C HMQC NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 100°C (600 MHz). 

The 1H-13C HMQC (Figure 4.12) indicates that this benzylic 1H region correlates with a 

small signal at the expected chemical shift for Cb in the 13C NMR (40 ppm)†, which falls 

under the signals corresponding to the P(VAc) backbone CH2 region. In the same 1H 

benzylic methine region (2.61 ppm) a correlation with the appropriate chemical shift for 

Cr was detected at 31.3 ppm.†  

 

                                                 
† Expected chemical shifts for Cb and Cr were calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 40.1 ± 2.4 and 36.7 ± 5.2 

ppm respectively. 

2.61, 31.3 

2.66, 39.6 
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Figure 4.13 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 100°C (600 MHz). 

The 1H-1H COSY (Figure 4.13) shows that, as before, the overlapping methine signal 

gives an elongated cross-peak correlating to ca 1.2 ppm, and in this instance two 

appropriate resonances are seen in the benzylic methyl region for Mec and Mej.† The 

same figure also shows separate correlations between: i) Hb and the neighbouring 

diastereotopic backbone methylene proton environments Hd at 1.51 and 1.62 ppm; and 

ii) Hr and methylene environment Hs at 1.88 ppm, shown more clearly in Figure 4.14.‡ 

These observations are similar to those discussed above and are consistent with the block 

architecture, supporting the integration of 2 for the benzylic region seen in the 1H 

spectrum. 

                                                 
† Expected chemical shifts for Mec and Mej calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 1.16/1.25 ± 0.23 ppm. 
‡ Expected chemical shifts for Hd and Hs calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 1.52/1.76 ± 0.54 and 1.75/1.94 

± 0.4 ppm respectively. 

2.62, 1.88 

2.65, 1.62 

2.65, 1.51 
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Figure 4.14 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 100°C (600 MHz). 

 

2.62, 1.88 
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4.5.3 PE-b-P(MMA) NMR Analysis 

 

Figure 4.15 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-b-P(MMA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 

1 s. 

Figure 4.15 shows the 1H NMR spectrum recorded at 100°C of the PE containing 

product isolated from the 240 min sample of Run 12 (Table 4.3). The PE methyl triplet 

peak at ca 0.91 ppm is obscured by P(MMA) methyl signals at ca 0.93 ppm but a peak 

at ca 1.30 ppm corresponding to PE backbone methylene protons is observed, along with 

signals that are attributable to a P(MMA) segment.18, 33 

 

a 

f, t 

d, e, c, j 
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Figure 4.16 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-b-P(MMA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 

1 s. Integral of the MMA signal at 3.6 ppm is set as follows: if we assume that an average of one PE-i-

DIB macromonomer (Mn 2200 g/mol) is present in copolymer chains (Mn 6400 g/mol), the contribution 

of MMA to the Mn of the copolymer is ca 6400-2200 = 4200 g/mol. Hence integral of ca 3 × 

(4200/100.1) = 126 H. 

The absence of the DIB vinylidene protons at 5.07 and 5.34 ppm confirms that the 

macromonomer was fully converted. In the P(MMA) homopolymer samples, signals at 

5.47 and 6.20 ppm were detected, assignable as vinylidene end groups occurring as a 

result of termination by disproportionation.20, 21, 33, 34 The absence of such signals in the 

copolymer NMR spectra suggests structure (c) is not prevalent. Given that the PE main 

chain CH2 signal at 1.3 ppm and the P(MMA) ester methyl signal at 3.6 ppm are fairly 

well resolved, direct estimation of Mn by 1H NMR was conducted as follows: from the 

1H NMR spectrum of PE-i-DIB we estimate a degree of polymerisation of 62 

corresponding to an integral of the PE main chain CH2 of 246 H. The integral of the 

P(MMA) ester methyl signal was thereby 141 H, which corresponds to a MMA DP of 
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47. The Mn thus calculated for the copolymer is 6800 g/mol (Mn = 6400 g/mol by GPC). 

Further to this, a similar comparison of the relative integrals and GPC measurements 

was conducted to determine the number of PE segments contained per chain. Using the 

copolymer Mn (6400 g/mol by universal calibration) and assuming a single PE 

macromonomer unit, we can readily calculate the expected integral of the P(MMA) ester 

CH3 signal at ca 3.6 ppm. With the corresponding signal integral set to the appropriate 

number (here 126 H) the relative integrals of the remaining groups are close to 

expectations (Figure 4.16): (i) the somewhat overlapping peaks between ca 0.8 and 1.7 

ppm have an integral of 375 H (expected 410 H) and the relative integrals within this 

group are appropriate, including the PE main chain of 219 H (expected 164 H), noting 

that we also expect one of the P(MMA) α-methyl signals to be under this region;33 (ii) 

the signal at ca 0.8-1.2 ppm containing P(MMA) α-methyl and PE methyl group 

resonances has an integral of 126 H (123 H expected); (iii) the P(MMA) backbone CH2 

signals at 1.8-2.2 ppm has an integral of 69 H (expected 82 H); (iv) the isolated aromatic 

signal at ca 6.9-7.3 ppm has an integral of 7 H (9 H expected). Hence, the assumption 

of the presence of ca one PE-i-DIB macromonomer per copolymer chain is again 

consistent with integration of the high temperature 1H NMR spectrum. If some of 

polymer (d) is present, the in-chain DP must be small. 
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Figure 4.17 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-i-DIB and PE-b-P(MMA) in d2-TCE at 100°C, focussed on 

benzylic methine region (400 MHz). 

The spectra shown in Figure 4.17 are consistent with the expected two inequivalent 

benzylic CH signals at ca 2.6-2.8 ppm which, as with PE-b-P(VAc), appears to be 

relatively free from overlap with other signals in the copolymer. The benzylic signal 

(Hb) is shifted from 2.70 ppm in PE-i-DIB to 2.67 ppm in the copolymer (assigned as 

Hb/Hr) and a far broader benzylic signal in the product is noted, in this case to the extent 

that the signal is difficult to see in the 1H NMR spectrum without high expansion. 

 

PE-b-P(MMA) 

PE-i-DIB 

Hb/Hr 

 

Hb 
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Figure 4.18 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(MMA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

The broadness of the benzylic signal in the 1H NMR spectrum of these materials suggests 

that 2-D correlations analogous to those discussed for the materials above are likely to 

be hard to see. Nonetheless, 2-D NMR experiments were conducted as before and are 

discussed here. Figure 4.18 shows a familiar diagonally elongated cross-peak correlating 

to ca 1.2-1.3 ppm in the 1H-1H COSY. Again the individual correlations are unresolved 

but it is nonetheless consistent with Hb and Hr coupling to methyl environments Mec 

and Mej.‡ The expected correlation between Hb at 2.66 ppm and the adjacent PE 

methylene protons (Hd) at 1.59 ppm was also detectable from the 1H-1H COSY (Figure 

4.19).† In this case the expected analogous correlation between Hr and the P(MMA) 

                                                 
‡ Expected chemical shifts for Mec and Mej calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 1.16 ± 0.22 ppm. 
† Expected chemical shifts for Hd and Hs calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 1.54/1.76 ± 0.54 and 1.83/2.07 

± 0.62 ppm respectively. 
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backbone methylene proton environment Hs at ca 1.8 ppm was not detected,† though 

this is likely to be due to the broadness of the benzylic signal.   

 

Figure 4.19 - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(MMA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

Similar to PE-b-P(n-BA), the 1H-13C HMQC (Figure 4.20) shows a cross-peak between 

the benzylic 1H region and what are apparently overlapping 13C signals at ca 40 ppm† in 

the expected chemical shift for Cb and Cr.  

                                                 
† Expected chemical shifts for Cb and Cr calculated by ACD/I-LAB to be 40.1 ± 2.4 and 37.9 ± 5.3 ppm 

respectively. 

2.66, 1.59 
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Figure 4.20 - Detail of 1H-13C HMQC NMR of PE-i-DIB-b-P(MMA) in d2-TCE at 100°C (500 MHz). 

4.5.4 PE-b-PS NMR Analysis 

Shown in Figure 4.21 is the 1H NMR spectrum recorded at 100°C of the PE containing 

product isolated from Run 17 (Table 4.5) after multiple reprecipitations from toluene 

into acetone. A broad peak at ca 1.30 ppm corresponding to PE backbone methylene 

protons is again observed; along with a small, isolated PE methyl triplet peak at ca 0.91 

ppm. Also detectable are signals corresponding to a PS segment.35 Again, the full 

conversion of the macromonomer was confirmed by the absence of DIB vinylidene 

proton signals at 5.07 and 5.34 ppm.  

2.66, 39.7 
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Figure 4.21 - 1H NMR spectrum of PE-b-PS in d2-TCE at 100°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 1 s. 

Integral of the S signals at 6.3-7.3 ppm is set as follows: if we assume that an average of one PE-i-DIB 

macromonomer (Mn 3000 g/mol) is present in copolymer chains (Mn 24400 g/mol), the contribution of S 

to the Mn of the copolymer is ca 24400-3000 = 21400 g/mol. Hence integral of ca 5 × (21400/104.2) = 

1028 H. 

Backbiting and β-scission processes similar to those observed in acrylate 

polymerisations have been reported with styrene polymerisations but the temperature at 

which this is prevalent far exceeds that used here.36 Polymerisation through PE-i-DIB 

followed by backbiting and β-scission to form species (c) is therefore unlikely and, 

correspondingly, we do not observe the vinylic signals in the 1H NMR spectra of these 

materials. As with the PE-b-P(n-BA) materials discussed earlier, direct estimation of 

molecular weight by integration was not feasible here because of substantial overlap 

between the PE backbone methylene signal at 1.30 ppm and the broad signal at 1.4-1.7 

ppm corresponding to the PS backbone methylene groups. Reliable integration of the 

PE methyl end group at 0.91 ppm was also not possible because of its size and broadness. 

We therefore conducted a similar comparison of the relative integrals and GPC 

f 

d, e, c, j 
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measurements to determine the number of PE segments contained per chain. Using the 

copolymer Mn (24400 g/mol by universal calibration) and assuming a single PE 

macromonomer unit, the expected integral of the PS aromatic signals at ca 6.3-7.3 ppm 

was readily determined. With the corresponding signal integral set to the appropriate 

number (here 1028 H) the relative integrals of the remaining groups are close to 

expectations (Figure 4.21): (i) the somewhat overlapping set of peaks between 1.2 and 

1.7 ppm has an integral of 886 H (expected 822 H), including the PE main chain integral 

of 409 H (expected 428 H) and the PS backbone methylene signal integral of 477 H 

(expected 411 H), (ii) the peaks between ca 1.75 and 2.3 ppm have an integral of 193 H 

(expected 205 H). Again we thus find that the assumption of the presence of ca one PE-

i-DIB macromonomer per copolymer chain is consistent with integration. If some of 

polymer (d) is present, the in-chain DP must be small, leaving the remaining architecture 

(e) as the major product. 

In this PE-b-PS sample, the benzylic region at ca 2.7 ppm has been broadened to the 

extent that it was not visible in high temperature 1H NMR. Given the molecular weight 

of the material and size of the other signals in the spectrum this is not surprising; but 

detection of correlations between this and surrounding environments were likely to be 

problematic as a result. This proved to be the case, with none of the correlations 

analogous to those discussed in the copolymers above detected in this material. 
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4.5.5 Diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy 

Diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY) is a powerful and non-invasive method 

that allows analysis of complex mixtures with little sample preparation and without the 

need for prior chemical separation.37, 38 It relies on the principle that diffusion of 

molecules in solution depends on the size and shape of the molecule, as well as 

temperature and viscosity. Diffusion coefficients (D) of species can be described by the 

Stokes-Einstein equation (1) assuming a spherical shape. Smaller molecules tend to 

move more quickly and thus are associated with larger diffusion coefficients, while 

larger molecules are associated with smaller diffusion coefficients.  

(1) 𝐷 =  
𝑘𝑇

6𝜋𝜂𝑟𝑠
 

Where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, η is viscosity of the liquid and rs 

is the (hydrodynamic) radius of the molecule. 

In the context of polymers, diffusion coefficients are related to hydrodynamic radius and 

molecular weight which has led to its use in the characterisation of homopolymers,39, 40, 

41, 42 block copolymers and mixtures of the two.43, 44, 45 It has proved particularly useful 

in determining whether the sample contains one copolymer species, multiple 

homopolymer species or detecting the presence of contaminants e.g. homopolymer 

where 1H NMR and GPC data are inconclusive. To the best of our knowledge however, 

the study below is the first example of polyethylene systems being characterised in this 

way. 
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Figure 4.22 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 25°C (500 MHz). 

A DOSY experiment was conducted on a clear solution of the final PE-b-P(n-BA) 

sample from Run 9, Table 3.4 (Mn = 11000 g/mol, Ð = 2.6) at 25°C. DOSY spectra were 

not available for the PE-i-DIB starting material due to the insolubility of the 

macromonomer at close to room temperature. The appearance (Figure 4.22) of all the 

1H resonances at a very similar diffusion coefficient is an indication either of the 

presence of one copolymer, or the presence of multiple species with the same diffusion 

coefficient. Given the differences in chemical nature and molecular weight of the two 

copolymer components, the likelihood of both having the same diffusion coefficient is 

small.  

 

 

D = 6.92x10-11 m2/s 
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A separate DOSY experiment on a sample of the PE-b-P(n-BA) material that had been 

deliberately contaminated with P(n-BA) homopolymer (Mn = 2700 g/mol, Ð = 2.0) was 

conducted as a control to see if the copolymer and homopolymer could be easily 

distinguished. The spectrum shown in Figure 4.23 still shows that the copolymer signals 

are aligned on the same horizontal line and the copolymer signal has a similar diffusion 

coefficient. However, there now appear to be two sets of P(n-BA) signals with one set 

now diffusing slightly faster. This is consistent with the presence of a second lower 

molecular weight species, though it was surprising that the presence of the low molecular 

weight homopolymer contaminant was not more clearly reflected in the diffusion rates.  

Given the P(n-BA) was present as both homopolymer and as part of the copolymer, we 

considered the possibility that intermolecular interaction between the P(n-BA) 

homopolymer and the P(n-BA) outer component of a copolymer aggregate could be the 

reason for the two species being less distinct from each other than expected. This would 

support the VT NMR data (vide infra) which indicated the formation of aggregates in 

selective solvents, d2-TCE in this case, which would be expected to be selective for the 

polar component of the copolymer. 
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Figure 4.23 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(n-BA) contaminated with P(n-BA) homopolymer in d2-TCE at 

25°C (500 MHz). 

To investigate this further, a similar DOSY experiment was conducted on a sample of 

the PE-b-P(n-BA) material that had been deliberately contaminated with a chemically 

different homopolymer, in this case P(VAc) (Mn = 7400 g/mol, Ð = 3.4). The spectrum 

shown in Figure 4.24 shows more clearly that multiple species are present, which is 

consistent with our suggestion that the P(n-BA) homopolymer is interacting with the 

outer component of the copolymer aggregate in the previous spectrum. Interestingly the 

signal corresponding to PE seems now to diffuse faster than the P(n-BA) signals, the 

reasons for which are currently unclear, and the copolymer signals seem to be diffusing 

faster as a whole than the homopolymer.  

D = 7.08x10-11 m2/s 
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Figure 4.24 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(n-BA) contaminated with P(VAc) homopolymer in d2-TCE at 

25°C (500 MHz). 

This observation led us to conduct further experiments on separate samples of the same 

material contaminated with lower and higher molecular weight P(VAc) respectively. 

Figure 4.25 is a stacked DOSY spectrum with the three samples depicted with different 

colours depending on which molecular weight homopolymer they contain (red = 3700, 

black = 7400, purple = 27600 g/mol). The signals corresponding to the PE copolymer in 

all three experiments overlay each other around the same diffusion coefficient of ca 

4.5x10-11 m2/s The signals for the P(VAc) homopolymers appear in the expected order 

of diffusion coefficient i.e. red ˃ black ˃ purple in Figure 4.25. These observations 

demonstrate the substantial effect that both the nature and molecular weight of a 

polymer can have on its diffusion rate. 

D = 4.5x10-11 m2/s 

D = 3.80x10-11 m2/s 
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Figure 4.25 - Stack-plot of 1H DOSY experiments on samples of PE-b-P(n-BA) (Mn = 11000 g/mol) 

contaminated with P(VAc) homopolymers of Mn: 3700 g/mol; 7400 g/mol; 27600 g/mol. Experiments 

recorded in d2-TCE at 25°C (500 MHz). 

Figure 4.26 shows a DOSY 1H NMR spectrum of a clear solution of the PE-b-P(VAc) 

sample isolated from Run 1 (Table 4.1) at 25°C. The signals corresponding to PE and 

P(VAc) are aligned tightly around a single diffusion coefficient.  

D = 4.50x10-11 m2/s 

D = 7.24x10-11 m2/s 

D = 3.80x10-11 m2/s 

D = 1.58x10-11 m2/s 
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Figure 4.26 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(VAc) in d2-TCE at 25°C (500 MHz). 

Based on the above observations, separate DOSY experiments were run using PE-b-

P(VAc) (Mn = 8000 g/mol, Ð = 2.4) which had been deliberately contaminated with 

P(VAc) homopolymer Mn = 7400 g/mol, Ð = 3.4 (Figure 4.27) and Mn = 3700 g/mol, Ð 

= 2.2 (Figure 4.28). In the former, where the copolymer and homopolymers have similar 

molecular weights, resonances appear to be clustered around a single diffusion 

coefficient, while in the latter the lower part of the P(VAc) signals tail off towards higher 

diffusion rates (cf. Figure 4.28). 

D = 3.98x10-10 m2/s 
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Figure 4.27 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(VAc) spiked with P(VAc) homopolymer in d2-TCE at 25°C 

(500 MHz). 

 

Figure 4.28 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(VAc) spiked with P(VAc) homopolymer in d2-TCE at 25°C 

(500 MHz). 

D = 1.26x10-9 m2/s 

D = 4.22x10-10 m2/s 
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Given our observations from these experiments and in those discussed earlier for PE-b-

P(n-BA), another DOSY experiment was conducted on a sample containing the same 

block copolymer spiked with a different homopolymer, in this case P(n-BA) (Mn = 2700 

g/mol, Ð = 2.0). Figure 4.29 clearly shows the expected two distinct diffusion 

coefficients of the copolymer and the homopolymer. These observations are consistent 

with the experiments shown in Figures 4.24 and 4.25 and seem to support the proposal 

that aggregation of the copolymer and interaction between homopolymer and the polar 

outer component of the copolymer aggregate could be a contributing factor for the 

apparent single coefficient observed in Figure 4.27 and the small separation of the 

signals in Figure 4.28 where two species might have been expected to be clearly visible. 

 

Figure 4.29 - DOSY 1H NMR of PE-b-P(VAc) spiked with P(n-BA) homopolymer in d2-TCE at 25°C 

(500 MHz). 

The spectra obtained from these DOSY experiments clearly demonstrate that the 

chemical nature and molecular weight of species both have profound effects on the rates 

D = 7.94x10-10 m2/s 

D = 1.12x10-9 m2/s 
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of diffusion in a given solvent. They also suggest that aggregation behaviour and 

interaction between aggregate and contaminant could also have a significant impact on 

the results of such experiments conducted on amphiphilic materials.   

4.5.6 Variable temperature 1H NMR 

Variable temperature 1H NMR experiments were conducted using the same PE-b-P(n-

BA) as used in the correlation and DOSY experiments (Mn = 11000 g/mol, Ð = 2.6). 

Figures 4.30 and 4.31 are 1H NMR spectra of a clear solution of this PE-b-P(n-BA) 

material recorded at 50°C and 25°C respectively. Though the polymer was apparently 

still soluble by eye, the relative integrals and chemical shifts recorded at the lower 

temperatures differ substantially to the spectrum recorded at 100°C for the PE signals. 

Using the integral corresponding to the NMR solvent d2-TCE at δ = 5.95 ppm as a 

reference, the ratio of the peaks corresponding to the P(n-BA) ester CH2 at 4.1 ppm and 

the PE backbone CH2 at 1.3 ppm changed from 137:376 (1:1.4) at 100°C to 126:215 

(1.2:1) at 50°C (Figure 4.30) and then to 110:132 (1.7:1) at 25°C (Figure 4.31).  
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Figure 4.30 - 1H NMR of PE-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 50°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 1 s. 

It is expected that the intensity of polymer signals should fall with temperature,46 but the 

PE signal intensity falls far more dramatically than the P(n-BA) signals. This data is 

consistent with a tendency of these copolymers to form aggregates, a commonly 

observed phenomenon with block copolymers in selective solvents,47 where the 

molecular motion of the insoluble PE block is reduced to a greater extent than that of 

the soluble P(n-BA) block due to the protection provided by the more compatible polar 

outer component of the aggregate.  
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Figure 4.31 - 1H NMR of PE-b-P(n-BA) in d2-TCE at 25°C (400 MHz). Relaxation delay = 1 s. 

4.6 DLS analysis 

The solubility of the PE copolymers containing larger polar segments of n-BA, VAc, 

V2EH, MMA, C14MA and styrene permitted their analysis by dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) to investigate their aggregation properties further. Samples were prepared in a 

solvent selective for the polar block (THF) at a concentration of 1 mg/ml and a set of 

three measurements was recorded for each sample after sonication for 10 min in an 

ultrasound cleaning bath. This process was repeated twice to see whether variation of 

sonication periods affected the particle sizes.  
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4.6.1 PE-b-P(n-BA) 

 

Figure 4.32 - DLS intensity/volume/number size distributions of sample 3-180, Table 3.1 in THF (1 

mg/ml) after sonication (averages of three measurements). 

Sample 3-180 (Chapter 3) gave an apparently clear solution when the material was 

dispersed in THF. Following a 10 min sonication period, a regular correlation plot (y-

intercept ca 0.9), a count rate of 264 kcps and a single feature in the intensity distribution 

were obtained with a polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.082 (Figure 4.32). Whilst noting 

the assumptions regarding shape, refractive index, precision of the intensity data and the 

homogeneity of the sample that must be made,48, 49, 50 the data indicates that the majority 

of the aggregates in this sample correspond to spherical particles of ca 60 nm in 

diameter. Further sonication of the dispersion did not significantly affect the results 

obtained, nor were they affected when the sample was re-analysed a week after the 

original run.  
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Tanford51 proposed an equation (2) that allows an estimation of the expected diameter 

for an aggregate formed from a copolymer to be made. Using the distance between 

alternate carbons atoms of a fully extended chain (2.53 Å), the van der Waals radius of 

the terminal methyl group (2.1 Å) and one half of the bond length to the first atom not 

contained in the hydrophobic core (~0.6 Å), the maximum chain length (lmax) for n’c 

embedded carbon atoms is obtained in angstroms.    

(2) 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.5 + 1.265𝑛𝑐
′  

Assuming that the Mn (19200 g/mol) by GPC is correct, a reasonable assumption as 

demonstrated by the consistency with the NMR studies (vide supra), we can obtain DP’s 

of ethylene and n-BA in this sample of 75 and 134 respectively which then yields a value 

for the n’c of 529 embedded carbon atoms. We would therefore expect a particle of 

diameter ca 670 Å or 67 nm, which is consistent with the value obtained for the majority 

of the particles detected in DLS for this sample (ca 60 nm). 

4.6.2 PE-b-P(VAc) 

Sample 3-240 (Table 4.1) at 1 mg/ml in THF gave a regular correlation plot (y-intercept 

ca 0.9 and count rate ca 234 kcps) along with a single feature in the intensity distribution 

with a PDI of 0.12 (Figure 4.33). The data indicates that the majority of the aggregates 

in this sample correspond to spherical particles of ca 50 nm in diameter. Using the same 

equation as above, we obtain an expected particle diameter for this sample of 32 nm, 

which is reasonably similar to the particle size indicated by DLS.  
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Figure 4.33 - DLS intensity/volume/number size distributions of sample 3-240 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (averages of three measurements). 

4.6.2 PE-b-P(V2EH) 

Sample 7-240 again gave a regular correlation plot (y-intercept ca 0.95 and count rate 

ca 112 kcps) along with a single feature in the intensity distribution though with a 

significantly higher PDI of 0.24 (Figure 4.34). The data for this sample indicates the 

detection of slightly larger aggregates of ca 70 nm in diameter. Using the same 

equation as discussed above, we obtain an expected particle diameter for this sample of 

43 nm.  
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Figure 4.34 - DLS intensity/volume/number size distributions of sample 9-240 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (averages of three measurements). 

4.6.3 PE-b-P(MMA) 

A regular correlation plot (y-intercept ca 0.84 and count rate ca 265 kcps) was obtained 

for the PE-b-P(MMA) sample isolated from Run 12-240 and a single feature observed 

in the intensity distribution with a PDI of 0.17. The data indicates that the majority of 

particles detected were ca 80 nm in diameter (Figure 4.35).  Using equation (2), we 

obtain an expected particle diameter for this sample of 33 nm which, while it is not as 

close to the experimental result as the other materials, is not unrealistic compared to the 

experimental value indicated by DLS.  
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Figure 4.35 - DLS intensity/volume/number size distributions of sample 12-240 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (averages of three measurements). 

4.6.4 PE-b-P(C14MA) 

In the case of the PE-b-P(C14MA) materials, sample 16-240 gave a single feature in the 

intensity distribution with a PDI of 0.18 (Figure 4.36) as well as a regular correlation 

plot (y-intercept ca 0.9 and count rate ca 284 kcps).  Slightly larger particles of ca 100 

nm in diameter were detected and an expected particle diameter for this sample of 35 

nm was obtained. Again the two values are not as close as with some of the other samples 

but it is not unrealistic.  
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Figure 4.36 - DLS intensity/volume/number size distributions of sample 16-240 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (averages of three measurements). 

4.6.5 PE-b-PS   

For the PE-b-P(S) materials, sample 20-240 gave a regular correlation plot (y-intercept 

ca 0.9 and count rate ca 138 kcps) and a single feature in the intensity distribution with 

a PDI of 0.09 (Figure 4.37). The data in the figure below indicates that the majority of 

the aggregates in this sample correspond to spherical particles ca 80 nm in diameter 

which is similar to those obtained in the PE-b-P(n-BA) sample with a comparable 

molecular weight. An expected particle diameter for this sample of ca 89 nm was 

obtained, which is consistent with the value obtained by DLS. 
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Figure 4.37 - DLS intensity/volume/number size distributions of sample 20-240 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (averages of three measurements). 

Given the general consistency of the experimental size distributions with the calculated 

particle sizes, as well as the surprisingly narrow polydispersities, we can reasonably say 

from the analysis that nanoscopic structures are formed in this medium under these 

conditions and that the size of these structures depend on the size of the polar block and 

also on the nature of the polar block. The data also supports the observations made from 

variable temperature and DOSY NMR experiments regarding the behaviour of these 

materials in selective solvents. However, in order to determine the morphology of the 

aggregates formed and the effect of the size and nature of the polar blocks on the 

morphology we would require DLS experiments on a larger range of samples and 

analysis by microscopy to corroborate the DLS data.  
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4.7 DSC analysis 

The copolymers in the solid state are expected to consist of a semi-crystalline PE 

segment and an amorphous segment attributed to the polar component, with the thermal 

properties depending on both the nature and the molecular weight of the polar segments. 

DSC was used to investigate the phase separation and structure of the blocks.30 

Comparisons of the third heating and cooling curves of the PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

and low, medium and higher molecular weight examples of the copolymers are given in 

the following sections.  

4.7.1 PE-b-P(n-BA) 

 

Figure 4.38 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) (Runs 2-4, Chapter 3), masses used: 8.62 mg, 9.51 mg, 5.59 mg. 
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The PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2300 g/mol) macromonomer from Runs 2-4 (Chapter 3) had a glass 

transition temperature (Tg) at -140°C and its melting temperature (Tm) appeared as a 

sharp peak at 123°C (Figure 4.38). The Tg corresponding to the PE segments in the 

copolymers were very similar to the starting material, indicating that amorphous regions 

of PE and P(n-BA) have phase separated. Tm values for the copolymers decreased 

modestly from 123°C in PE-i-DIB down to 114°C with increasing P(n-BA) block length. 

Determination of the %-crystallinity (Xc) of PE from DSC curves is normally 

accomplished by comparison of the enthalpy of melting of the sample with the enthalpy 

of 100% crystalline PE (294 J/g).52, 53, 54 The enthalpies of fusion of the test sample and 

of totally crystalline PE (depicted in equation 3 as ΔHf(Tm) and ΔHf
0(Tm

0) respectively) 

are measured at the equilibrium melting point Tm
0 in J/g. Here, Tm is principally a 

property of the PE segment and it is important to consider that each sample contains a 

different proportion of PE by mass.1 This was estimated as follows: The relative 

crystallinity of the sample is calculated by the instrument using equation 3. The differing 

proportions of PE in each sample were then accounted for by dividing this value by the 

mass fraction of PE in the material (PE-i-DIB, 100%; Run 2-180 54%; Run 3-180 14%; 

Run 4-180 6%). The crystallinities of the PE blocks in these materials were calculated 

on this basis to be PE-i-DIB, 75%; Run 2-180, ca 61%; Run 3-180, ca 42%; Run 4-180, 

ca 33%.      

(3) 𝑋𝑐 =  
𝛥𝐻𝑓(𝑇𝑚)

𝛥𝐻𝑓
0(𝑇𝑚

0 )
 × 100  

The PE-i-DIB sample used for the synthesis of copolymers under starved feed conditions 

(Runs 8-11, Chapter 3) had a Tg at -140°C, which again remained similar in the 

copolymers. A similar reduction in Tm was also observed from 121°C in the 

macromonomer down to 115°C in the highest molecular weight copolymer.  
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The observation of a second Tg at -50°C which is attributed to the amorphous P(n-BA) 

segment (Figure 4.38 and 4.39) is further evidence of phase separation. This Tg does not 

change when the molecular weight distribution increases from 3.6 to 7.4 (Table 3.1). 

The P(n-BA) Tg is more difficult to resolve when the molecular weight of the P(n-BA) 

segment is low (Run 2-180). 

 

Figure 4.39 – Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; 

PE-i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) (Runs 8-11, Chapter 3), masses used: 6 mg, 12.06 mg,  8.36 mg, 4.67 mg. 

From the above calculations we can conclude that the crystallinity of the PE component 

falls steadily from 71% in PE-i-DIB to ca 66%, 58%, 52% and eventually 38% as the 

added P(n-BA) block becomes larger (Runs 8-11). Increasing the P(n-BA) chain length 

further to Mn = 19000 g/mol and then to Mn = 40000 g/mol (Runs 3 and 4) does not lead 

to further reduction in crystallinity, as observed previously.1, 18 
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We also note the presence of a broad pre-melting curve in the DSC trace of the 

macromonomer starting at ca 50°C, thought to be caused either by the presence of 

defects or a broad size distribution of crystallites,54 which is conspicuously absent in the 

copolymer traces. We suggest that the drop in crystallinity from 71% to ca 38%, which 

is in agreement with previous findings, is consistent with the loss of this region of low-

melting PE, but the reason that no further loss of crystallinity is observed is because the 

PE and amorphous P(n-BA) are phase-separated. The second Tg at -50°C is not as 

obvious in these materials as with those above, presumably because the P(n-BA) 

segment is smaller in these materials so the transition is smaller. This Tg does not change 

over a range of copolymer molecular weights and dispersities (Tables 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4).       

 

Figure 4.40 - Third cooling curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) (Runs 2-4, Chapter 3), masses used: 8.62 mg, 9.51 mg,  5.59 mg. 
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Figures 4.40 and 4.41 show the third cooling curves for the PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

and the PE-b-P(n-BA) copolymer samples prepared by batch and starved feed processes 

respectively. The P(n-BA) block length has a more pronounced effect on Tc than on Tm. 

There is a substantial discrepancy between Tm and Tc (supercooling)55 and the size of 

this discrepancy increases with an increasing P(n-BA) block length for those materials 

prepared under batch conditions. The difference between Tm and Tc in the 

macromonomer is 12°C, which rises to 45°C in the largest molecular weight batch-

prepared copolymer.  

 

Figure 4.41 - Third cooling curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(n-BA) (Runs 8-11, Chapter 3), masses used: 6 mg, 12.06 mg,  8.36 mg, 4.67 mg. 

The degree of supercooling is, unsurprisingly given the lower range of molecular 

weights, far less pronounced for those materials prepared under starved feed conditions. 

Indeed the difference between Tm and Tc remains at 11°C until the copolymer molecular 

weight is increased to Mn = 11000 g/mol, where it rises to 15°C. The Tm falls by 9°C in 
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the batch samples and by 7°C in the starved feed samples. Our previous suggestion that 

this observation was a result of inhibition of PE block nucleation caused by the presence 

of the P(n-BA) chains appears consistent with present findings. Certainly the dramatic 

difference between Tm and Tc in the higher molecular weight batch-produced materials 

and the much less pronounced difference in the lower molecular weight starved-feed 

produced materials would suggest that the degree of inhibition is increased by larger 

P(n-BA) block length.55, 56  

4.7.2 PE-b-P(VAc) 

 

Figure 4.42 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(VAc) (Runs 2-4, Table 4.1), masses used: 4.86 mg, 8.34 mg,  9.66 mg. 

The PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2100 g/mol) macromonomer used in Runs 2-4 (Table 4.1) had a Tg 

at -140°C and a sharp Tm peak at 121°C. Again the Tg corresponding to the PE segments 

in the copolymers were very similar to the starting material, to indicate phase separation 
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between the two segments. Increasing P(VAc) block length caused Tm values for the 

copolymers to decrease modestly from 121°C in PE-i-DIB down to 114°C (Figure 4.42). 

Using the calculation discussed above and taking account of the differing proportions of 

PE the samples contain (PE-i-DIB, 100%; Run 2-240 70%; Run 3-240 47%; Run 4-240 

16%); the crystallinities of the PE blocks in the macromonomer and copolymers were 

calculated to be: PE-i-DIB, 75%; Run 2-240, ca 59%; Run 3-240, ca 56%; Run 4-240, 

ca 50%. The reduction in relative crystallinity as the polar block length increases is again 

evident but the reduction is not as substantial as observed for the PE-b-P(n-BA) 

copolymers.  

Further evidence of phase separation is observed in the form of a second Tg at 30°C 

which is attributed to the amorphous P(VAc) segment (Figure 4.42). As before, this Tg 

does not change when the molecular weight distribution increases (Table 4.1) and is 

more difficult to resolve when the polar segment is small.  
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Figure 4.43 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(VAc) (Runs 2-4, Table 4.1), masses used: 4.86 mg, 8.34 mg,  9.66 mg. 

As with the PE-b-P(n-BA) copolymers discussed earlier, the influence of the P(VAc) 

segment is more pronounced in the decreasing Tc than the Tm (Figure 4.43). The degree 

of supercooling increases substantially with increasing block length from 11°C in the 

macromonomer to 46°C in the copolymer containing the largest P(VAc) block (sample 

4-240). The degree of supercooling observed in the copolymer with the largest P(VAc) 

block is comparable with that of the PE-b-P(n-BA) material despite the substantially 

smaller polar block. We suggest that the P(VAc) block inhibits PE block nucleation to a 

greater extent than P(n-BA) and again that the inhibition increases with block length.   
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4.7.3 PE-b-P(V2EH) 

 

Figure 4.44 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(V2EH) (Runs 6-8, Table 4.2), masses used: 5.10 mg, 6.34 mg, 8.13 mg. 

As with PE-b-P(VAc), the PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2200 g/mol) macromonomer from runs 7-9 

(Table 4.2) had a Tg at -140°C, which remained the same after copolymerisation with 

V2EH, and a sharp Tm peak at 121°C. The addition of a P(V2EH) block caused a small 

drop in the copolymer Tm from 121°C to 118°C but no further drop in Tm was observed 

when the P(V2EH) block length was increased (Figure 4.44). The relative crystallinities 

of the PE segments were calculated to be: PE-i-DIB, 75%; Run 6-240, ca 55%; Run 7-

240, ca 47%; Run 8-240, ca 35%. The reduction in relative crystallinity of the PE 

segments in these materials is comparable to those of the PE-b-P(n-BA) samples 

prepared under the same conditions, though as with the PE-b-P(VAc) materials the 

lengths of the polar blocks were far lower indicating a larger effect on nucleation 
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inhibition of PE chains per monomer unit than P(n-BA). A second Tg was observed at -

30°C which corresponds to the amorphous P(V2EH) block. 

 

Figure 4.45 - Third cooling curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(V2EH) (Runs 7-9, Table 4.2), masses used: 5.10 mg, 6.34 mg, 8.13 mg. 

While the copolymer Tm did not decrease below 118°C as the P(V2EH) block length 

was increased (a difference of 3°C from the PE-i-DIB) the effect on the copolymer Tc 

was more significant (Figure 4.45), though not as large as with the PE-b-P(VAc) or the 

PE-b-P(n-BA) materials. In these samples the difference between Tm and Tc increased 

from 10°C in the macromonomer to 28°C in the copolymer containing the largest 

P(V2EH) segment (sample 8-240).  
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4.7.4 PE-b-P(MMA) 

 

Figure 4.46 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(MMA) (Runs 10-12, Table 4.3), masses used: 3.03 mg, 1.63 mg, 7.52 mg. 

The PE-i-DIB (Mn = 2200 g/mol) macromonomer from Runs 10-12 (Table 4.3) had a 

familiar Tg at -140°C, which remained the same after copolymerisation with MMA, and 

a sharp Tm peak at 123°C. The addition of a P(MMA) block caused a small drop in the 

copolymer Tm from 123°C to 120°C, but no further drop in Tm was observed when the 

P(MMA) block length was increased (Figure 4.46). The relative crystallinities of: PE-i-

DIB, 75%; Run 10-240, ca 67%; Run 11-240, ca 57%; Run 12-240, ca 32% were 

determined for the PE in each sample. Again, the reduction in relative crystallinity of 

the PE segments in these materials is comparable to those of the PE-b-P(n-BA) samples, 

but achieved with far smaller polar blocks. The Tg for the amorphous P(MMA) expected 

to occur at 105°C57 is obscured by the large PE melting curve occurring from ca 50°C 
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and as such was not detected in the copolymer samples, even when the P(MMA) block 

is increased.  

 

Figure 4.47 - Third cooling curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(MMA) (Runs 10-12, Table 4.3), masses used: 3.03 mg, 1.63 mg, 7.52 mg. 

Again the effect on the copolymer Tc was far more substantial than the Tm (Figure 4.47). 

The difference between Tm and Tc increased from 12°C in the macromonomer to 51°C 

in the copolymer containing the largest P(MMA) segment (sample 12-240). Again the 

degree of polymerisation of MMA required to achieve a comparable degree of 

supercooling is much smaller than that of n-BA, which again we suggest is a result of 

greater propensity of P(MMA) for disrupting the nucleation of PE chains than P(n-BA).  
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4.7.5 PE-b-P(C14MA) 

 

Figure 4.48 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(C14MA) (Runs 14-16, Table 4.4), masses used: 5.15 mg, 7.18 mg, 6.57 mg. 

The macromonomer (PE-i-DIB, Mn = 2200 g/mol) used in Runs 14-16 (Table 4.4) had 

the same Tg at -140°C, which was maintained after copolymerisation with C14MA, and 

a sharp Tm peak at 121°C. After copolymerisation with C14MA, a small drop in the 

copolymer Tm from 121°C to 120°C was observed and no further drop in Tm was 

observed when the P(C14MA) block length was increased (Figure 4.48). Relative 

crystallinities of the PE segments were calculated to be: PE-i-DIB, 75%; Run 14-240, 

ca 64%; Run 15-240, ca 51%; Run 16-240, ca 42%. A second Tm at -4°C which is 

attributable to the alkyl side chains of the P(C14MA) segment58 (Figure 4.48) was also 

detected. This Tm value does not change with molecular weight or dispersity but as the 

polar block length is increased it becomes correspondingly more intense, consistent with 

our assignment as a property of the side chains. The expected Tg at -9°C corresponding 
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to the amorphous P(C14MA) segment58 was not detected, presumably because it is 

obscured by the melting curve for the P(C14MA) side chains.  

 

Figure 4.49 - Third cooling curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-P(C14MA) (Runs 14-16), masses used: 5.15 mg, 7.18 mg, 6.57 mg. 

In these materials, as with all the others discussed so far, we observe an increasing 

degree of supercooling as the polar block length is increased. In this case however, the 

increase is much more modest, from 10°C in the macromonomer to 13°C in the 

copolymer with the largest P(C14MA) block (Figure 4.49). Also detectable is the 

corresponding Tc for the P(C14MA) alkyl side chains at -17°C. 
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4.7.6 PE-b-PS   

 

Figure 4.50 - Third heating curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-PS (Runs 18-20, Table 4.5), masses used: 4.81 mg, 8.33 mg, 7.33 mg. 

Figure 4.50 shows that the PE Tg at -140°C did not change after copolymerisation with 

styrene (Runs 18-20, Table 4.5), while the Tm peak was slightly reduced from 121°C in 

the macromonomer to 117°C in the PE-b-PS copolymer as the length of the PS block 

was increased. The relative crystallinities of the PE segments in the materials were 

calculated to be: PE-i-DIB, 75%; Run 18-240, ca 67%; Run 19-240, ca 65%; Run 20-

240, ca 60%, suggesting that the PE segment in these materials retains crystallinity to a 

larger extent than in the other copolymers discussed here. As with PE-b-P(MMA), the 

Tg for the amorphous PS (95°C)57 but was not detected as a result of overlap of the large 

PE melting curve occurring from ca 50°C.   
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Figure 4.51 - Third cooling curves (10°C/min) from DSC traces of PE-i-DIB, mass used = 5.23 mg; PE-

i-DIB-b-PS (Runs 18-20, Table 4.5), masses used: 4.81 mg, 8.33 mg, 7.33 mg. 

Figure 4.51 shows the familiar reduction in Tc with increasing polar block length, as well 

as an increasing degree of supercooling from 10°C in the macromonomer to 53°C in the 

copolymer with the largest PS block. The change in the degree of supercooling is similar 

to that observed in the higher molecular weight PE-b-P(n-BA) samples but in this case 

the degree of polymerisation to achieve this was similar. This indicates a similar 

propensity for disrupting PE chain nucleation between PS and P(n-BA). 
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4.8 Conclusions 

The versatility of the PE-i-DIB macromonomer was investigated through free-radical 

copolymerisations with a range of different polar monomers under similar conditions to 

those described in Chapter 3. PE copolymer products with vinyl esters, methacrylates 

and styrene were synthesised, isolated and purified. Kinetic runs allowed us to follow 

the progress of the polymerisations by GPC and NMR.     

Detailed NMR studies were consistent with the presence of a block structure and the 

presence of a single diffusion coefficient in DOSY experiments suggested that there 

were no other materials present in the purified samples. Observations consistent with 

aggregate formation was also found in further DOSY NMR experiments as well as in 

VT NMR. As far as we know, this is the first example of polyethylene block copolymers 

being characterised by DOSY and the behaviour of these materials in the presence of 

other polymer species was discussed. Further evidence of aggregation in selective 

solvents was obtained from materials with larger polar blocks by their analysis using 

DLS and results from DSC studies were found to be consistent with phase separation of 

crystalline PE and amorphous polar blocks.  

The simplicity of synthesis and purification, the range of compatible monomers, the ease 

with which molecular weights of both blocks can be tuned and the commercial 

availability of all reagents involved in both reaction steps make this a remarkably 

powerful and highly practical process that overcomes many of the technical and 

commercial drawbacks of the strategies discussed in Chapter 1.   
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Chapter 5: Application of Polyethylene diblock copolymers as 

wax crystal modifiers in diesel 

5.1 Introduction 

The crystallisation of paraffin waxes from middle distillate fuels is of great practical 

interest to the petroleum industry because of the problems associated with such events 

in the flow properties of the fuels at low temperatures.1 In untreated fuels, rhomboid-

shaped paraffin wax crystals grow very quickly with falling temperature and can 

interlock to form large “house of card” type structures.2, 3 As a consequence, a small 

amount of precipitated wax is often sufficient to cause gelling of the fuel which can 

block pumps, transmission lines and filters, leading to engine failure.4, 5 The addition of 

copolymer additives, variously called wax crystal modifiers or cold flow improvers, is 

by far the most practical and economically viable solution to this problem and as such 

is the most commonly used method.6 There has been a great deal of work devoted to the 

synthesis of these additives and as a result, a wide variety of polymeric materials have 

been found to improve the low temperature operability of crude oils and middle-distillate 

fuels by altering the size and/or shape of the crystals formed. Included in this range of 

additives are random copolymers such as those of alkyl acrylates or methacrylates with 

α-olefins,7, 8, 9 poly(vinyl ethers),10 ethylene-vinyl ester, including ethylene-vinyl acetate 

(EVA),5, 11 as well as more specific architectures like combs3, 12, 13 and diblock 

copolymers.14, 15, 16  

Just as the types of polymer additive are many and varied, so are the reported 

mechanisms by which they work. Much of the research into preparing new additives is 

governed by a desired or proposed method of interaction with the wax crystals. Among 
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many proposed mechanisms, the most widely accepted are: (a) nucleation, normally 

associated with additives that contain crystalline segments which provide multiple sites 

promoting crystal growth and amorphous segments that control the growth of said 

crystals leading to more numerous smaller crystals; (b) adsorption (growth 

inhibiting/arresting), where the additive physically binds to a face of a wax crystal and 

thus prevents further growth from that face, as well as preventing interlocking of 

crystals. This often results in needle-shaped crystals.5, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 Random copolymers 

like EVA or PE-co-PEB have previously been reported to act by the former mechanism, 

where the crystallisable ethylene segments form nucleation sites.4, 22 Conversely, 

diblock copolymers like PE-b-PEP were thought to utilise the latter, physically 

adsorbing to the wax crystal to inhibit further growth and prevent aggregation of 

crystals.23      

EVA copolymers in particular have been the mainstay of wax crystal modification in 

middle-distillate fuels for many years24, 25 and, while they are generally reported be 

growth-arresting additives, there is a report that suggests that this can vary depending 

on the VAc content. Richter and co-workers describe EVA polymers that contain less 

VAc and more crystalline regions are perceived as acting like nucleating agents, while 

those with fewer crystalline segments and higher VAc content as behaving like growth 

arrestors.5 These additives are normally sold as packages that consist either of mixtures 

of nucleator and growth arrestors or single shot grades which are thought to combine the 

nucleation and growth inhibition properties of the mixture.5   

This chapter discusses the testing of some of the PE-polar monomer block copolymers 

synthesised in chapters 3 and 4 for their wax crystal modification properties in diesel as 

assessed by their performance in the cold filter plugging point test (CFPP) and further 
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investigated by DSC. Of those block copolymers that were soluble in diesel, a range of 

molecular weights were tested to study the effect of polar block length on performance. 

Based on the above literature reports, we would expect the amphiphilic diblock 

copolymers discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 to behave in a similar way to the PE-b-PEP 

diblocks; namely that the chemically similar non-polar PE block would adsorb to the 

face of a wax crystal and the chemically different polar block would inhibit further 

growth on that face of the crystal and prevent crystals aggregating to form larger 

structures.        

5.2 Cold filter plugging point (CFPP) 

The CFPP test is established around the world as the standard means for determining the 

limiting temperature of operability of cold, wax-bearing, middle-distillate fuels.26 A 

small sample of the fuel is transferred to a test jar equipped with a thermometer and filter 

assembly, which is connected to a pipette and a vacuum source (Figure 5.1, Left). The 

test jar is then loaded into the cooling bath (Figure 5.1, Right) and the fuel is repeatedly 

drawn through the filter under vacuum at every 1°C as the sample is cooled.26 The CFPP 

of a sample is defined as the highest temperature (in multiples of 1°C) at which either a 

given volume of fuel fails to pass under vacuum through a standardised filtration device 

within a specified time; or the fuel drawn up under vacuum fails to flow back into the 

sample vessel before the next vacuum cycle starts.26 
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Solutions of the copolymers (10% w/v) were prepared in Solvesso 150®; a hydrocarbon 

solvent mixture with a high aromatic content and b.p. 175-205°C. Diesel test samples 

were treated with known concentrations of neat polymer, or with formulations consisting 

of known concentrations of polymer and commercial co-additives (growth arrestor, GA 

and nucleator, NU) in set ratios to try to establish the mode of action. Two tests were 

performed on each doped diesel sample over consecutive days under the same 

atmospheric conditions and the results did not differ from one test to the next within 

experimental error of the test equipment (±2°C). PE-b-P(MMA) and PE-b-P(S) 

copolymers were insoluble in diesel regardless of molecular weight or concentration and 

as such were not tested. 

5.2.1 PE-b-P(n-BA) additives 

CFPP testing was conducted on the PE-b-P(n-BA) copolymers prepared under batch 

conditions. Samples isolated after 180 min from runs 2-4 (Table 3.1, Chapter 3) were 

Figure 5.1 – (Left) Test jar containing fuel specimen, thermometer and filter assembly connected to a 

bulb pipette and a vacuum source. (Right) Test jar loaded into the cooling bath. 
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dissolved in Solvesso 150 and doped into 50 g samples of diesel as a neat additive and 

in formulation with commercial additives. The CFPP results for the diesel samples 

doped with these materials are shown in Table 5.1. These additives did improve the 

CFPP of the diesel relative to untreated sample as a neat additive and in formulation 

with a commercial nucleator, but no difference was observed across the three polar block 

lengths in these formulations. We also note that the CFPP of diesel treated with neat 

nucleator was -17°C at the same treat rate, so the result with this formulation is likely to 

have been contributed to by the presence of a small amount of the nucleator. When 

combined with the growth arrestor, the two higher molecular weight PE-b-P(n-BA) 

additives did not significantly improve the CFPP performance of the diesel above the 

untreated sample. However, we do observe a modest improvement in performance when 

the lower molecular weight material was used. From these results we speculated that 

lowering the polar block length further may improve the performance of the additive in 

formulation with growth arrestor. 

Table 5.1 – CFPP results for PE-b-P(n-BA) copolymers prepared under batch conditions. 

Additive 
PE Mn 

(g/mol)a 

Copolymer 

Mn (g/mol) a Ð a 

CFPP 

Polymer 

(°C)b 

CFPP 

with GA 

(°C) b 

CFPP with 

NU (°C) b 

1 2100 7000 2.2 -13 -11 -15 

2 2100 19000 3.6 -13 -8 -15 

3 2100 40000 7.4 -13 -8 -15 
a GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
b Total additive concentration = 250 ppm; polymer:GA treat ratio = 20:80; polymer:NU treat ratio = 80:20; 

untreated fuel CFPP = -7°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat GA = -8°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat NU = 

-17°C; CFPP of fuel treated with 80/20 formulation of GA:NU = -28°C. 

As was demonstrated in Chapter 3, conducting the copolymerisation under starved feed 

conditions facilitated superior control over the reaction, thus allowing access to the 

lower molecular weight materials we were aiming for. Table 5.2 shows the results of 
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CFPP testing on the final samples obtained of these materials, where we observe 

considerable improvement in performance of the additive in formulation with the growth 

arrestor as the polar block length is reduced from additives 6 to 5 where the performance 

peaked at -21°C. By comparison the performance as neat additives and in formulation 

with the nucleator remained essentially the same. The additive with the shortest polar 

block (additive 4) precipitated when it was doped into the diesel, suggesting that the 

solubility limit for these materials has been reached. The best performance in this case 

was with additive 5 in a formulation with the commercial growth arrestor, which is 

consistent with activity as a nucleating agent i.e. providing sites for the promotion of 

wax crystal growth but also controlling the growth of the crystals (vide supra). 

Table 5.2 – CFPP results from PE-b-P(n-BA) copolymers prepared under starved feed conditions. 

Additive 
PE Mn 

(g/mol)a 

Copolymer 

Mn (g/mol) a Ð a 

CFPP 

Polymer 

(°C)b 

CFPP 

with GA 

(°C) b 

CFPP with 

NU (°C) b 

4 2100 4900 2.0 Insoluble Insoluble Insoluble 

5 2100 6700 2.1 -13 -21 -16 

6 2100 7900 2.1 -13 -12 -16 
a GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
b Total additive concentration = 250 ppm; polymer:GA treat ratio = 20/80; polymer:NU treat ratio = 80:20; 

untreated fuel CFPP = -7°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat GA = -8°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat NU = 

-17°C; CFPP of fuel treated with 80/20 formulation of GA:NU = -28°C. 

 

5.2.2 PE-b-P(VAc) additives 

Although the use of EVA random copolymers in wax crystal modification applications 

is well documented, only the PE-b-P(VAc) copolymers with larger polar blocks 

discussed in Chapter 4 were found to be soluble in fuel and as such, only the higher 

molecular weight materials from the kinetic runs were tested in CFPP. The CFPP results 

for these additives are shown in Table 5.3.   
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Table 5.3 - CFPP results from PE-b-P(VAc) copolymers prepared under batch conditions. 

Additive 
PE Mn 

(g/mol)a 

Copolymer 

Mn (g/mol) a Ð a 

CFPP 

Polymer 

(°C)b 

CFPP 

with GA 

(°C) b 

CFPP with 

NU (°C) b 

7 2100 4000 2.2 -8 -10 -15 

8 2100 6800 3.0 -9 -21 -14 
a GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
b Total additive concentration = 250 ppm; polymer:GA treat ratio = 20/80; polymer:NU treat ratio = 80:20; 

untreated fuel CFPP = -7°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat GA = -8°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat NU = 

-17°C; CFPP of fuel treated with 80/20 formulation of GA:NU = -28°C. 

The fuel samples doped with neat polymer in both cases performed poorly, barely 

improving the performance beyond that of untreated fuel. Formulations with the 

nucleator produced similar CFPP performance to that of neat nucleator which, given the 

performance of the neat polymer samples, suggests that the presence of a small 

concentration of the commercial additive was the reason for the improvement. Little 

difference in performance was observed when the fuel was treated with a formulation of 

the lower molecular weight PE-b-P(VAc) copolymer and the growth arrestor, although 

there was a distinct improvement in performance with the higher molecular weight 

copolymer in the same formulation. The vastly improved performance of the higher 

molecular weight copolymer with growth arrestor would indicate that the block 

copolymer is acting as a nucleator. Unusually for these additives, the higher molecular 

weight material performed considerably better. 

5.2.3 PE-b-P(V2EH) additives 

The PE-b-P(V2EH) copolymers were far more soluble than the PE-b-P(VAc) materials 

on the whole as a result of the larger and bulkier side chain. As such all of these materials 

from the kinetic runs discussed in Chapter 4 were tested in CFPP.  
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Table 5.4 – CFPP results from PE-b-P(V2EH) copolymers prepared under batch conditions. 

Additive 
PE Mn 

(g/mol)a 

Copolymer 

Mn (g/mol) a Ð a 

CFPP 

Polymer 

(°C)b 

CFPP 

with GA 

(°C) b 

CFPP with 

NU (°C) b 

9 2100 4300 1.8 -16 -23 -16 

10 2100 7500 2.6 -17 -21 -18 

11 2100 12100 3.5 -18 -21 -19 
a GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
b Total additive concentration = 250 ppm; polymer:GA treat ratio = 20/80; polymer:NU treat ratio = 80:20; 

untreated fuel CFPP = -7°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat GA= -8°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat NU = 

-17°C; CFPP of fuel treated with 80/20 formulation of GA:NU = -28°C. 

The results shown in Table 5.4 firstly suggest that the PE-b-P(V2EH) copolymers are 

far more active than the PE-b-P(n-BA) materials across all three formulations. The 

performance of the additives with the growth arrestor was the best of the three, which is 

consistent with the results from the PE-b-P(n-BA) materials and suggests that the 

materials are acting as nucleating agents. This is also supported by the consistency of 

the performance of each polymer as neat additives and in formulations with the 

nucleator. Again the additives with the lower polar block length gave the best results. 

The best performing formulation with these materials achieved a CFPP of -23°C 

(additive 9), which is fairly close to the CFPP achieved by the combination of the two 

commercial additives at the same treat rate (250 ppm). Interestingly, the performance of 

the neat additives and the formulations with the nucleator also improved with these 

materials and increasing the polar block length from Mn = 4300 g/mol to 12100 g/mol 

improved the performance in these formulations.   

5.2.4 PE-b-P(C14MA) additives 

As with the PE-b-P(V2EH) materials, the long alkyl side chain of C14MA meant that 

the PE-b-P(C14MA) copolymers were highly soluble in diesel (by comparison the PE-
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b-P(MMA) materials were insoluble). The results shown in Table 5.5 show a sharp 

improvement in performance as a neat additive when the polar block length decreases 

from Mn = 39000 to 8300 g/mol (additives 15 to 13) but a drop in performance when the 

polar block length was decreased further. In fact the sample containing additive 13 as a 

neat additive gave the best CFPP performance to date with -25°C, very close to the CFPP 

achieved when growth arrestor and nucleator were combined. There was a significant 

improvement in CFPP in the formulations with the nucleator when the polar block was 

reduced between additives 14 and 13 but no more improvement when the polar block 

was decreased further (12). The performance in formulation with the growth arrestor 

was fairly consistent as the polar block length was varied, with a slight improvement 

between additives 14 and 13 but no further improvement with the smallest polar block 

in additives 12. Unusually for these block copolymer additives, which thus far have 

performed best in formulation with the growth arrestor, additive 13 performed well in 

formulation with both growth arrestor and the nucleator and even better as a neat 

additive. This indicates that additive 13 could have both nucleating and growth arresting 

properties and could be used as a single-shot additive, as with certain grades of EVA. 

Table 5.5 – CFPP results from PE-b-P(C14MA) copolymers prepared under batch conditions. 

Material 
PE Mn 

(g/mol)a 

Copolymer 

Mn (g/mol) a Ð a 

CFPP 

Polymer 

(°C)b 

CFPP 

with GA 

(°C) b 

CFPP with 

NU (°C) b 

12 2100 4500 2.3 -17 -23 -19 

13 2100 6700 3.3 -25 -23 -20 

14 2100 11600 6.1 -13 -22 -19 

15 2100 39300 8 -11 -22 -13 
a GPC data obtained at 160°C in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene using universal calibration. PS standards were used 

to calibrate the system (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for further details). 
b Total additive concentration = 250 ppm; polymer:GA treat ratio = 20/80; polymer:NU treat ratio = 80:20; 

untreated fuel CFPP = -7°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat GA = -8°C; CFPP of fuel treated with neat NU = 

-17°C; CFPP of fuel treated with 80/20 formulation of GA:NU = -28°C. 
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5.3 Characterisation of additive effect on crystallisation events by DSC  

The effect of the additives on the crystallisation of the wax was investigated by 

differential scanning calorimetry. Comparisons of the second cooling curve of untreated 

fuel and those of fuel treated with commercial growth arrestor and nucleator, with the 

neat PE-b-P(X) copolymer additives and formulations of the commercial and block 

copolymer additives are given in the following sections. 

5.3.1 PE-b-P(n-BA) additives 

The effect of the copolymer on wax crystallisation in the fuel sample is characterised in 

DSC by the changes in wax appearance temperature (WAT), identified by the onset 

temperature of crystallisation in the cooling curve (e.g. in Figure 5.1), and the size of the 

peak in the cooling curve indicating a change in the amount of wax crystallisation by the 

change in heat flux in mWg-1. An increase in the WAT would be consistent with 

behaviour as a nucleating agent while a decrease in WAT would be consistent with 

growth arresting behaviour. The mass of the sample could be expected to have a 

significant effect on the size of the crystallisation peak so in order to gain meaningful 

information about the relative sizes of the peaks, the data has been corrected to take the 

mass differences into account.  

As shown in Figure 5.2, the untreated fuel had a WAT of -12.4°C which in the presence 

of the commercial growth arrestor decreased to -13.0°C, consistent with the expected 

behaviour of a growth arrestor. In the presence of the commercial nucleator the WAT 

increased to -11.5°C, which is consistent with its expected behaviour. Both commercial 

additives caused a reduction in the size of the crystallisation peak but in the case of the 

nucleator the reduction was substantial. This could suggest a significant change in the 
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size of the wax crystals, as well as a likely change in the morphology (vide supra). When 

the two commercial additives were used in formulation, the WAT and the size of the 

peak remained the same as it had in the presence of neat nucleator which would initially 

indicate that the growth arrestor is not making a significant contribution. However the 

dramatic improvement in CFPP performance from neat nucleator (-17°C) to the 

formulation of both additives (-28°C) would suggest that the growth arrestor is making 

a significant difference to the morphology of the wax crystal as well as the size of such 

crystals.      

 

Figure 5.2 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 1 

12.14 mg, PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 2 15.35 mg, PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 3 11.15 mg. 

While the neat PE-b-P(n-BA) additives had a rather limited effect on the CFPP 

performance, all three copolymers showed promise in the DSC traces. A significant 

increase in the WAT of the fuel was observed (Figure 5.2), which is consistent with 
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activity as a nucleating agent. Indeed the increase in WAT was greater in the fuel 

samples doped with the block copolymers than with the commercial formulation 

package. This is interesting when we consider the rather inferior performance of the 

block copolymer additives in CFPP. We also observed a considerable reduction in the 

size of the crystallisation peak in the DSC traces. The increase in WAT and the reduction 

in peak size suggest that the block copolymers are affecting both the onset of 

crystallisation and the size and shape of the crystals wax but the performance in CFPP 

would indicate that the improvement is fairly modest. The similarity in WAT and peak 

sizes across the three block copolymer additives would suggest that increasing the 

molecular weight of the polar block had little impact on the effectiveness of the additive, 

which is also reflected in their CFPP performance.  

 

Figure 5.3 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, GA:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 1 11.77 mg, 

GA:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 2 11.31 mg, GA:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 3 9.3 mg. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the comparison of the DSC cooling traces for the untreated fuel sample 

with samples treated with the commercial additives and those treated with the three PE-

b-P(n-BA) copolymers in formulation with the commercial growth arrestor (i.e. the 

block copolymer is being tested as a nucleator). Again we observe a similar increase in 

the WAT and a reduction in peak size in the samples treated with the block copolymer 

formulations and there seems to be very little difference in the effect of the additives as 

the size of the polar block is increased. While the effect of the additives in the DSC 

traces is evident, the CFPP performance of this formulation was poor. Noting the CFPP 

of the neat growth arrestor and given the difference in performance between the neat 

block copolymer and formulation with the growth arrestor and the similarity of the 

behaviour of the two sets of treated samples in DSC; we attribute this to the substantially 

reduced concentration of the block copolymer in this formulation (50 ppm) compared to 

the samples treated with neat copolymer.      
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Figure 5.4 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, NU:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 1 15.46 mg, 

NU:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 2 17.04 mg, NU:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 3 17.09 mg. 

When the fuel was treated with the block copolymer additives in formulation with the 

commercial nucleator (Figure 5.4), the traces were again rather similar to those for the 

fuel samples treated with neat block copolymer. In this formulation the block copolymer 

is being tested as a growth arresting agent and as such it is present in higher 

concentration (200 ppm) than the commercial nucleator (50 ppm), in fact a similar 

concentration to that in the neat sample (250 ppm). As a result, the fact that the WAT’s 

and crystallisation peak sizes were rather similar to the fuel samples containing neat 

polymer is not a surprise and this is also reflected in the similarity of the CFPP 

performance of this formulation with that of the neat polymer samples. Again we see 

that increasing the size of the polar block had little effect on either the WAT or the peak 

size. 
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Figure 5.5 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 5 

17.40 mg, PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 6 10.13 mg.  

Figure 5.5 compares the effect of the two PE-b-P(n-BA) additives prepared under 

starved feed conditions on the wax crystallisation in fuel with that of the commercial 

additives and untreated fuel. The increase in WAT for the fuel treated with the neat block 

copolymers (-11.8°C and -11.3°C) compared to untreated fuel is very similar to that 

achieved by the commercial nucleator and the commercial formulation (-11.5°C), but 

significantly lower than in the samples treated with the higher molecular weight batch-

prepared block copolymers. The size of the crystallisation peak is also substantially 

reduced relative to the untreated fuel in both cases. Indeed both of the PE-b-P(n-BA) 

additives match the commercial formulation for the effect on the crystallisation peak 

despite the modest improvement in CFPP with the higher molecular weight additive 

(vide supra).     
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Figure 5.6 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, GA:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 5 13.23 mg, 

GA:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 6 14.52 mg. 

When the DSC cooling traces are plotted for the fuel samples treated with formulations 

of copolymer and commercial growth arrestor (Figure 5.6), we observe a reduction in 

the size of the crystallisation peak compared to untreated fuel as expected, consistent 

with an effect on crystal size and shape. We also observe a slight reduction in the WAT 

compared to the samples treated with neat copolymer, which is not a surprise since the 

block copolymer additives are present in much smaller concentration (50 ppm vs 250 

ppm) in this formulation.    
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Figure 5.7 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, NU:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 5 14.91 mg, 

NU:PE-b-P(n-BA) Additive 6 8.09 mg. 

The plots for the DSC cooling traces of the fuel treated using formulations of the 

copolymers with the commercial nucleator (Figure 5.7) show a substantial increase in 

the WAT and reduction in the size of the wax crystals in the treated samples relative to 

the untreated sample. We also observe very little difference in WAT and peak size 

between the treated samples. This suggests that the commercial nucleator and the 

copolymer additives are acting in a similar way which indicates that the PE-b-P(n-BA) 

additives are also acting as nucleators.  
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5.3.2 PE-b-P(VAc) additives 

 

Figure 5.8 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, PE-b-P(VAc) Additive 7 

10.13 mg, PE-b-P(VAc) Additive 8 17.40 mg. 

Figure 5.8 shows the DSC cooling traces comparing the effect of the two neat PE-b-

P(VAc) additives wax crystallisation in fuel with that of the commercial additives and 

untreated fuel. An increase in the WAT of the fuel is observed for both block 

copolymers, similar in fact to the WAT in the presence of the neat nucleator, which again 

is consistent with the additives acting as nucleating agents. Again we also observe a 

significant reduction in the size of the crystallisation peak, despite the poor CFPP 

performance.  
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Figure 5.9 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, GA:PE-b-P(VAc) Additive 7 14.52 mg, 

GA:PE-b-P(VAc) Additive 8 13.23 mg. 

When the additives are analysed by DSC in formulation with the growth arrestor, an 

increase in WAT similar to that in the presence of the commercial nucleator is again 

observed and the reduction in the size of the crystallisation peak is also similar. The 

somewhat similar appearance of the DSC cooling curves for the samples containing the 

two block copolymers is interesting given the far superior CFPP performance of the 

higher molecular weight additive (Additive 8) in this formulation. The vast improvement 

in CFPP performance of additive 8 in combination with the growth arrestor supports our 

proposal that these block copolymers may be less effective at controlling the size of the 

crystals that form. 
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Figure 5.10 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, NU:PE-b-P(VAc) Additive 7 8.09 mg, 

NU:PE-b-P(VAc) Additive 8 14.91 mg. 

Plotting the DSC cooling curves for the fuel samples treated with the block copolymer 

additives in formulation with the nucleator shows a substantial increase in WAT as well 

as a considerable reduction in the size of the crystallisation peak. We observed earlier 

with the PE-b-P(n-BA) additives that the DSC for the neat polymer samples and the 

polymer:nucleator formulation samples were somewhat similar, likely as a result of 

there being similar concentrations of block copolymer additive. This was also reflected 

in the similar CFPP performance of the two sets of samples. In the case of the PE-b-

P(VAc) additives however, there was a stark contrast in the CFPP performance and the 

DSC curves for the neat polymer and polymer:nucleator formulations involving the PE-

b-P(VAc). Given this difference, and noting that the DSC of the neat polymer samples 

also showed an increase in WAT, we attributed the improvement in CFPP performance 

and the observations in the DSC traces for the polymer:nucleator formulations was 
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mainly due to the presence of the commercial nucleator in this case despite the fact that 

it was present in far lower concentration than the block copolymer. 

5.3.3 PE-b-P(V2EH) additives 

 

Figure 5.11 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 9 

11.72 mg, PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 10 14.87 mg, PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 11 16.94 mg.  

The cooling curves in Figure 5.11 show that the all three of the PE-b-P(V2EH) additives 

had a substantial effect on both the WAT and the size of the crystallisation peak. The 

WAT of the fuel sample containing the additive with the larger P(V2EH) blocks 

(additives 10 and 11) increased slightly to -11.1°C and -10.9°C respectively which is 

comparable with that of the commercial additive at -11.5°C. The additive with the 

smaller P(V2EH) block (additive 9) increased the WAT significantly beyond the 

commercial additives to -9.8°C. Again the advancing of the WAT is consistent with 

activity as nucleating agents and the nucleating effect of the additive was apparently 
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enhanced as the polar block length was reduced. The size of the crystallisation peak was 

also improved as the size of the P(V2EH) block was reduced and in this case the peaks 

for the samples containing additives 9 and 10 were smaller than that of the commercial 

formulation. This suggests that the additives are effective at controlling the size and 

morphology of the crystals formed through nucleation as evidenced by the CFPP 

performance of the neat additives. 

 

Figure 5.12 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, GA:PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 9 12.26 mg, 

GA:PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 10 13.33 mg, GA:PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 11 13.99 mg. 

Figure 5.12 shows the DSC cooling curves for the fuel samples treated with formulations 

of PE-b-P(V2EH) copolymers and the commercial growth arrestor. Again the WAT 

increases significantly in the presence of the block copolymer additives and the 

reduction in the size of the crystallisation peaks suggests the additives are having an 

effect on the size and shape of the crystals, though not as much as with the neat polymer 
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samples, which again we can attribute to the presence of a significant concentration of 

growth arrestor based on the data from the neat polymer samples. We note also that the 

WAT’s are slightly lower than for the neat polymer samples, which can be attributed 

firstly to the presence of a lower concentration of block copolymer additive in this 

formulation and secondly to the presence of the growth arrestor which lowered the WAT 

when tested neat. The importance of the growth arrestor is again in evidence in this 

package given the difference between the CFPP’s of the neat additives and this 

formultaion.  

 

Figure 5.13 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, NU:PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 9 9.35 mg, 

NU:PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 10 11.29 mg, NU:PE-b-P(V2EH) Additive 11 10.80 mg. 

When the DSC cooling curves for the fuel samples treated with the PE-b-P(V2EH) 

copolymers in formulation with the nucleator are plotted (Figure 5.13), the WAT’s and 

the reduction in crystallisation peak sizes were found to be rather similar to the 
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commercial formulation, as well as the neat polymer samples, though a further reduction 

in the peak size was noted for the sample containing the smallest PE-b-P(V2EH) 

additive. This data combined with the CFPP results indicate again that the commercial 

nucleator additive and the block copolymer additives are both working in similar ways, 

thus further demonstrating the advantage of using a nucleator and growth arrestor in 

combination.  

5.3.4 PE-b-P(C14MA) additives 

 

Figure 5.14 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 

12 7.55 mg, PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 13 12.97 mg, PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 14 11.34 mg; PE-b-

P(C14MA) Additive 15 10.02 mg.  

Again the plots of the DSC cooling curves show that treating the fuel with the neat PE-

b-P(C14MA) additives has a dramatic effect on both the WAT and the size of the 

crystallisation peak (Figure 5.14), peaking at -8.4°C with additive 12. We also observe 
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a similar trend towards the lower molecular weight copolymers which is consistent with 

the CFPP performance data. When compared to fuel treated with the commercial 

formulation, additives 12-14 significantly advanced the WAT, consistent with activity 

as nucleators, and reduced the size of the crystallisation peak. Indeed additives 12 and 

13 advanced the WAT and reduced the size of the crystallisation peak further than the 

commercial formulation.     

 

Figure 5.15 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, GA:PE-b-P(C14MA) 

Additive 12 8.15 mg, GA:PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 13 13.40 mg, GA:PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 14 

9.89 mg; GA:PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 15 14.15 mg. 

When these copolymer additives were studied in formulation with the growth arrestor 

(Figure 5.15) a similar trend in WAT was observed; along with similar reductions in 

crystallisation peak sizes. In the case of the higher molecular weight additives, the 

formulation with the growth arrestor actually reduced the size of the crystallisation peak 

further despite the much smaller concentration of block copolymer. This effect is 
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reflected in the dramatic improvement in CFPP performance of these higher molecular 

weight additives with the growth arrestor compared to the neat additives (vide supra). 

Indeed, the CFPP performance of the higher molecular weight additives was similar to 

the lower molecular weight materials in the same formulation; whereas with the other 

materials discussed here there had been a distinct trend favouring the lower molecular 

weight additives.  

 

Figure 5.16 - Second cooling curve (5°C/min) from DSC traces of untreated fuel, mass used = 9.62 mg 

and treated fuel, masses used: GA 13.47 mg, NU 16.61 mg, GA:NU 9.70 mg, NU:PE-b-P(C14MA) 

Additive 12 11.85 mg, NU:PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 13 11.23 mg, NU:PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 14 

7.26 mg; NU:PE-b-P(C14MA) Additive 15 16.05 mg.    

The DSC cooling curves for the PE-b-P(C14MA) additives in formulation with the 

growth arrestor (Figure 5.16) are similar to those of the neat additives, again showing 

the significantly advancing WATs and the far smaller crystallisation peaks relative to 

the untreated fuel. As evidenced by the CFPP performance of these additives, they are 

unusual in that they seem to have a positive effect on the crystallisation of the wax 
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regardless of the formulation. As can be seen in Figure 5.15, even when the components 

of the formulation are expected to be behaving in the same way, there is still a significant 

observable effect of the block copolymer additives on the WAT when compared to both 

the neat nucleator and the formulation with the growth arrestor. The effect on the DSC 

cooling curves and the CFPP performance across the formulations suggest that these 

materials could also be useful as so-called single-shot additives i.e. they are able to 

behave both as nucleating agents and as growth arrestors to control the size and 

morphology of the wax crystals. 

5.4 Conclusions 

PE diblock copolymers synthesised using a range of polar monomers from the 

macromonomer PE-i-DIB as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 were tested for their wax 

crystal modification properties in one type of diesel. The performance of the block 

copolymers was tested as a neat additive and in formulations with a commercial growth 

arrestor and a commercial nucleator in the CFPP test and the crystallisation events 

investigated by DSC. With the PE block molecular weight kept constant, varying the 

molecular weight of the polar block was found to have a dramatic effect on the CFPP 

performance, with materials containing smaller polar blocks generally performing 

considerably better than those containing larger blocks. The exception was the PE-b-

P(VAc) materials where the material containing the larger polar block was more 

effective; we attribute this deviation from the rest of the data to a difference in solubility 

characteristics of the two additives in the formulation. 

In general, the best performance in CFPP came when the copolymers were tested in 

formulation with the commercial growth arrestor, which is consistent with the PE block 

copolymers acting as nucleating agents. This is also supported by the DSC data 
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conducted on the neat polymer samples which show that the WAT in samples containing 

block copolymer were higher than for untreated fuel, which is what would be expected 

for a nucleating agent and is consistent with the activity of the commercial nucleating 

agent. Indeed some of the materials advanced the WAT to a greater extent even than the 

commercial nucleator and the commercial formulation and, in some more specific cases, 

e.g. PE-b-P(V2EH) and PE-b-P(C14MA), the reduction in the size of the crystallisation 

peak was greater than the commercial additives. The PE-b-P(V2EH) and PE-b-

P(C14MA) materials were the best of the block copolymer additives that were tested; 

with the former yielding a best CFPP result of -23°C in formulation with the growth 

arrestor (Additive 9) and the latter a best result of -25°C as a neat additive (Additive 13). 

While additive 13 performed well across all formulations in this fuel, the fact that the 

best performance came as a neat polymer is particularly interesting because it indicates 

that the material is most productively used as a single shot additive i.e. it has both 

nucleating and growth arresting properties. 

The results from this chapter show that even though none of the materials tested 

improved the performance of this particular batch of diesel further than the formulation 

of the two commercial additives; these block copolymers have significant potential as 

wax crystal modifiers in middle-distillate fuels. The potential for further work is also 

extremely broad, with further testing of the materials with different co-additives, in 

different types of fuel and at different treat rates being just some of the options available 

for the range discussed here alone. There is also potential for altering the size and nature 

of the olefin block as well as an almost endless range of polar monomers to utilise in the 

remarkably versatile copolymer synthesis.     
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Chapter 6: Experimental 

6.1 General Considerations 

Where it was necessary the work detailed below was carried out under an inert 

atmosphere of argon, using standard Schlenk techniques. All glassware, cannulae and 

syringes were oven dried at 125°C for at least 24 h prior to use. Toluene was dried by 

reflux over sodium metal for three days prior to distillation, then degassed using three 

freeze-pump-thaw cycles before use. 1,3-diisopropenylbenzene (97%, Sigma 

Aldrich/97%, TCI Europe), (R)-limonene (97%, Sigma Aldrich), (S)-limonene (96%, 

Sigma Aldrich), 5-vinyl-2-norbornene (95% containing 80-150 ppm 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-

methylphenol (BHT) as inhibitor, Sigma Aldrich) and 5-ethylidene-2-norbornene (99% 

containing 100-200 ppm BHT as inhibitor, Sigma Aldrich) were passed through a 

column of alumina, transferred into glass ampoules and dried over 4Å molecular sieves. 

The ampoules were degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and stored under argon 

before use. Methylaluminoxane (AXION CA 310) was purchased from Chemtura as a 

10 wt% solution in toluene, which was transferred to a graduated glass ampoule by 

cannula and used without further manipulation. Research grade ethylene (BOC) was 

passed through a drying train containing drying train consisting of BASF R3-11G 

deoxygenating agent and 3 Å molecular sieves as it was transferred in situ from the 

cylinder to the burette system as shown in Figure 6.1. High purity hydrogen (99.995%, 

BOC) was used as received. n-Butyl acrylate (≥99% contains 10-60 ppm monomethyl 

ether hydroquinone as inhibitor, Sigma Aldrich), vinyl acetate (99+% contains 3-20 ppm 

hydroquinone as inhibitor, Acros Organics), methyl methacrylate (99+% contains ≤30 

ppm monoethyl hydroquinone as inhibitor, Acros Organics) and styrene (≥99% contains 

4-tert-butyl catechol as inhibitor, Sigma Aldrich) were passed through an alumina 
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column to remove the inhibitor before use. Vinyl-2-ethyl hexanoate (97%, Infineum UK 

Ltd) and myristyl methacrylate (96%, Infineum UK Ltd) were used as received. Thermal 

initiators Dibenzoyl peroxide (75% remainder water, Sigma Aldrich) and di-tert-butyl 

peroxide (98%, Sigma Aldrich) were used as received. Solvents and anti-solvents used 

in the free-radical polymerisation procedures: Toluene (reagent grade, Sigma Aldrich), 

methanol (reagent grade, Fisher Scientific), ethanol (reagent grade, Fisher Scientific) 

and acetone (reagent grade, Fisher Scientific) were all used as received. 1,1,2,2-

Tetrachloroethane-d2 (99.6%, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc.) toluene-d8 (99.6%, 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc.) and chloroform-d (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich) were 

used as received. Zirconocene dichloride (≥98%, Sigma Aldrich) was stored in an 

MBraun glovebox at <5 ppm O2. Dry toluene (25 ml) was transferred into a 25 ml 

graduated glass ampoule by cannula, which was then degassed by three freeze-pump-

thaw cycles and sealed under vacuum. Zirconocene dichloride was weighed out, added 

to the toluene and the resulting solution stored in an MBraun glovebox at <5 ppm O2.      

1H NMR spectra of the PE-containing samples were recorded on a Bruker AV-400 

spectrometer at 100°C in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 (PE-i-DIB and PE-i-LIM-based 

samples) or toluene-d8 (P(E-co-VNB) and P(E-co-ENB)-based samples). Residual 

protio-solvent was used as an internal reference.1, 2 13C NMR spectra of PE-containing 

samples were recorded on a Bruker DRX-500 and DRX-600 spectrometers at 125 MHz 

and 150 MHz respectively (specified where necessary) in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 

(PE-i-DIB and PE-i-LIM-based samples) or toluene-d8 (P(E-co-VNB) and P(E-co-

ENB)-based samples) at 100°C (>10,000 scans, 4 s relaxation time) ensuring that the 

sample was fully dissolved. 1H NMR spectra of samples of polar homopolymers (P(n-

BA), P(VAc), P(V2EH), P(MMA), P(C14MA) and PS) were recorded on a Bruker 

DPX-400 spectrometer at 25°C in chloroform-d and again, residual protio-solvent was 
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used as the internal reference. 13C NMR spectra of polar homopolymer samples were 

recorded on a Bruker DPX-400 spectrometer at 100 MHz in chloroform-d. Routine 

NMR assignments (including polymer samples) were confirmed by 1H-1H (COSY), 13C-

1H (HMQC) and 13C-1H (HMBC) correlation experiments where necessary.    

High temperature GPC was performed on PE-containing polymer samples in 1,2,4-

trichlorobenzene (≥99%, Sigma Aldrich) containing 250 ppm BHT (≥99%, Sigma 

Aldrich) antioxidant at 160°C at a flow rate of 1 ml/min on an Agilent PL220 equipped 

with differential refractive index (DRI), viscometry (VS) and dual angle light scatter (LS 

90 + 15) detectors. The system was fitted with 2 x PLgel Mixed D columns (300 x 7.5 

mm) and a PLgel 5 µm guard column. Polystyrene standards (Agilent EasyVials) were 

used to create a third order calibration. Analyte samples were filtered through a stainless 

steel frit with 10 μm pore size before injection. Respectively, experimental molar mass 

and dispersity (Đ) values of synthesized polymers were determined by universal 

calibration using Agilent GPC/SEC software. Universal calibration was used for the PE-

based macromonomers and block copolymers in order to remove the chemical 

dependence of the calibration on the calibrants. The hydrodynamic volume of the 

copolymer samples will be different to the PS standards used to calibrate the system; 

consequently molecular weight data obtained for these samples with a conventional 

calibration will have substantial discrepancies from the true molecular weight. We 

therefore utilised a universal calibration which uses the concentration response from the 

RI detector and the intrinsic viscosity calculated from the response of the viscometer to 

generate a calibration curve of log (intrinsic viscosity × molecular weight) vs retention 

time (effectively log (size) vs retention time). As demonstrated by the work of Benoit et 

al,3 the system separates by the size of samples in solution so the same calibration curve 

is generated regardless of the chemistry of the standards used to generate it. When 
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samples were analysed, the concentration and specific viscosity were determined from 

the response from the concentration detector and viscometer respectively. The specific 

viscosity was then converted to intrinsic viscosity which, along with the retention time, 

was compared to the calibration curve to generate the molecular weight of the sample. 

A PS standard was run alongside the copolymer samples and the peak molecular weight 

(Mp) of the standard was never more than 10% away from the stated molecular weight 

and, in the majority of cases, was no more than 5% away. 

Room temperature GPC was carried out on soluble homopolymer samples in chloroform 

with 2 % TEA (triethylamine) additive at 30°C at a flow rate of 1 ml/min on an Agilent 

390-LC MDS instrument equipped with differential refractive index (DRI), viscometry 

(VS), dual angle light scatter (LS) and two wavelength UV detectors. The system was 

equipped with 2 x PLgel Mixed C columns (300 x 7.5 mm) that uses 10 µm and 5 µm 

PLgel guard columns. Poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly(styrene) standards (Agilent 

EasyVials) were used for calibration depending on the analyte (specified where 

appropriate). Analyte samples were filtered through a GVHP membrane with 0.22 μm 

pore size before injection. Experimental molar mass and dispersity (Đ) values of 

synthesized polymers were determined by conventional calibration using Agilent 

GPC/SEC software. 

Particle size distributions were measure by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a 

Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. Samples for DLS measurements were prepared by 

weighing 10 mg of each polymer into a vial and making up to concentrations of 1 mg/ml 

with THF, which had been filtered using a GVHP membrane with 0.22 μm pore size to 

remove dust. To aid dissolution, the solutions were stirred using a vortex mixer for 5 

min. Quartz cuvettes with two clear faces were filled to 1 cm depth with solutions for 
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ideal temperature control and two min temperature stabilisation time at 25°C was 

allowed. Each sample underwent three measurements of 15 scans each and the average 

of each set of measurements was reported. 

Thermal analyses on copolymers were carried out on a Mettler Toledo DSC-400 system. 

Under an atmosphere of dinitrogen, the samples were heated to 160°C at 10°C/min, then 

cooled to -160°C at 10°C/min for recrystallization. This cycle was repeated three times 

in total and after the first melt to erase thermal history, all subsequent thermograms were 

identical. The thermal data (Tm, Tc, Tg) reported were taken from the third heating and 

cooling cycles. Thermal analyses on doped diesel samples were also carried out under 

dinitrogen. The samples were heated to 60°C at 5°C/min, held at 60°C for two min, then 

cooled to -30°C at 5°C/min and held at -30°C for two min. This cycle was repeated twice 

in total and after the first heat to erase thermal history, all subsequent thermograms were 

identical. The thermal data (wax appearance temperature, WAT) reported was taken 

from the second cooling cycle. 

Cold filter plugging points (CFPP) of diesel samples were determined using an ISL 

CFPP 5GS instrument. Diesel was filtered through 30 μm filter paper and 50 g samples 

were prepared by doping with known concentrations of 10% w/v Solvesso® 150 

cutbacks of copolymer additive. CFPP experiments were carried out according to the 

standard procedure outlined in ASTM D6371.3, 4   

Software used in the project included CambridgeSoft ChemOffice, Endnote X7, 

MestReNova, Microsoft Office 2013, Origin Pro 9.1, STARe thermal evaluation 

software and Agilent GPC/SEC software.  
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6.1.1 Table values and equations 

The values tabulated in Chapters 2-5 were calculated as follows: 

𝑀𝑛 =  
∑ 𝑀𝑖𝑁𝑖

∑ 𝑁𝑖
                           𝑀𝑤 =  

∑ 𝑀𝑖
2𝑁𝑖

∑ 𝑀𝑖  𝑁𝑖
                              Ð =  

𝑀𝑤

𝑀𝑛
 

Where possible, monomer conversion was determined gravimetrically, or otherwise by 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Chapters 3 and 4). Productivity measurements were calculated 

using equation (4). 

(4) 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑘𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 ×ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
  

1,3-Diisopropenylbenzene (DIB) incorporation (mol%) was determined from 

quantitative 1H NMR spectroscopy using equation (5). 

(5) 
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟

𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟+𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑒  
 × 100 

6.1.2 Gas burette system used to measure ethylene uptake during polymerisation 

A gas pressure burette system was constructed by previous members of the research 

group to facilitate ethylene uptake measurements during polymerisation reactions, 

which would provide information on catalyst lifetime and allow determination of the 

productivity of the catalysis.5 Gas is allowed to flow from a storage tank (burette) 

through a regulator into the reaction vessel. The gas uptake (in moles) by the 

polymerisation can be calculated by measuring the change in pressure of the storage 

tank.  
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Figure 6.1 - Gas pressure burette schematic. 

The equipment was constructed as shown schematically in Figure 6.1 (details are 

provided in Appendix B).5 Prior to reaction, ethylene is passed through a drying train 

consisting of BASF R3-11G deoxygenating agent and 3 Å molecular sieves (E-2), and 

a filter (E-3), and then stored in an appropriately sized (300, 1000, 2250 cm3) pressure 

burette (E-4, E-5, or E-6 respectively) at ca 16 bar. During the reaction, the supply valve 

(V-5) is closed, and gas passes from the burette through the regulator (V-8) into the 

reaction vessel (E-8) at between 1 and 7 bar as appropriate. 

6.1.2.1 Data acquisition and processing 

The pressure in the gas burette was measured by a pressure transducer (I-1), and the 

reactor temperature was measured by a thermocouple (I-3). Data from the sensors is 

digitised by process meters (I-5 and I-6), and recorded at the desired frequency (usually 

1 s-1) by an attached computer (I-4). Custom data acquisition software (Polymeister) was 

written by a previous group member for this setup in the Java programming language,5 

and this is used to display a chart of the ethylene uptake and temperature during the 

polymerisation. The software is controlled through a graphical user interface and outputs 

data in CSV format which can be tabulated in readily available spreadsheet software. 
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The control software also performs conversion calculations from pressure of ethylene 

remaining in the burette to moles of gas taken up during the reaction, by applying the 

second-order virial equation of state6, shown in equation (6), to account for the non-ideal 

behaviour of ethylene. 

(6) 𝑝𝑉𝑚 = 𝑅𝑇 (1 +
𝐵

𝑉𝑚
) 

This may be rearranged to the quadratic form shown in equation (7), which in turn can 

be solved using the standard numerical quadratic solution, resulting in the form shown 

in equation (8), which the software solves for each recorded data point. 

(7) (
𝐵

𝑉
) 𝑛2 + 𝑛 +  

−𝑝𝑉

𝑅𝑇
= 0 

(8) 𝑛 =  
−1 ± √1−4 (

𝐵

𝑉
) (

−𝑝𝑉

𝑅𝑇
)

2 (
𝐵

𝑉
)

 

Where: 

B = 2nd virial coefficient, n = Number of moles, P = Pressure, R = Gas constant, T = 

Temperature, V = Total volume, Vm = Molar volume. 

6.2 General procedure for polymerisations with monitored gas uptake 

Polymerisations were conducted in a 250 ml stainless steel Parr reactor with an internal 

cooling coil, equipped with a thermocouple and linked to a burette system (vide supra) 

for monitoring of gas delivery. As a typical example, the reactor was dried under vacuum 

for 1 hour and in the meantime, a reaction solution was prepared by adding comonomer 

(e.g. 1,3-DIB (33 ml, 0.19 mol) and MAO (3 ml, 1800 equivalents relative to catalyst) 

to a graduated glass ampoule via cannula and then making up to 90 ml by adding dry 

toluene. The solution was then transferred to the reactor via cannula under an argon 
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atmosphere, with the reactor initially heated to 50°C. The reactor was purged for 10 min 

with hydrogen to switch the atmosphere in the reactor from argon to hydrogen before 

the addition of ethylene. After the ethylene uptake had stabilised a toluene solution of 

zirconocene dichloride catalyst (2.5x10-6 mol) prepared in the glovebox was injected 

using an overpressure of argon. Following catalyst addition the reactor temperature and 

gas uptake were continuously monitored. The temperature was maintained at 60°C by 

use of a laboratory hot plate placed under the reactor and a supply of cold water running 

through the internal coil. At the appropriate time, the reaction was stopped by sealing 

the reactor to the ethylene supply then, following a cooling time of ca 10 min, careful 

addition of methanol (2 x 10 ml) to the vented reactor. The polymer product was isolated 

by precipitation in 5% HCl in methanol (500 ml) with stirring. The precipitated product 

was recovered by filtration, washed with THF (200 ml) to remove any unreacted 

comonomer and dried by heating overnight in a vacuum oven at 70°C.  

6.3 General procedure for ampoule batch free-radical polymerisation in the 

absence of PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

For a typical higher molecular weight example, a 10 ml glass ampoule equipped with a 

stirrer bar was charged in air with dibenzoyl peroxide (0.037 g, 9.5x10-5 mol, one 

equivalent), n-butyl acrylate (5.5 ml, 0.038 mol, 400 equivalents) and made up to 8.2 ml 

with toluene. The ampoule was then sealed and degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw 

cycles before it was sealed under vacuum. The ampoule was stirred and heated at 125°C 

using an aluminium heating block. At the appropriate time, the ampoule was cooled by 

plunging into liquid nitrogen, opened and the contents poured into stirring methanol. 

The precipitated product was recovered by filtration and dried in vacuo overnight. In the 

case of the lower molecular weight samples, the contents of the ampoules was 
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transferred to RBF’s and the solvent and other volatiles were removed in vacuo to isolate 

the polymer, which was then dried in a vacuum oven overnight. 

6.4 General procedure for ampoule batch free-radical polymerisations in the 

presence of PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

For a typical example, seven 10 ml glass ampoules equipped with a stirrer bar were 

charged in air with PE-i-DIB macromonomer (0.2 g, 9.5x10-5 mol), n-butyl acrylate (2.7 

ml, 0.019 mol, 200 equivalents), dibenzoyl peroxide (0.037 g, 9.5x10-5 mol, one 

equivalent), and made up to 8.2 ml with toluene. The ampoules were then sealed and 

degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles before they were sealed under vacuum. The 

ampoules were stirred and heated simultaneously at 125°C using an aluminium heating 

block. At the appropriate time, the ampoules were removed from the heating block, 

cooled by plunging into liquid nitrogen, opened and the mixture poured into methanol 

(100 ml) with stirring to isolate the PE-containing products by precipitation. The 

precipitates were then allowed to settle before recovery by filtration. If required the 

crude products were purified by reprecipitation twice from toluene/methanol and dried 

overnight in a vacuum oven. Homopolymer by-products were isolated from the 

methanol-soluble mixture by transfer of the filtrate to an RBF and removal of the solvent 

and other volatiles in vacuo, then dried further in a vacuum oven. 

6.5 General procedure for RBF batch free-radical polymerisations in the 

absence of PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

For a typical example, a 250 ml 3-neck RBF equipped with a stirrer bar, a condenser 

(with bubbler) and two rubber seals was charged in air with n-butyl acrylate (8.2 ml, 

0.057 mol, 50 equivalents) and toluene (60 ml). The system was purged by bubbling 
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argon through the reaction mixture using a needle connected to a Schlenk line with 

stirring for 15 min at room temperature. After purging, the inert atmosphere was 

maintained by turning on the dinitrogen supply as the argon supply was removed and 

the mixture was heated to 110°C with stirring. A separate RBF equipped with a stirrer 

bar was charged with dibenzoyl peroxide (0.37 g, 1.1x10-3 mol, one equivalent) and 

toluene (10 ml) and purged with argon for 15 min with stirring. A glass syringe was 

purged three times with argon then used to transfer the initiator solution into the reaction 

mixture. At appropriate intervals, sampling of the polymerisation was achieved by 

withdrawing a 2.5 ml aliquot from the reaction mixture with a syringe and the contents 

transferred to RBF’s. At the appropriate time, the 3-neck RBF was opened and the 

remaining mixture was also transferred to an RBF. The polymer products in the aliquots 

and remaining reaction mixture were isolated by removal of the solvent and other 

volatiles in vacuo and the products were dried in a vacuum oven. 

6.6 General procedure for RBF batch free-radical polymerisations in the 

presence of PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

For a typical example, a 250 ml 3-neck RBF equipped with a stirrer bar, a condenser 

(with bubbler) and two rubber seals was charged in air with PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

(2.4 g, 1.1x10-3 mol), n-butyl acrylate (8.2 ml, 0.057 mol, 50 equivalents) and toluene 

(60 ml). The system was purged by bubbling argon through the reaction mixture with 

stirring for 15 min at room temperature. After purging, the inert atmosphere was 

maintained by turning on the dinitrogen supply as the argon supply was removed and 

the mixture was heated to 110°C with stirring to dissolve the macromonomer. A separate 

RBF equipped with a stirrer bar was charged with dibenzoyl peroxide (0.37 g, 1.1x10-3 

mol, one equivalent) and toluene (10 ml) and purged with argon for 15 min with stirring. 
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A glass syringe was purged three times with argon then used to transfer the initiator 

solution into the reaction mixture. At appropriate intervals, sampling of the 

polymerisation was achieved by withdrawing a 2.5 ml aliquot from the reaction mixture 

with a syringe and the contents transferred into stirring methanol (30 ml) to isolate the 

PE-containing species. At the appropriate time, the 3-neck RBF was opened and the 

mixture poured into methanol (400 ml) with stirring to isolate the remaining PE-

containing species. The precipitates of the aliquots and final product were then allowed 

to settle before their recovery by filtration. If required the crude products were purified 

by reprecipitation twice from toluene/methanol and dried overnight in a vacuum oven. 

Following filtration, the methanol-soluble filtrates were transferred to an RBF and the 

solvent and volatiles were removed in vacuo to isolate the homopolymer by-products.       

6.7 General procedure for starved feed free-radical polymerisations in the 

absence of PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

For a typical example, a 250 ml 3-neck RBF equipped with a stirrer bar, a condenser 

(with bubbler) and two rubber seals was charged in air with toluene (60 ml). The system 

was purged by bubbling argon through the reaction mixture with stirring for 15 min at 

room temperature. After purging, the inert atmosphere was maintained by turning on the 

dinitrogen supply as the argon supply was removed and the mixture was heated to 110°C 

with stirring. Separate RBF’s were charged with a toluene solution of dibenzoyl 

peroxide (0.37 g, 1.1x10-3 mol, one equivalent) and n-butyl acrylate (8.2 ml, 0.057 mol, 

50 equivalents) respectively and purged with argon for 15 min with stirring. Syringes 

were purged with argon three times and then used to draw up the required initiator and 

monomer feeds, which were then set into syringe pumps. The initiator solution and 

monomer were continuously fed into the reaction mixture at fixed rates and the total 
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amounts of monomer added and the feed rate were adjusted depending on the required 

rate to deliver the feeds over the desired reaction time. At appropriate intervals, sampling 

of the polymerisation was achieved by withdrawing a 2.5 ml aliquot from the reaction 

mixture with a syringe and the contents transferred to RBF’s. At the appropriate time, 

the 3-neck RBF was opened and the remaining mixture was also transferred to an RBF. 

The polymer products in the aliquots and remaining reaction mixture were isolated by 

removal of the solvent and other volatiles in vacuo and the products were dried in a 

vacuum oven. 

6.8 General procedure for starved feed free-radical polymerisations in the 

presence of PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

For a typical example, a 250 ml 3-neck RBF equipped with a stirrer bar, a condenser 

(with bubbler) and two rubber seals was charged in air with PE-i-DIB macromonomer 

(2.4 g, 1.1x10-3 mol) and toluene (60 ml). The system was purged by bubbling argon 

through the reaction mixture with stirring for 15 min at room temperature. After purging, 

the inert atmosphere was maintained by turning on the dinitrogen supply as the argon 

supply was removed and the mixture was heated to 110°C with stirring to dissolve the 

macromonomer. Separate RBF’s were charged with a toluene solution of dibenzoyl 

peroxide (0.37 g, 1.1x10-3 mol, one equivalent) and n-butyl acrylate (8.2 ml, 0.057 mol, 

50 equivalents) respectively and purged with argon for 15 min with stirring. Syringes 

were purged with argon three times and then used to draw up the required initiator and 

monomer feeds, which were then set into syringe pumps. The initiator solution and 

monomer were continuously fed into the reaction mixture at fixed rates and the total 

amounts of monomer added and the feed rate were adjusted depending on the required 

rate to deliver the feeds over the desired reaction time. At appropriate intervals, sampling 
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of the polymerisation was achieved by withdrawing a 2.5 ml aliquot from the reaction 

mixture with a syringe and the contents transferred into stirring methanol (30 ml) to 

isolate the PE-containing species. At the appropriate time, the 3-neck RBF was opened 

and the remaining mixture poured into methanol (400 ml) with stirring to isolate the PE-

containing product by precipitation. The precipitates were then allowed to settle before 

recovery by filtration. If required the crude product was purified by reprecipitation twice 

from toluene/methanol and dried overnight in a vacuum oven. Following filtration, the 

methanol-soluble filtrates were transferred to an RBF and the solvent and volatiles were 

removed in vacuo to isolate the homopolymer by-products.       

6.9 General procedure for epoxidation of macromonomer vinyl groups7 

A 250 ml 3-neck RBF equipped with a stirrer bar and a condenser was charged in air 

with P(E-co-VNB) macromonomer (0.3 g, 1.15x10-4 mol) and toluene (100 ml). On 

heating to 100°C with stirring the macromonomer dissolved and a solution of 3-

chloroperbenzoic acid (1.3 g, 5.77x10-3 mol) in toluene (30 ml) was added rapidly. The 

mixture was then stirred at 100°C for 3 h. After the mixture was removed from the heat, 

the solvent was removed in vacuo and the product precipitated with methanol (80 ml). 

After recovery by filtration, the polymer was washed with 3 x 50 ml of methanol and 

dried overnight in a vacuum oven.  
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Appendix A: Dynamic light scattering (DLS) correlograms 

 

Figure A.1. - DLS correlogram of the product from Run 3-180, Chapter 3 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (average of three measurements). 

 
Figure A.2. - DLS correlogram of the product from Run 3-240, Chapter 4 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (average of three measurements). 
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Figure A.3. - DLS correlogram of the product from Run 9-240, Chapter 4 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (average of three measurements). 

 

Figure A.4. - DLS correlogram of the product from Run 12-240, Chapter 4 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (average of three measurements). 
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Figure A.5. - DLS correlogram of the product from Run 16-240, Chapter 4 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (average of three measurements). 

 

Figure A.6. - DLS correlogram of the product from Run 20-240, Chapter 4 in THF (1 mg/ml) after 

sonication (average of three measurements). 
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Appendix B: Design of the gas burette system used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1. – Gas burette schematic.1 
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Table B.1. - Gas burette components.1 

Component Description Manufacturer Model 

E-1 Ethylene supply cylinder   

E-1 R-3-11G/3A molecular 

sieves drying train 

Swagelok 304-HDF4-300 

E-3 2 micron filter Swagelok SS-4FW-2 

E-4 300CC sample cylinder Swagelok 304L-HDF4-300 

E-5 1000CC sample cylinder Swagelok 304L-HDF4-1000 

E-6 2250CC sample cylinder Swagelok 304L-HDF4-2250 

E-7 Connection to Schlenk line   

E-8 Reaction vessel   

I-1 Input gauge Druck PDCR-4010 (20 bar) 

I-2 Output gauge Tescom 4802-V200N 

I-3 Thermocouple in reaction 

media 

  

I-4 Control    

I-5 Meter with RS232 interface Druck DPI282 with RS232 

interface 

I-6 ACD with RS232 interface Druck DPI282 with RS232 

interface 

I-7 Pressure dial Tescom 4802-V200N 

V-1 20 bar cylinder regulator BOC HP 1502B-GL-BS4 

V-2 C2 isolation Swagelok SS-4P4T-BK 

V-3 Rig isolation Swagelok SS-4P4T-BK 

V-4 Meter valve Swagelok SS-4L2 

V-5, V-6, V-7  Swagelok SS-42S4 

V-8 Reactor regulator Tescom 44-2262-241 

V-9, V-10, V-11, 

V-12 

 Swagelok SS-42S4 

V-13 Quick connect Swagelok SS-QC-D-400/SS-

QC4-B-400 

V-14 Catalyst injection valve Swagelok SS-43S4 

V-15 Catalyst injection port Swagelok  

V-97 Commissioning purge Swagelok SS-42S4 

V-98 Regeneration gas connection Swagelok SS-4P4T-RD 

V-99 Regeneration purge 

connection 

Swagelok SS-4P4T-RD 

Catalyst injector 25CC Sample cylinder + 

Male quick connect 

Swagelok SS-4CS-TW-25/SS-

QC6-D-600 
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Appendix C: Selected polymer 1H and 13C NMR spectra 

 

Figure C.1. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 3, Chapter 3 in d2-TCE at 100°C 

(400MHz) Relaxation delay = 1 s. 

 

Figure C.2. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 4, Chapter 3 in d2-TCE at 100°C 

(400MHz) Relaxation delay = 1 s. 
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Figure C.3. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA) by-product from Run 3 t = 180 min (Mn = 2800, Ð = 2.5), 

Chapter 3 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 

 

Figure C.4. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA) by-product from Run 4 t = 180 min (Mn = 8000, Ð = 2.4) 

Chapter 3 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 
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Figure C.5. - 1H NMR spectrum of by-product from Run 8 t = 10 min, Chapter 3 in CDCl3 at 25°C 

(400MHz). 

 

Figure C.6. - 1H NMR spectrum of by-product from Run 8 t = 20 min, Chapter 3 in CDCl3 at 25°C 

(400MHz). 
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Figure C.7. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(n-BA) by-product from Run 8 t = 40 min (Mn = 1600, Ð = 1.6), 

Chapter 3 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 

 

Figure C.8. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(VAc) by-product from Run 3 t = 240 min, (Mn = 2200, Ð = 1.6), 

Chapter 4 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 
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Figure C.9. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(VAc) by-product from Run 4 t = 240 min, (Mn = 4300, Ð = 2.2), 

Chapter 4 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 

 

Figure C.10. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(VAc)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 4 t = 240 min (Mn = 6800 g/mol, Ð 

= 3.0), Chapter 4 in d2-TCE at 100°C (400MHz). 
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Figure C.11. - Detail of a 1H-1H COSY NMR of P(VAc) by-product from Run 4 t = 240 min, Chapter 4 

in CDCl3 at 25°C (400 MHz). 

 

Figure C.12. - Detail of 1H-13C HMQC NMR of P(VAc) by-product from Run 4 t = 240 min, Chapter 4 

in CDCl3 at 25°C (400 MHz). 

4.04, 1.84 

4.04, 61 
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Figure C.13. – 13C NMR spectrum of P(VAc)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 4 t = 240 min (Mn = 6800 g/mol, Ð 

= 3.0), Chapter 4 in d2-TCE at 100°C (150 MHz) Relaxation delay = 4 s. The only signals present in the 

100 – 150 ppm region are aromatic. No vinylic signals appear. 

 

Figure C.14. - 13C NMR spectrum of P(VAc) by-product from Run 4 t = 240 min (Mn = 4300 g/mol, Ð = 

2.4), Chapter 4 in CDCl3 at 25°C (100 MHz) Relaxation delay = 4 s. Extra signals appear in the 100-150 

ppm region at 126 ppm and 133 ppm, consistent with terminal vinylic groups. 
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Figure C.15. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(MMA) by-product from Run 11 t = 240 min, (Mn = 1600, Ð = 

1.6), Chapter 4 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 

 

Figure C.16. - 1H NMR spectrum of P(MMA) by-product from Run 12 t = 240 min, (Mn = 2700, Ð = 

1.8), Chapter 4 in CDCl3 at 25°C (400MHz). 
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Figure C.17. - 13C NMR spectrum of P(n-BA)-b-PE-i-DIB from Run 4 t = 60 min min (Mn = 11000 

g/mol, Ð = 2.6), Chapter 3 in d2-TCE at 100°C (125 MHz) Relaxation delay = 4 s. No P(n-BA) 

branching quarternary carbon environment signal at 47-49 ppm. 


